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ABSTRACT
In 1965 the International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IRA) inaugurated a
cross-national survey of achievement in six subjects: Science,
Reading Comprehension, Literature, English as a Foreign Language,
French as a Foreign Language, and Civic Education. The overall aim of
the project was to use international tests in order to relate student
achievement and attitudes to instructional, social, and economic
factors, and from the results to establish generalizations of value
to policy makers worldwide. Contained here are three manuals setting
out the basic procedures to be followed by national centers, school
coordinators, and test administrators in administering all phases of
the English as a Foreign Language, French as a Foreign Language, and
Civic Education testing. (RC)
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IEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY MANUALS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the TEA
Six-Subject Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 TEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Admthistrators

The Six-Subject Survey Instruments are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

In the Six-Subject Survey Data Bank, every questionnaire and test item

used in identified by a unique short variable name; the majority of these

aro formed from the new instrument number (which identifies the TEA

instrument by type, population in which used, and subject) and the

respective item number within the instrument. However, the instrument

number used in the IEA manuals is the number which was in use at the

time of testing. Here follows the key to the new instrument numbers,
then a listing of the old numbers used in the manuals with the new ones

used in the Data Bank.

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (Audent)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

0
0

4-5:

2 = II
3 = III
4 = IV
5 = I and II

Subj:ct,

6= II and Iv
7 = I, II and IV
8 = I and IV
S = IV Specialist
N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire
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S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = Ail Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

I.- :.tr.mer1t Within Type

One or two characters used when necr-nsary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.



SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN

New DB No.

English Tests

E2EL

EhEL

E2ER

MIER

E6EW

E6EC

E6E0

E2EF

E.EF

01d No. Populatipn

/EA/ENG/IIL

IEA/ENG/IVL

IEA/ENG/IIR

IEA/ENG/IVR

IEA/ENG/II IVW

IEA/ENG/II IV Sp

IEA/ENG/II, IV Sp

IEA/ENG/II Sp

IEA/ENG/IV Sp

DitaishStudent Questionnaires

Q6E1 TEA /20 ENG
IEA/40 ENG

Q6E2 IEA/20 ENG
TEA /40 ENG

English Teacher Questionnaire

THE IEA /TQ7

SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR FRENCH AS

II, IV

II, IV

LANGUAGE

TEA/ M1/STAGE 3
Title

Listening Comprehension

Listening Comprehension

Reading Comprehension

Reading Comprehension

Writing

Speaking (Structural
control)

Speaking (Oral Reading)

Speaking (Fluency)

Speaking (Fluency)

Questions About Learning
English

English Student Questionnaire

Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable English as a Foreign

Language

A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

French Tests

E1FL FR/1 I Listening

E2FL FR/6 II Listening

E4FL FR/15 IV Listening
ESFLd

FR/24 IVS Listening

E1FR FR/2 I Reading

E2FR FR/7 II Reading

E4FR FR/16 IV Reading
ESFRd

FR/25 IVS Reading

E2FWs FR/8 II Writing (Sentence
completion)

E2FWC FR/9 II Writing (Composition)

E4FWS FR/17 IV Writing (Sentence
completion)

E4FWC FR/18 IV Writing (Composition)

ETFP FR/3 I, II, IV Speaking (Pronunciation)
FR/10
FR/19



French Te_rs continued

TEA/ Ml /STAGE 3

New DB No. Old No.(s) population. Title

ElFC FR/4 Speaking (Structural
Control)

E6FC FR/11 II, IV Speaking (Structural
FR/20 Control)

E6F0 FR/12 II, IV Speaking (Oral Reading)
FR/21

ElFF FR/5 I Speaking (Fluency)

E6FF FR/13, 14 II, IV Speaking (Fluency)
FR/22, 23

French Student Questionnaires

Q6n. IEA/20FR II, IV Questions About Learning French
IEA/40FR

Q6F2 IEA/20FR II, IV French Student Questionnaire
IEA/40FR

French Teacher Questionnaire

TNF IEA /TQ6 Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable French as a Foreign

Language

SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic Education Tests

E1C

E2C

E4C

IEA/CIV/I/COG

IEA/CIV/II/COG

IEA/CIV/IV/COG

Civic Education Student Questionnaires

QICH IEA/CIV/I/HSW I, II, IV
IEA/CIV/II/HSW
IEA/CIV/IV/HSW

IEA/CIV/I/AFF
IEA/CIV/II/AFF
IEA/CIV/IV/AFF

IEA/CIV/I/BQ I, II,
IEA/CIV/II/BQ
IEA/CIV/IV/BQ

QTCA

Q7CB

I, II, IV

IV

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

How Society Works
Questionnaire

Affective Questionnaire

Background Questionnaire

Civic Education Teacher Questionnaire

TNC IEA/TQ8 Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable Civic Education



TEA / Nil/STAGE 3
STAGE 3 INSTRUMENTS COMMON TO ENGLISH, FRENCH AND CIVIC EDUCATION

Word Knowledge 'Pests

New DB No. Old No.(s)

Elswe
E25We

E45We

IEA/10WK

/EA/20WK

IEA/40WK

Student Questionnaires

Q130 IEA/10GEN

Q63G /EA/20GEN
IEA/40GEN

Q.13A IEA/IOATT

(163A IEA/20ATT
IEA/40ATT

Teacherter Geneestionnaire

TN3 IEA/TQ5

School Question

SN3 IEA/SQ2

Population

Not
Applicable

Not
Applicable

e
N.B. Same as Stage 2.

Title

Word Knowledge Test

Word Knowledge Teat

Word Knowledge Test

General Student Questionnaire

General Student Questionnaire

General Attitude and
Descriptive Srales

General Attitude and
Descriptive Scftles

Teacher Questionnaire:
General Section

School Questionnaire



Manual 1 IBA/MI/Stage 3

revised cover page

MANUAL FOR NATIONAL CENTERS

MANUAL 1

This Manual sets out the basic procedures to be followed for

the Main Testing in Stage 3. Some suggestions are made which may not

be appropriate in certain countries. If you intend to deviate from the

procedures in the Manual, please clear your changes with either

Dr. Pidgeon or Dr. Postlethwaite.

Steps to be

Section 1 -

Section 2 -

Section 3 -

Section 4 -

Section 5 -

Section 6 -

Appendix -

CONTENTS

Page No.

taken for the Main Run 2

Some Technical Matters 3

Administrative Arrangements 17

MRC Cards 27

Preparation for Despatch of
Material to Schools 51

Timetable and Testing Program 58

On Receipt of MRC Cards from Schools 65

Punching Schemes for all I.E.A. Documents (to be sent later)

is



STAGE 3
Manual 1

lEA International

Manual 1

General Notes

- This designation refers to the
international headquarters at the
Wenner-Oren Center in Stockholm.

Numbering of Documents - Documents from Stage 2 which axe being
reused in Stage 3 will keep the same
document numbers used in Stage 2. To
avoid confusion, however, they will be
written as follows: IEA /A/32 (Stage 3).
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STEPS TO BE TAM FOR THE MAIN RUN

Section al 1

1. Submit Sampling Forms (G.F. Peaker to pt Section 1

2. Draw schools Section 1

3. Approach schools and make every
effort to ensure cooperation Section 2

4. Appoint School Coordinator and brief Section 2

5. Complete Student Name Forms and Teacher Name Forms Section 2

6. Subsample where necessary Section 2

T. Send IEA /A/32 (Stage 3) to Slough Section 3

8. Receive cards Section 4

9. Assemble student and teacher envelopes and despatch
to school coordinator Section 4

10. Brief School Coordinator Section 4

11. TEST Manual 1, Section 5 and Manual 2

12. Return materials from school coordinator to
National Center Manual

13. Post-coding and stencilling if necessary

14. Package cards and despatch MRC cards to
Iowa and punched cards to Nov York

15. Send extra information:

i) marker variables

ii) NCSQ supplementary questions

iii) International and National options and spaces used

iv) report errors Section 6

1, Section 5 and Manual 2

Section 6

Section 6
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MANUAL'

SECTION 1

Some Technical Matters

Contents of Section 1

Checklist of Activities

page

4

A. Instruments for Stage 3 5

B. Sampling Procedures 7

C. Major and Minor Stratifications 12

D. Hoe to determine whether a group 5 exists 13

E. Translation and Printing 15

P. Civic Education. Special Problems 16 b

8
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SECTION 1

Checklist of Activities

Activities section

.

Instruments (Define Civic Education)

Sampling

Major and Minor Stratifications

Determining Group 5

Translation and Printing of Instruments

Decide whether to use MRC cards for Civics

A

B

C

D

F
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A. Instruments for Stam.1

Stage 3 consists of testing in Civic Education, French as a Foreign

Language and English as a Foreign Language. While definitions for

Use subjects called French and English as obvious, each National

Center will have to arrive at a definition of Civic Education which

is appropriate for that country. Please send this definition to

IEA International.

Within each of the three subjects there are various instruments which

are compulsory for all countries testing in that subject and others

which are either international or national options. The data from

international options will be processed internationally etong with the

data from compulsory instruments. If a country decides to administer

national options, the data collected will be for that country's

purposes only and will not be included in the international analysis.

The following instruments are available in the IEA Stage 3 battery:

French as a Foreign Language

Population I

Reading comprehension

Listening comprehension

Speaking

Populations II and IV

Reading comprehension

Listening comprehension

Speaking

Writing

Questions about Learning French

French Student Questionnaire

French Specialist Tests (IVS)

compulsory

international option

international option

compulsory

international option

international option

international option

compulsory

compulsory

international option
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Manual 1
Section 1
revised page 6

English as a Fweign Language

Populations II and IV

Reading Comprehension

Listening comprehension

Writing

Speaking

Questions about Learning English

English Student Questionnaire

Civic Education

Cognitive

Now Society Works

Affective Scales

Background Questionnaire

Others

All Populations

Word Knowledge Test

General Questionnaires

General attitude and descriptive
Scales

11

compulsory

international option

international option

international option

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory

compulsory
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B. Sampling Procedures

Separate sampling plans may be required for Civic Education and
Foreign Languages. For Civic Education, the defined target population
will be al, pupils in the tested population in full-time schooling.
For foreign languages, the defined target population will be those
pupils in the tested populations currently studying the foreign
languages in full-time schooling. If 100% of pupils in a country
study the foreign language being tested, then only one sampling plan
will be required. If this is not the case, then separate plans will
be necessary for Civic Education and foreign language(s)

B.1 Civic Education. Since the procedure is the same as Stage II, we can
put down for Civic Education testing every student in schools of small
or moderate size in countries testing in Civic Education. It is
reasonable to regard schools with a relevant population of up to 40
students as falling within this description. If we took every student
from a school with a population much greater than 40, we should be
testing more than we need from that school. We could avoid this by
taking only half the students where the population is between 41
and 80, a third where it is between 81 and 120, and so on, with
compensation by giving the student a weight of 2 where the sub-sampling
fraction is half, of 3 where it is a third, and so on. This would be a
fair design, but it would be inefficient, because unequal weights
increase the standard errors, and are therefore, to be avoided as far
as possible. This means that while unequal weights may finally be
needed, because the execution deviates to some extent from the design,
they should not be deliberately introduced at the design stage. To
avoid them we can couple the sampling fraction for schools with the
sub-sampling fraction for students within schools, keeping their
product, which is the sampling fraction over all, constant. If we do
this we give every student in the population the same chance of being
drawn for the sample, so that all students who are drawn have the
same weight. This is equivalent to splitting large schools into two,
three or more parts, and giving to each part the same chance of being
drawn that a small school has. Alternatively we may regard it as
giving the large schools two, three or more tickets in the draw,
whereas the small schools have only one ticket. If one of the tickets
of a three ticket school is drawn, a third of the population of that
school will appear in the sample. The measures of size should be
chosen so that the number of students appearing in the sample from any
school is roughly 30. Thus if the school is thought to have about 90
students in the population it can be given 3 tickets in the draw. If
it is drawn, a third of its pupils will be taken into the sample, so
that if the conjectured 90 turns out to be 108 then 36 will be
included. If the 90 is in fact 73 then 24 will be included, and so on.
A school thought to heave about 70 students would be given 2 tickets.
If it is drawn, half its students would be taken into the sample. Thus
if it turned out to have not 70 but 50 students then 25 of them would
be included.
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We can put this scheme down formally as follows:

Sampling Fractions

Size Group
Measure
of size

Up to 40 1

41- 80 2

81 - 120 3

etc. etc.

1 For Schools
For Students
within schools Over All

f' ff'

2f f' ff'

2

3f f'

3

etc.etc.

ft'

etc.

The essential point is that the product of the two sampling fractions

should be the same for all size groups. There is nothing sacrosanct

about the particular size groups used in the illustration above, nor

is it essential that the measures of size should be very accurate.

This is important, because it may be hard to obtain exact information

about size in advance. The general scheme is:

Size Group
Measure
of size

Sampling Fractions

For Schools
For Students
within schools Over All

1.
1 11f

f'/M1 ff'

2 M2 M
2
f f' !M2 ff'

3 M3 M
3

f'/M
3

ff'

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

The conditional probability that a student is drawn, given that his

school has been drawn, is inversely proportional to the measure of

size. But tht, probability of the school being drawn is directly

proportional to the measure of size. Therefore the measure of size

does not appear in the total probability of the students being drawn,

so that all students have the same weight. Furthermore, the weight

of the school is proportional to the number of students drawn from
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it, and not to the number it contains. The compensation for this is
of course that there will be relatively more large schools in the
sample than in the population.

To make the draw for schools, the measure of size can be entered
against the name of the school in the stratum list, and a running
total made in the next column. One can then go down the column
systematically with a constant sampling interval from a random start
less then the interval, and take the schools where each interval ends.
For selecting students within selected schools the Student Name Forms
can be used. The school will have written down the names of the
population in the left hand column, and a similar sampling procedure
as outlined for schools can be used, the sampling interval being
given by measure of size.

Alternatively, a procedure can be adopted whereby the sub-sampling is
carried out by participating schools. Where this procedure is adopted
the Student Name Form will have to contain the instructions in the top
left hand corner requesting schools to enter the names of students
who fall within the defined population and whose dates of birth fall
within certain specified periods. Such periods will be determined by
the sub - sampling fraction (t2), e.g. - in a two ticket school
instructions should be given for entering the names of students
whose birth dates fall on the lst-15th (inclusive) of each month or,
alternatively, on even or odd dates. In a three ticket school students
whose birth dates fall of the 1st-10th (inclusive) should be entered
or, alternatively, students born on the 1st, 4th, 7th, etc. of each
month.

Where sub-sampling is done by the school using a date-of-birth method,
a box should be included on the Student Name Form in which the school
is required to enter the total number of students fa'ling within the
defined population.

The purpose of the study will be better served if the selection of
students within selected schools is made by systematic selection of
individual students from the whole population within the school. But if,
for administrative or other reasons, it has to be decided that selection
must be by selecting one whole class (teaching unit) from several in the
schools then the rank of the class must be given - e.g. :The best of

three", 'The second of four'', 'The worst of three", and so on. These

examples can be chosen as 1/3, 2/4, 3/3, the general code being x/Y,
where y it the number of classes in the school that contain the
population, and x is the rank of the selected class. Unless both x

and y are given, the main analyses cannot be carried out. Even when

x and y are given the analysis will be less effective than when
selection is made not by classes but by individuals. Selection by

classes should, therefore, be avoided if possible, but if it has to
be used it is essential to give the rank of the class.
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1.5
B.2 Foreign Languk,es. The tart population definitions for

Foreign Languages are as follows.

Population I - all students aged 10 in full-time schooling
currently studying the foreign language
(French or English)

Population Ii

Population IV

- all students aged 14 in full-time schooling
currently studyine' the roreign language

- all students in the pre-university year
grade in full-time schooling who are
crrrently studying the foreign language and
have studied it for at least two years
before the present academic year (National
C,mters may wish to deviate from the
Population IV definition but should check
their intention with Dr. Postlethwaite first.)

Population IVS - (French only) - French IVS tests are
dignei for students who are specialising
in French. National Centers may define
such students as they wish.

"There a National Center is testing in both English and French, the

National Center rust decide whether one sample for both

languages or separat.. samples should b, used. Where less than

100% of schools in a particular population teach the foreign

language under study, the following procedure is suggested for

determining the sample pool:

A. Estimate the proportion of schools teaching the foreign

language (c.a. 1/5) l/4, 1/3, etc.);

B. Draw a sample pool equal in size to the product of the

reciprocal of that fraction and th, sanpie size you would

ordinarily draw ( ..g., if it is estimated that 1/3 of all schools

teach French, then draw three times as many schools as you would

ordinarily , ?raw);

C. rend a preliminary qustionnaire to this sample pool

of schools askin:1

1. if thoy teach th.. forcign language or not, and,

2. if yys, the number of studmts being taught that

fortA,7n language at ..ach population level.

D. Then include in the sample all schools teaching the

foreign language. This technique also allows a reasonable

estimate to be made of all schools in the country actually
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1.6
B.3 Sub-samples for international option parts of foreign languages

In foreign languages; the listening comprehension tests and

speaking tests have been made international options since it is

supposed that in some countries not ail schools will have tape

recorders. the writing tests have also been made international

options 1.1ecause a National Center may not wish to undertake the

burden of post-scoring of Part I on the emiting tests. If a

National Center decides to undertake an international option, it

may wish to draw a sub-sample of schools of the total sample. It

is hoped that when. or more international options are used;

they will be given to the same students so that the relationship

between language skills can be ascertained. For drawing slab-

samples, the following procedure is suggested:

a. To draw the sub-sample
.

mple of schools take emery
th

school from
a stratified list of the schools in the full sample drawn for
the reading comprehension test, beginning with a random start
and choosing i so thrt the number of schools in the sub-
sample is not less than 30. Thus if there are a hundred
schools in the complete sample i could be 3, and the schools
drawn could be the 2nd, 5th, 8th . . . 98th - 33 schools in
all.

If there are any schools so drawn that do not have tape
recorders than tape recorders should be supplied for the
exerci se.

c. If b. is for any reason impracticable or too onerous, then
pleas- write to Dr. Postlethwaite explaining the circumstances,
saying how army of the schools in the full simple have tape
recorders, and suggesting what might be done. In certain
circumstances it might be nossible to accept an unrepresent-
ative sub-se.mple. containing too large a proportion of the
schools that had tape recorders, and adjust the results by
regression on the reading comprehension test. But it is very
much hoped that the need for this "ill ht avoided by
choosin17 representative subsamples.
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d. It may be that National Centers also wish to sub-sample students
within schools, particularly for Speaking. In this case, it is
desirable to use as muoh information as is known in order to
sample the variance existing within the school. Of the possibi-
lities which exist, three examples are given below:

1. If the students taking the I.E.A. tests can be ranked for
their ability in speaking the foreign language (or in their
overall proficiency in the foreign language), the following
method may be used. If a National Center wishes to sub-
sample three students, the top student, the middle student
and the bottom student should be tested. If, however, five
students are to be sub-sampled, then the three students men-
tioned above should be tested plus one student halfway
between the top and the middle student and one halfway be-
tween the middle and the bottom student.

2. If the students cannot be ranked, the teachers may be able
to classify them into three groups: the top group, the
middle group and the bottom group. If three students are to
be tested, one should be picked at random from each of the
three groups. If six students are to be tested, two should
be selected from each group, etc.

3. If no information is available, then a random draw of students
should be made, but in this case it is desirable that as
large a sample as possible be drawn.

It is hoped that the sub-sample of students drawn would be in
the region of five to ten, on the assumption that about thirty
students per school are being tested.
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1.4 04 the question of ..rhvther th. s:Ample of schools used for Stage 2 should
be used again for Stage 3, the following points may be noted:

a. If the sauu schools can be used, the comparisons between subjects

will be more accurate.

b. But if it is likely that many schools will refuse to contribute twice,

then, to avoid a large refusal rate, a different sampling can be

drawn.

c. 4 compromise may be possible in which schools that are willing to

contribute twice c^r. be used again and the remainder replaced by

another selection.

Obviously, the National Center is the best judge of the expected refusal

ratt:.

.5 Sub-sampling of teachers may also be necessary for the purpose of selecting

those who will complete the Teacher Questionnaire. For Population I, if

there are fewer than 20 teachers in a school, then all Population I teachers

should complete the Questionnaire. If then. are more than 20, it will be

legitimate to take a 1 in 2 sample of the Population I teachers making sure

that the sub-sample contains r.:t least 5 teachers per school. For Populations

II and IV, all teachers in the relevant target population for the subject

should he included in the sample. However, if there arc more than 20

teachers in the target population, they way be sub-sampled.

(See Accompanying Notes to the Teacher Questionnaire for definitions

of target populations.)

B.6 All s%mpling proposals rust be passed by Mr. Penker before schools are

approached by the Nation-.1 Center.
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C. Major and Minor Stratifications

C.1 Many of the sampling designs include a very large number of

stratifications. In itself this is an excellent thing, but not all

these stratifications need be used in data processing for the

weighting calculations.

13

C.2 To decide which should be so used we should consider whether the

stratum metro is likely to differ very much from the general mean.

Thus, if the stratum mean exceeds by ten points the mean for all the

other strata taken together, then a mistake of p in estimating the

stratum proportion will produce an error of lOp in the estimate of the

general mean. But if the excess were only two points, the error would

be reduced to 2p. In the first case a weighting correction would be

important; in the second, not.

C.3 Consequently, in cases where the sampling design includes a large number

of stratifications, it is hoped that colleagues will be able to

indicate which stratifications should be taken into account for

weighting, and which may safely be ignored.

C.4 N.T.O.'s are therefore requested to indicate by use of capital letters

(e.g. A, B, C, etc.) those strata which they consider can be collapsed

into super strata. Thus all strata to be collapsed into the first super

stratum should have a capital letter A put next to them on the

IEA/A/37 (Stage 3) form, and strata to be collapsed into the second

super stratum B, etc. This information should be sent to Dr.

Postlethwaite no later than when the data are returned to YEA

International. If any N.T.O. is unsure about carrying out this

procedure, please contact Dr. Postlethwaite immediately.

C.5 Three points about super strata should be tmphnsised: (1) there should

be few of them; (2) each should be of fair size (minimum of 15

sample schools, say); and (3) they should be assembled in such a way

as to maximize the differences between them.
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2. j

D. How to decide whether you have a Group 5 (see TEA /A/32 (Stage 3))

D.1 If IVS French tests (the specialist tests in French listening and

reading comprehension) are not being administered, a Group 5 cannot

exist.

D.2 However, the fact that IVS French tests are being administered does

not necessarily mann that a Group 5 exists.

D.3 Group 5 consists cf those students who are being given IVS French tests

but who de not belong to the sample, of Population IV students.

D.4 If, for a given sampled school, Population IV students must be sub-

sampled in order to get the overall sampling fraction right, then the

Population IV students in that school will fall into two groups:

a. those who are ACCEPTED into the Population IV sample.

b. those who are REJECTED.

The ACCEPTED group take the appropriate standard testing program given

in that country. The French specialists within the ACCEPTED group mar

also be given some or all of the IVS tests without affecting their

status as members of the Population IV sample.

However, there are also French specialists among the REJECTED group who

may be given all, or a selection of, the test program in French in

order to build up the numbers of specialists for whom test results

exist. These students in the REJECTED group who are given specialist

French tests are considered to belong to Group 5. (Note that there

can be no Group 5 in schools where a 1 in 1 student-within-school

sampling fraction is used. In these schoolb, all Population IV

students are ACCEPTED and hence there is no REJECTED group.)

4. D.5 If a special sample of schools is drawn simply for the purpose of

administering the specialist French tests (plus, possibly, some of the

questionnaire material), the students sampled in these schools also

belong to Group 5.
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D.6 It should be noted that there are some items which are included in

both the French IV and !VS tests. Therefore, students who will be

taking both tests (i.e. the French specialists within the ACCEPTED

group) will be repeating some items. This will not affect the outcome

and it may be of interest to see to what extent the scores on the common

items increase for such students.

However, because of this overlap, two steps should be taken:

a. Population rvs testing should be done after the Population

IV testing.

b. In the instructions for the Population IVS test, the examinees

should be told that they may encounter items they have found on

the Population IV tests (if they have taken those tests), and if

so, to try their best on those items just like the other items

in the test.

It also might be a good idea if students in Population IV do not know

at the time of testing whether they are also going to be given the

French IVS tests. Certainly they should not be told when taking

the Population IV test that the XIS test will contain some of the

same items.

D.7 Group 5 is an artifact for the purpose of completing an order for MRC

answer cards - Form /EA/A/32 (Stage 3). It enables the data processor

to distinguish between those students who are regular members of the

Population IV sample and those who are not. note the distinction here

between tmatim and sample: every specialist student is, of course,

by definition n member of Population IV.

D.8 Note that it is not necessary to complete a separate Form IEA/A/37 (Stage

3) for Population IVS. IEA has not defined as one of its international

target populations a Population IVS and therefore does not require a

completed IEA/A/37 (Stage 3) in respect to this "population".

If you have any queries on Group 5, please write to:

John Hall
I.E.A.

Box 37
Teachers College
525 West 120th Street
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E. Translation and Printing

E.1 It is sweated that two translators be employed to translate the various

materials. Translators should be specialists in the subject matter and

also experienced in item - writing. If the two translators do not agree,

opinions of ether translators should be sought. It is further suggested

that back translations be made as a cheek. Where limitation of resources

prohibit back translation, an increased effort should be put into the

translation from English into the native language.

Questionnaires

E.2 Accompanying notes are provided with each questionnaire. However, it

should be noted that in general greater freedom is permissible in the

translation of the questionnaires and in many instances, questions will

have to be modified considerably for national use. Iumusbtre,

however that where international code has been prodded, it is

essential that the information is obtained nationally in such a way that

the international codinn can be =lied. Where it is known that a given

policy or practice is identical for one entire country, the question

regarding that practice need not be asked. However, it is important

that informotion about this item be properly coded at the National

Center according to the international ceding, e.g., in Poland, all

school3 in the country Rr financed by the Central Government. Thus, it

is not necessary to ask about the s'Arc of finances in the school

questionnaire. However, the information would have to be coded

appropriately at the National Center. It is also important to note

that if certain information is not variable throughout the country, it

can be obtained rt the National Center, or frnm a source other than the

school, and be coded appropriately. However, if there is any doubt at

all about whether information is variable, the :rational Center should

leave the question as specified in the appropriate questionnaire. As a

general rule it can by stated that when a question can be meaningfully

asked of students, teachers or principals, it should be asked even

though it is suspected that there will be no variability.

Please note that though some questions are identical to Stage 2

Questionnaires, many are new.
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23
Attitude and Descritays.asaka.

E.3 Accompanying notes are provided with each instrument. Where problems

are encountered in translation, please write immediately to IZA

International. The N.T.O. should run into little difficulty, however,

since the Stage 3 Attitude and Descriptive scales have been selected

from those used in Stage 2.

Manuals 2 and 3

Ede These are straightforward to translate, but should you encounter

problems, please write immediately to IE1 International.

E.5 Booklets containing criterion tests should be printed, typeset or

photo-offset. Booklets containing Questicnnnires may be duplicated

or lithographed but obviously printing would be better. Answer cards

will be supplied to each Natienal Center which requests them.

Manuals 2 and 3 may be mimeographed, but again printing would be

better.

When printing instruments, 10% more than the anticipated requirements

should be produced.
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ZrLsoklpjazatw....zrevarationofPlitesttaee, When French Listening tapes

are sent to rational Centers, there will be blank spaces left on the

tapes for directions to be inserted in the native language. Sent at the

same time is a printed script for each test.

On the printed script for each test there are boxes labeled A, 8, C, and

so forth. All printed material within each box must be translated into

the native language and then recorded onto the master tape at the appro-

priate places. After the material in the boxes is translated, the person

who is to speak the instructions on the tape should practice reading the

instructions until they can be 'delivered in the amount of time indicated

for each box. For example, on the script for the Population /I test,

the directions in box B must be read in no more than 20 seoonde inoludinq

the five second pause indicated.

At the time of recording the master tape, an assistant should monitor

the tape as it is fed through the tape recorder to signal the beginning

and end of the blank tape as indicated by the white leaders. In the

event that any part of the test is accidentally erased, appropriate por-

tions of the "safety" tape may be spliced in. However, it is felt that

recording of the native language voice directions will prove reasonably

straightforward using the described procedure and that this will prove

more efficient gran recording the instmultions separately and then

splicing them onto the master tape as was done with the first series of

pretests.
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Civic Education . eeial Iroblems

.431: 04: iNC carat;

P.1 Although Oivie Hciucation coanitive tests for 1%)pulation II and IV,

(IE.../(1V/IT/CO3! ;d IEA/CIV/IV/COG) have been writtch for MC

cards, N.T.0.'s will notice t1v 4t the other sections (How Society

WorkJ, Affective neLaes nra Dackgrothld Questionnaires) are L:ot

out s4 tLIt Jtudents will answer directly in the test booklet.

The Accompahying Notes to the Civic Education Bulletin contain

instructions for prepariac these inctruments for ;:iRC card use.

F.2 Each "ational Center will have to make its decisioh whether or

not to uun !:1.(1 cards for their Civic Education tests on the

basis of at least tw.) considorations:

a. If ;mr cards are used, the tine heeded for testihg will be

more than if otudonts Liark directly ohto their test bosIklets

since i4 How ;:;ociety Wor%c, the Affective Scales and the

Background Questionnaire the students are asked to respond

to lonl: lists of inotitutiohs or situatioPs. Going from the

booklet to the card may rAse be tirine and there is the

dah:.:er students mzty react negatively. FinrUly, the

longer the testing ti.;:m, the more likely it is that a schnol

that is ap:.r..%ched will decline to participate.

b. si1thou,7h tickini, off resoncos ih a lung list is quick and

:.elsy for the stu.enta, trio method will require considerable

expehditure of time, money and personnel eh the Fait of the

Itiohal Center. The ntudentst msponsc.c will have to be

transferred to MEC or punched cards. Mao, of course, the

opportunity for error is increased in the process of

transferriae the 'tnnwefa from one fern to another.

National Centers should weigh these factors carefully and then

report their decision. I.C.A. International.
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P.3 It has boor, pointed out th%t in some countries or sections of

countries, two :ltern%tive -mowers to some Civic 2ducation

cognitive items could be considered correct. An example iu

:Item 3 of the Population II test (1.4.:./CIV/II/COG). In New York

and Pennsylvani% in the j_o_oslop high court judges are elected

whorens in many other states they rtre not. Por students in

these two states blth answers C and D will be correct. However,

if they mark both C and D on their answer card, the Card Reader

Machine will ignore the item. Since there must obviously be

only one right answer, Kntional Centers are requested to

identify the given correct answer from the scoring key and

replace any competinz right answer with a suitable distracter.

However, be sure that the letter E7iven in the scoring key remains

the correct answer for the question. Thus, in the example given

above, it is expected that the U.O. National Center would replace

"high court judges" by, for example, "7.".% Supreme Court judges."

The correct answer would remain "members of Congress" (D).

It must be stressed that sstudentss arc: to fill in onlsr one ^.nsswcr

for each question. This instruction is given on the front of the

test and written into Manual 3, but it would be w:ll also for

National Centers to emphasise this poiLt in their communications

with schools.
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SECTION 2

Administrative Arrangements

(7,

Contents of Section 2 page

Checklist of activities 18

A. Initial contact with schools 19

B. Follow up contact 20

C. Action on completed Student Name Forms 21

D. Action on completed Teacher Name Forms 21
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Checklist of Activities

Activity section

Make initial contact with schools

Follow up contact

Action on completed Student Name
Forms

Action on completed Teacher Name
Forms

A

C

8
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SECTION 2

Administrative Arrangements

It is assumed that (a) the sampling plan has been approved

(b) an appropriate number of schools have
been drawn.

(c) agreement has been obtained, where
necessary, to approach the schools
drawn in the sample.

A. Initial Contact with Schools

A.1 A letter signed by the Head of the National Center or some other

appropriate high official, including the following points is to be

sent to the head teachers of those schools:

a. Giving the purpose of the project.

b. Askinz the co-operation of the school.

c. Indicating the approximate number of students from various
grades (forms) to be tested in that school.

1. Giving the proposed dates of testing in that school.

e. Indicating the amount of time involved in testing.

f. Detailing the other demands to be made on the school (e.g.
students to fill in questionnaires and attitude and
descriptive scales, and for Teacher and School Questionnaires
to be completed.)

g. Asking for the name of the person to be responsible for
testing in that school (School Co-ordinator) or /teaming
the Head Teacher of the arrangements you will be making
from your National Center.

h. Requesting name of person to whom all future correspondence
should be addressed and also asking for confirmation that
the address of the school used in the letter is correct.
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B. Follow -up Contact with schools

B.1 As soon asco-operation has been obtained, a further letter

covering the following points should then be sent to each school:

a. Thanking the school for co-operation.

b. Enclosing copies of Manual 2.

c. Giving an explanation of how to complete Student Name Forms
(see Section 2, Appendix). This may be an onerous task for
large schools. National Centers must find the most appropriate
way to induce the schools to co-operate. One such procedure is
to have the schools do the sub - sampling by using date of birth

(see Section 1, B). If, on the other hand, sub-sampling is
carried out at the National Center, then the N.T.O. should
ensure that this is done accurately for each school according
to the sampling fraction for the school.

d. Giving an explanation of how to complete Teacher Name Forms
(see Section 2, Appendix). The national Center will need to
know which teachers are English teachers, which are French
teachers, and which are Civic Education teachers. Please note
the distinction between the definition of the target population
of teachers for Population I and Populations II and IV (see
Accompanying Notes to Teacher Questionnaires).

e. Pointing out the necessity for keeping to the arrangements in
Manuals 2 and 3.

B.2 National Centers may wish to enclose the above information in a

school folder into which the School Co-ordinator could be requested

to place subsequent ccrrespondence and instructions. This would

probably result in less confusion since all procedures for the

testing woulfl be kept together. The folder could be labelled with

the National Center's name and address, the nmme of the school and

Co-ordinator and the school number.
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31.

C. Action on Completed Student Name Forms

C.1 When the Student Name Forms have been returned, the following

(or some agreed alternative) action will have to be taken on each:

a. Check the date of birth and eliminate all students who fall
outside the determined target population.

b. Carry out appropriate sub-sampling, where necessary
(see Section 1, B).

c. Enter consecutive numbers in Column 3 against the names of
the students to be tested. Start with 001, 002, etc. This
process should be carried out separately for each population.

D. Action on Completed Teacher Name Forms

D.1 When the Teacher Name Forms have been returned, the following steps

(or some alternative agreed upon with IRA International) should

be taken:

a. For Population I teachers, carry out appropriate sub - sampling
where necessary (see Section 1, B).

b. Enter consecutive numbers in Column 3 against the names of the
teachers beginning with 101 and numbering to 199 for Population
I teachers and beginning with 201 onwards for teachers of other
populations (see Section 3, J).
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APPENDIX

Student Name Forme

Teacher Name Forms t'
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3ECTIOE 3

Introduction.

This section must be read carefully ty all N.T.O.'s who are

planning to use !JRC cards, It should be read once as soon as

possible and if there are :ex-1 matters in it which are unclear (not

dealt with ih sufficient detail or not dealt with ut all) a

query should he addressed to Dr. Postlethwaite immediately.

N.T.O.'s will need to make constant reference to this section when

they are completing their orders for Ls.:iwq.r cards and when the

shipments of :mower cards arrive at their :1ational Centers.

The Contents list on the next page contains a brief mammary of

the points dealt w th in this section ana on the following page

there iu a checklist of ,tetivities arranged in the sequence in

which they will ,Jecur.
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C. Structure of Punched Identificatiop
Lunbers on !MC Cards 43

H. The Card Code/Toot Vernion Identirication
***** 44
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J. Extra 10.,4 of Answer Cards 46

K. 1-acklgin of ,innwer Curds 47

L. Conveyance of :nswer Cards to
National Centers 4U

M. :luperfluous Answer Cards 4'2

I'. N.ssing Answr:r Cards .. 50
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SECTIO11 3

checklist of Activities

landlirac :nuwer Cards

Activities section

Complete order for r swer cards
and send to Slouch aLd New York ; D-G

Hoccive letter informing about
shipment of cards 1

Examine, save pnckacing, ace
that whole shipment 1.:; preseLt K, L

Inform InternatioLal of
complete arrival

Discard superfluous answer
cards, create card sots if
insufficient were ordered M, r

Supply ,,lot Lumbers of
students and teLchers if this
information wr.s Lot available
earlier
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. WIC ?knew( T:trpec

Ark
..:k UP

A.1 .very PTO will have been vrovidoe with at least one set of answer

cards either at or unortly after tho :?TO meeting in November. A

familiarity with the tlenigl, el vach answer card will greatly aid

NTOs in their relclir!.; of ',1 various manualn of instruction and

assist them iA tc.kin7 dee:.cionc: :rout national options.

A.2 A summary of the MC carer; to be used in Stage 3 is presented on

the next pc3t... Please no'm the following points:

a. NO answer card.1 arc provid:36 fo-_ use with any Population

Instrument,. All responses at this population will be made

directly inLe tact boonete. :Tational Centers will have to

transfer th!, informatior. recorded in these booklets to punched

cards.

b. Wha..:e P conrtry ehooce: tc define and test a Population III, it

is expected that tho students sampled in this population will

follow exactly the sane testims program as Population II students.

0. Card 20 i- meant fel. ,anc .tudents of both French and Inglish

since the languare uentlennairen and the 'uestions about

Learning... arc Aantical for lrench and 2nglish. However, to

facilitate S.dentificaton, two (lard 20c will be produced: the

allow Card 20 is to be used for French students and the cream

Card 20 is rfn T]ncl:_sh.

d. Section F 0.47 flalga 26 its rnent to be used for the French or

.7nglish Teacher --aertionnairc. Curd 26 will also be produced

in two e07.oze: yetlla Aael cr. enm. The allow Card 26 is for use

by teachers of French only. The cream Card 26 is for use by

teacher: of %nejsh only. Tf a teacher is teaching both French

anel. 'Inglish, he wil) fill ont the whole of the yellow, card--

General section ale French section (F)--and section F

211,1: of the cream card for 13nglish.



revised page 31 .3i.

Section 3

IN; "L Too) 1, p-pop(s) "ammo) UoL, () C.L0

10 All 1 Sections I, I Optional
I Pops 1 III and Ir

4 -1

15 t Section H
Pop II

i Section L

AN,

BOOKLET

0111..Mmille. ISM.* .14. 01.11111111.

french :wading
French Listening

inommonowarola....6.

411 1111111.11.110

16 1

Pop IV
Section R , French Reading
Section L french Listening

17 . t Section R _Tench Reading
Pop

IBS I Section L I French Listening

41/.101011111

Booklet 30
Booklet 31

Booklet 42
Booklet 43

18
Pop I..

I

II
1 Section R 1 English .reading
Section L English Listening

Booklet 54
Booklet 55

19
Pop IV

Section R
I Section L

English Reading
English Listening

Booklet 34
Booklet 35

Booklet 46
Booklet 47

20 Section A

All ; Section X1
Pops Jection V

1Section X2

Section F

Section G

Section II

21

All
Pops

;Section 0

Questions About Learning
Preach/English

Optional

French/English Studont
Questionnaire

(W1-2 ;riti:A. j (Booklets 32,35,
4b)

Booklets 33,
37, 45 & 49

a a.

Vora Knowledge

Stude.it General
1 Questionnaire (IL.L/20-40 GEN1 Booklets 41

General .attitude and & 53

Descriptive ::sales

(First page of (I1;:./20 -40 GEN
1111.111....111

22 All pection C Civics Co .-.itive

i Pops '.2.ectio.. X3 G1,tiu.A,1

/

23 All
Pops

Section W 1 Civics "How Society Works" Booklets 36
& 50

Booklets 3c)

& 50

24 All
Pops

Section S

41..1111....-....0-10-M11111=WWWIEWN11=ME11.1......

Civics Affective Scales

25 All section
Pops

Civics Background
i Questionnaire

Booklets 39
& 51

Booklets 40
& 52

26 Section G I General Questionnaire TQ5

Section 2 i French/English ! TQ6 & TQ7
Teach- i ; Qtr. tionnaire

!

era
;Section C I Civics Questionnaire TQ8
I

!Section D 1 Optional
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Card 10 atiwri 13 aces

42

B.1 The table on page 31 4.10WS that there ore national option spaces

on Card 20 (Spaces X1 and X2) and Card 22 (;:paces X5 and X4). Moot

Nation^1 Centers will 1:o able to patiufy tneir du:nands for optional

space with those sp,Icea. However, if a National Center's options

cannot be fitted into these spaces, the Na.0. may request a Card 10

for each student.

B.2 Card 26 (the Teacher Card) also has its own optional space (Space D).

As in the case of students, if this space is not sufficient, a Card

10 may be requested for each teacher.
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C. Agreed Order Date and :greed Reception Date

43

C.1 At the r.T.o. meeting in rovember arrangements will have been made

with each country to specify autaualta as follows:

a. The date by which the order for answer cards will be

submitted (agreed order date).

b. The date by which the N.T.O. requires cards to arrive at his

National Center (agreed reception date).

There two dates will normally need to be at le.Ast two months %Tart.

Should an E.T.O. wish to vary either of these dates, he should

contact Dr. Postlethwaite immediately.

C.2 If an order for answer cards is not received by the agreed order date,

immediate communictions either from the DIta Processing Unit in

rew York or from Dr. Postlethwaite will be sent to the National

Center concerned. 2uch comaunicr.tions should be dealt with at the

Nationul Center as a matter of extreme urgency.

C.3 It is likeij that if .11-1 order for answer cards is not received by the

agreed order date it will not be possible to send answer cards to the

National Center by the agreed reception date.
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P. orderin. Answer C.rds

D.1 Answer cards should be ordered o.1 Porm Ii/A/32 (;,tare 3), which is

described in tho next section (E). Ilwo copies of the order ullould

be made, both in black and as 1:kr,ible possible.

a. One of these copieu should be sent to:

Miss Doreen £rinder
National Poundatio:1 for Educational Research
They :Tore

Upton Par
slough
Bucks
Lngland.

h. The other copy should be sent to:

Box 37
reacers College
525 West 120th street
Pew York, N.Y. 10027, U. O. .'..

c. V.T.O.'s should make ',. third copy of the order to keep in their

own files.

D.2 The point about sendine is two orders is to ensure against losses in

the post. Added protection would ho gained by despatching the order%

on consecutive days rather thr.zn simultaneously.
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E.1 Because most Latiosl Centers are drawinz separate samsles for each

subject, it has been decided to have 1 separate form IEA/1./32 (Stage 3)

for each subject. osmpletion of the forms for National Centers not

drawing separate sreaples will be discussed with the LIdividual I.T.O.1

at the N.T.u. meeting in Noverer 1970 in houe.

E.2 Each form is in twe parts tiie first indicates which answer cards are

required for each population isld the second ;art shows the numbers of

students and teachers to be tested in each school.

E.3 It is assured that at the point in time when an L.T.O. completes his

order for answer cards, he will have available the Student rams Pcssms

(S'ITs) and Teacher Y4111(; Forms (TI-.'s) for all the schools in the Dam le.

If this is the case, the 1:.T.O. will be able to put a check mark in

the first column of each row to indicate that the numbers of students

and teachers which he has entered .re exact.

E.4 1:owever, if ;.:1A.,s and TUPs are not available for some schools at the

time when an N.T.O. wishes to complete his order, he may estimate the

numbers of students and teachers these schools. For these schools

he would not place a once:: mark 11. the first column.

r,-

Any estimates which I.T.O. makes should be on 'the lar,e side to

ensure that he is not left with too few cards. However, estimates

should not be so large az to be wasteful cards. There is a remedy

in those cases where underestime.tes which involves use of

blank, uneunched cards (see pulp-section b).

An L.T.O. should have to make estiou'Ltes for no morethan 2>t, of his

schools. any N.T.O.'s will be able to provide exact ficures for all

schools. Any who foresees havins to make estimates for more

than one-quarter of his schools should raise the matter with

Dr. Footlethwaite,

whr nee0 to estimate soave of their numbers in order to submit

their answer card require.ae4.ts will be assed at a later dste by

Mr. Hall to replace their estisaates with exact fiGures. Thy: reason for

this is boo:Luse the infornation contained in Porm 1BA/A/32 (Stage 3)

is =v.: not only for punchin,:-.; identification nuLers al.d for reservint,

space in the data files which are toeing created for the co.puter, but

also for maintaining some check over the execution of the sample decirn.
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C A R D O R D E R F O R M . . .IEA/A/32 (Stage 3)

CIVIC EDUCATION

COUNTRY

Date Cards required

I

I

almIllaMPIIMMIOftweawarals~001011MeemimillIMINOMMHINDINONIMAD

lqlle:11117:IM:NIHIMILI1.11VNIIPSIMNIPM0

MRC CARD
TYPE

STUDENTS

Pop II
,

Pop III Pop IV

Teachers

Pop I
Other
Pope

CARD 21 8 8 8

CARD 22 9 9 9

CARD 23 A A A

Card 24 B B B

CARD 25 C C C

CARD 26 E E

CARD 10 D D D G G
1

IMMIMMO041100pimemegpOIDWOOmMISOMOPONMOMPOOWSPOMPOWOOOOMMOMODOWOMIOMWMPAOMMIONNIM

N

D

E

N

B

N N

Office Use

Only

oC1

0 C2

0 C3

C11

C12

C13

C14

CI5

/017

C16/C19

C20

021

D D D D C22
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MRC CARD ORDER I!ORM contin.Altion ...............IEA /A/32 (Stage 3)

check
if

exact

SCHOOL
l'

NUY3n

NUMBFR

lr I!

OF SirTSDEr

op ;11;.op n

TEACHBRS

h. . T

other
Pops

MI
al.

'NMTIM
-

11111111 111111111111111

for
office

use only

ILYMIMONIMININIMINNIMMIMIMMIla

rOMMWOomm.

111111101
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MRC CARD ORDER FORM. ZEA/A/32 (Stage 3)

FRENC3 AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

......ON......
110111411Nlio

COUNTRY

'Office Use

12921

Pel
002Date Cards required

MOOMPOP.140.0WWWW1mOlmoOMMOMoilmomMINIMONIMMOOMONOwl.

.

MRC CARD
TYPE Pop II

STUDENTS

Pop III Pop IV Gp.5

Teachers

Pop I
Other
Pops

CARD 15 1 1

CARD 16 2

CARD 17 3

CARD 20 6 6 6 6

CARD 21 8 8 8 ei

CARD 26 E E

CARD 10 D D D D
.

G G
4

N

E

N N N

03

C4

C5

C6

C9

C11

/C17

C16/C19

C 20

C21

C22
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inNce buniGN LANGUAJE 49

check
if

exact

SCHOOL
ID

NUMBER

NUMBBRS OF 3TUDENT8
ANOMMIli

TEACHERS

other
Pop op III Pop IV Gp. t./ Pop I Pope

for
office

use only

1110110MMI11111114.1111111140-
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MRC CARD ORDER FORM.. IEA/A/32 (Stage 3)

ENG1,ISH AS A PORUGN LANGUAGE I

Office Use

Onlx

Date Cards required

0 el

0 02

COUNTRY

104101 MINION11411.111011111

3
winvolmbel

3
orrellbqmp

MRC CARD
TM;

STUDENTS
Pop II Pop III For iV

TEACH
ERS

CARD lb 4 4

CARD 19 5

CARD 20 ..
1 7 7

CARD 21 8 8 8

CARD 26 F

CARD 10 D D D G

"041.40.1,0M1mwmalmftimperemlisw.ftmwma.mmimmmowarmalmarqWwMommilm.

E

C3

C7

C8

010

011

020

C2I

C22
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MRC CARD ORDER ?CR% continuation (Stage 3)

check
if

exact

SCHWL
I

JIMP.:P :`!' .*Tj!W":1
II)

i

gUMBER Poy :f i-.0 ill r)1 7'
Numters

of Teac,aers

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

111111.11.11111111111

.0.11..............0.........

OM.,

Mmi

I

NIMINPM.
1

T ..-...r..._
1

_,........._
.

00...-

...

i........... AM ..ow.,

.....

for
office

use only

.09991 .

., GM.,
I

,4..
aa

1 119 ....a. algae. W. agora..

6111 11111 aloa--
11. ,- Fob -
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P. PUT thu 0 teS about C +o r+ I :11 A 2 eta e ms

P.1 If some populations are being tested at widely different dates from

others, an N.T.O. may submit his order for cards for earlier testing

dates separately from his order lr cards for the later testing dates,

the latter order bin delayed until an appropriate moment. However,

if these are an N.T.O.'s intentions, they must be made clear to DIA

International (and stated in the Steps form, IWA/61), and arrange-

ments will be made with the h.T.O. to have two sets of agreed dates.

P.2 In assigning identification numbers to schools, care must be taken to

ensure that each school is assigqed a unique number, regardless of

the number of populations bein;; tested in it. The need to have

unique school numbers is of paramount importance. Any doubts or

problems which any N.T.O. has should be raised as a matter of urgency

with Dr, Postlethwaite.

P.3 Before completing form IEA/A/32 (Stage 3), Y.T.O.'s should pay special

attention to the followiL6:

a. to the definitions of teachers given on page 1 of the

;ecompanyi147 Notes to the Tenclter Questionnaires in the white

Questionaairec .i'.131etin and to the implienLions of these

definitions in rovidint; the ':unbars: of teacher auked for.

b. to the definition of "Group 5" given in :.z.nu-1 11 I;eetion 11) .4nd

to its implication for providing th" appropriate numbers under

the heading "Group 5" in thv order form.

c. to specird procedures whic'n Ltust be followed if the same teacher

teaches both French En;lish. Sue Manual 1, Section 3.
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0. Structur: of thv t'unchcd Identification lumbers on NBC Curds

4.1 The numbers which miter in Form 1?..,//32 (Stage 3) specify

the: sequences of identification numbers which ::re puncned into the

answer cards. Ten icntification di..;it'J are punched in each answer

card otarting at colunn 3 nnd ending at columL 12. Those digits hove

the followiw structure:

Cols. 3 - 4

Cols. 3-die,it school nulaber

Cul. 8

Cole. - 11 ;3 - digit student number

Cu3. 12 2.112212LIELII.21122221

country number

Additionraly, the ten di:7ita of i::formntion are 5.rintud alone th::

top (ire of the c%rds.

G.2 rot.: that, since the school number i3 3-digit number, thu .;reateut

school number possible is 999. ';:ote further that, :Since e:Ich school

must have a unique :.umber, tie nu..iber of ucLoolu wiiich

country can employ for the testing of Pureirn Toxiguases and Civics

is 99'). Any Y.T.6. who r,3 ens to :lore schools than this should

discuss the outter uri;ently witr. John Hall.
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H. The Card Code/Test Version Identification Digit

54

H.1 Column 12 will normally have nothing punched in its i.e., it will by

blank. Excuptiono to this rule are:

a. an optional C ?trd 10 ordered for a student will have an 0 punched

in column 12; a Card 10 for a Lecher will have a T punched in

column 12.

b. Card 20 for french will have an A punched in column 12; Card 20

for English will have a B punched in column 12.

c. the yellow Card 26 (the Teacher Card) will have an A :lunched in

column 12; the erect._ Card 26 will have a B punched in column 12.
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I.E.A.

Teacher Name Form
Code No

The School Coordinator: Population

Please 1 at below, in any Stage 3
School

convenient order, all teachers (TN10)

in your school who are teaching Name of School

one or more of the subjects being
Address

tested and check in Columns 2, 3
and 4 the subject which they are
teaching. -

1

Name of Teacher 1

I

French

Ques.

TQ 6

English !

Ques. !

TQ 7 1

Civics
Ques.

TQ 8

General
Ques.

TQ 5

Answer iTeacher
Card !Return

26
1

I

1

Envelope

.........

I

. 4
i.......

.....-..........4

........14.,

I

i

.......mrromMil

I

I

I

i

A -
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I. Teacher Identification ::umbers

56

I.1 Population I teachers are numbered from 101 to 199 within schools.

Teachers of other populations are numbered from 201 onwards within

each school. The general structure of the to digits of identification

for teachers can be seen from the followiL3:

aabbb-lccA Card 26 for r Population I teacher

aabbb.2ccA Card 26 for a ter.cher of populations other

than Population I

Where lee and 2cc are teacher numbers within schools. No

population code is puachad iato column 8 in the case of teachers:

instead, a hyphen (°-") is punched into this column.
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J. Extra 10; of Answer Cards

57

J.1 In addition to the answer cards ordered on Perm IEA/4/32 (Stage 3)

all of which will have 10 digits of identifiontion punched in columns

3 . 12, 10 per cent extra answer cards will be sent to countries.

Those extra cards will have nu identificatioh holes eunchod in them

and therefore will be for general use in rational Centers, ac follows:

a. in replacing damaged answer cards.

b. in supplying full sets of answer cards in cases where the P.T.O.

underestimated the numbers of students who ru,,uld require materials.

These uses will be mentioned again Section 3, 7 and Section 6, I

and .1, and will be described there in gr.:ater detail.
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K. .usliaglits of Answer Cards

58

K.1 To give further protection to the answer cards during their journey

to rational Centers, stout pieces of cr.rd will be inserted at

intervals within boxes. IT.T.O.Is should note the method of packaging

on their arrival, save all packaging materials (cartons, boxes, pieces

of stout card, etc.) and ensure that the same standard of packaging is

employed when the cards are cent to Iowa for processing.
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L. Conveyance of Answer Cards to National Centers

59

L.1 Answer cards will be airfreighted to national Centers. As soon as

cards are despatched from Slough a form giving details of what has been

packaged (see also L.3) will be sent to you by Miss Doreen Trinder

who is responsible for the identification. punching of the cards at

Slough.

L.2 At the same time as the shipment is despatched, an express airmil

letter will be sent to the Y.T.O. telling of the dospatc and

recording the number of cartons and the number of boxes in the

shipment. On arrival of the shipment, the N.T.O. should carefully

check that the whole shipment is there awl, if it is not, query the

matter with the delivery agents. When the N.T.O. is satisfied that

the whole shipment has arrived, he should notify Dr. Postlethwaite

of this fact.

L.3 If the shipment does not arrive in L reasonable tine after receipt

of the airmail express letter, the N.T.O. sDould begin making urgent

enquiries as to what has h.ppened.
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aperfluous Answer Cards

MO There aru two situations where cards (among the pre-punched sequence

of cards) will be superfluous aid can therefore be discarded at the

earliest convenience of the F.T.O. However, the conditions under

which these cases occur will not necessarily arise. These cases

are as follows:

a. The first case is quite simple. If, in ordering answer cards

for a school, an N.T.O. has had to supply an estimated figure

for number of students (see sub-section E3 and E4), it is quite

likely that the figure he supplied will be too large and that by

the time the answer cards arrive at his National Center (and

certainly before he sends them to the school in question!) he will

know that he does not need, say, 5 of the sets of cards he ordered.

In this case, he should discard the 5 sets he does not nee,'

(starting from the back of the pack of answer cards for the school,

i.e., from the student with the highest number). For example,

if for a particular school the r.T.O. has specified an estimate

of 32 studwits on 'form IBA/A/32 (Stage 3) and he later learns,

(Ili receipt of the Student Name Rum, that ho needs to test only

27 students, he should discard the answer cards associated with

student numbers 020-032.

b. The second case arises where an Y.T.O. specified that ho iLtends

to administer French IVS tests at the Population IV level. Such

a specification will lead to a Card 17 being produced ,for every,

Population IV student. Since the r.T.O. will want to give the IVU

toots only to specialist ::ronch students, the Card 17 for students

riot fallinc; into this category are superfluous and should be

discarded.
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6
N. Nissing Answer Cards

V.1 It is hoped that there will be no missing answer cards which cannot be

readily aceounted for. The only case which should arise is where, f r

a given school, the N.T,O. has underestimated the numberof etuduntu

he needs to test where completing Form IBA/A/32 (Stage 3). In this

ease he should make up the required sets of cards from his stock of

unpunched answer cards, assign student numbers which contil.ae the

sequences already established among t:le punched cards, and write

these identification numbers at the top left of the cards in the

spaces provided. All these tasks should be completed before sending

the cards to the school.

For example, if for school 029 the N.T.O. has ordered 14 sets of

Population II cards and he finds later, on receiving the SNP, that he

needs 16 sets of cards, he creates two additional sets as follows:

Card 15, identification =
Card 20, identification =
Card 21, identification =

Curd 15, identification =
Card 20, identiticatio:I =
Card 21, identific%tion =

aa0292015
aa0292015A
aa0292015

rta0292016
aa0292016A
aa0292016

SET 1

ZIET 2

N.2 When writil,g in identification numbers by hand, P.T.O.'s should take

care that these nuabers do not stray ogtside of the areas provided

for them. Otherwise, the tail ends of the numbers will be read as

stray mnrks and produce what is known in the computer field as

"garbage". The written identifications cannot be machine read

meaningfully but are meant only as o. visual check for human card

handlers.

N.3 A method of providing marku which car be =chine re:4 meaningfully will

be described in section 6J along with the procedures for dealing with

answer cards as they are returned to the National Centers froze scheels.

This method will involve making pencil marku where otherwise the

punched holes would have been and is the only approved method N.T.O.Is

may use in identifying sets of cards created out of the stocks of bllnks.

Under no circumstances should N.T.0.'s try to...punch identification

numbers into blank cards.
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SECTION 4

Preparation for Despatch of Materials to Schools

Contents of Section 4 pap,

Checklist of activities 52

A. Completion of Student Name Forms 53

B. Packaging Test iaterials . OOOOOOOOOO 54

C. Briefing of School Co-ordinators 56

D, Sending Materials to Schools 5"
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steTion 4

Checklist of Activitieu

Preparation for Despatch of Naterials to Schools

Activities section

Indicate tests on Student gane Parr=

Receive cards

Prepare student and toucher
envelopes and pac% materials

Brief school co-ordinators

send materials to schools

C

1)

63
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A. Coaletion of Student Name Forms 6

.1 Using the returned Student Name Ports indicate in the approprinte

columns the particular tAatorials to be given to each student to

be tested. Otudent, Teacher and curd eLvelopeo should be ordered

at this point and preparations wade to hire clerks to package

material.
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D. l'ackyin_g_ Test Eaterials

B.1 The MRC answer card boxes can now be lined up ready for packaging

cards in envelopes. The cards for each student in turn can now be

put into a &UZI, envelope which should be narked on the front with

the full student identification number.

B.2 Using the :student Lane roma the appropriate booklets (and small

envelopes) for any one student cat now be packaged into the large

Student Envelope. The name .4nd code number of the student and his

school should be clearly written on the front of the Student

Envelope. All of the Student EnveloperY for any one school are now

packaged together with a duplicate copy of the relevant Student

Name Form for that school and t4rzet population.

B.3 Using the Teacher Name Form, the appropriate Teacher Questionnaires

together with the Teacher Return Envelope containing the answer

card are packaged into the Teacher L:nvelope. The name of the scl,nol

should be clearly written on the front of the Teacher Return

Envelope together wilh the appropriate code numbers. All of tho

Teacher 4;nvelopes for vIny ohe school are now packaged together

with duplicvte copy of the Te!teher Vane Porn Xor that school.

B.4 The School Questionnaire could be enclosed.
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3B.5 Spar, copies of tests. It is suggested that each National Center

print ten per cent more of each booklet than required. Each

school should be sent an appropriate number of spare copies of each

booklet to cover replacements and extra supply for students.

B.6 The materials for any one school can now be made ready for despatch.
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C. Ariefina of School Co-ordinators

C.1 A copy of nanual 3 along with all tho testing materials to be

used for each testing session should be sent to each school

Co-ordinator so that he can become familiar with the actual testing

procedures. he will have already received Manual 2. National

Centers may feel, however, that it would be desirable to bring

School Co-ordinators together (perhapo on a regional basis) some

weeks before the actual testing, so thau they may be fully

instructed about the part they have to play in the survey. Their

briefing should include the followini; poinLo:

a. Purpose of survey.

b. Explanation of nil survey doeuments (tests, questionnaires,

attitude scaies and descriptive measvres, answer cards,

envelopes (students' and teachers'), manuals, etc.).

c. Instruetions for briefing of test supervisory.

d. OrgInisation of testing sessions.

e. Arrangements for ce.apletion of Teacher and School Questionnaires.

f. Proceduree for dealinr with adwinistrative errors which occur

(e.g. the wrong testa being given to a particular child).

g. Procedures for checking student answer cards.

h. Procedures for returniug materials.
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D. Sending, Materials to Schools 68

D.1 At the appropriate tine before the country's date for testing,

the packages containing all the materials for testing should be

sent to the Ochool Co-ordinators. ?t the same time a letter

should be sent to each School Co-ordinator askinc him to check

that the right materials are received. Dote: Descriptions of

the contents of the envelopes should be given.

D.2 At this time the National Center may also wish to sond out a

memorandum listing all documents which have boa& circulated to

the schools so that the School Co-ordinator can check that he

has received all instructions and studied all the procedures

rAuired of him.

*4
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SECTION 5

Administration of Teats

Contents of Section 5 page

A. Testing Programs 59

B. Sequence of Testing 65

69
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A. Testing Programs
70

The testing programs which follow give estimated times for

the administration of instruments fnr Populations I, II, IV and

IVS. These tables also give I.R.A. numbers for sections of

booklets and card numbers for answer cards. These numbers will

be prominently displayed on the answer card. The time

estimates shown in the tables do not include time for distribution

of test materials and giving of directions. Testing materials

have been assembled into a series of booklets, and testing has

been organised into a series of sessions for each subject.
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7!

Booklet
Number Instrument

I.E.A. !

Number Time Session*

26 Civic Education Cognitive
CTV/I/COG 35 min** 1
CIV/I/BSW 35 min

...

2

27 Civic Education AMetive
Scales CIV/I/AFF 30 min 3

28 Civic Education
Background Questionnaire CIV/I/BQ 30 min 4

29 Word Knowlktdgc Tt.st 10 WK

General Questionnaire 10 GEN

General "ttitude and
Descriptive Scales 10 ATT 30 min 5

The testing for Civic Education has been split into five sessions as

indicated, but National Centers may re-allocate the sessions according

to local conditions.

The time allotted for the first session of the Cognitive test is

35 minutes. National Center may give more time (an extra 10

minutes) as it feels necessary.

POPULATION I - FRENCH

Booklet
Number Instrument

I.E.A.
Number

24 French Reading Comprehension FR/2

25 French Listening
Comprehension FR/1

Time

mimm-11.

29 Word Knowledle Test 10 WK

General Questionnaire 10 GEN

'General 'attitude and
Descriptiv,.. Scales 10 ATT 30 min 2

20 min

20 min

Session

1

Tl IFr,:nch Speaking FR/3-5 9 min per students-

individually
administered
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Testing Programs for Population IT

POPULATION II - CIVIC EDUCATION

Booklet'

Number Instrument

38

39

40

41

Civic Education Cognitive

0111110111111111.1.1411114.1111.

I.E.A. 1 Card
Number (Number Time iSession,

+10 OIMMINImg11.

SELITAN__gg__XLIOL.,
CIV /II /HSW 23 25 med.' 2

Civic Education Affective
Scales 110
Civic Education
Background Questionnaire

Word Knowledge Test
General Questionnaire
General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

CIV/II/AFF 24

CIV/II/BQ 25

20 WK
20 GEN

20 AFF

20 min**
1.041411

20 min**

3--
4

21 30 min 5

The testing for Civic Education has been split into five sessions as
indicated, but National Centers may re-allocate the sessions according
to local conditions.

If MRC cards are being used with these instruments, an extra 10
minutes should be allocated to the testing session.

POPULATION II - FRENCH

Card
Number Time

French Reading Comprehension FR /7 15 ,25 min

Session '

1

French Listenin4
Comprehension FR/6

32 !French Writing Part I
Part II I FR/8-9

-r

15 25 min

33 Questions About Learning French,
French Student Questionnaire ' 20 .7R

25 min
-r

20 20 min

2

41 Word Knowledge Test
!General Questionmire
General Attitude and
!Descriptive Scales

20 WK
20 GEN

20 ATT 21 30 min 3

1

T2 ;French Speaking

1

FR/10-14 .19 minutes per
'student
individually
!administered
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Booklet
Number Instrument

I.E.A.
Number

Card
Number Time Session

34 1 English Reading Comprehension ENG/IIR 18 1 hour 1

35 English Listening
Comprehension ENG/IIL 18 30 min

4C rain

2
36 English Writing ENG/IIW --

37 Questions About Learning
English
Lnglish Student Questionnaire 20 ENG 20 20 min 3

41 Word Knowledge Test
General Student Questionnaire
General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

20 WK
20 GEN

20 ATT 21 30 min 4

T3 'English Speaking
1

ENG/II Sp Oa Ono 30 nin per
student -
individually
administered

1

1

1

J.
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Testing Programs Population IV

POPULATION IV - CIVIC EDUCATION

*I/ 00041.111.11111101111.

73
,

Booklet;
Number Instrument

I.E.A.
Number

CTV/IV/COG

Card
Number

22

Time

.

Session*

50
-----1 35 min 1

Civic Education Cognitive
CIV /IV /HSW

4
23 r5 min-----------------------.--

51 Civic Education Affective 1

Scales i CIV/TV/AFF 24 20 min 3

52 Civic Education
Background Questionnaire

1

1 cry/Iv/B(1 25 20 min
,

53 Word Knowledge Test 40 WK
General Questionnaire 40 GEN.

General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales 40 ATT 21 30 min 5

The testing for Civic Education has been split into five sessions as
indicated, but National Centers may re-allocate the sessions according
to local conditions.

If MRC cards are being used with those instruments, an extra 10
minutes should be allocated to the testing session.

POPULATION IV - FRENCH

Booklet
Number Instrment

42 French Reading Comprehension

43 French Listening
Comprehension

44 French Writing Part I
Part II

45 Questions About Learning
French
French Student Nestionnaire

53 Word Knowledge Test
General QuestionnairQ
General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

I.R.A.

number
Card

Number Time Session

FR /16 16 30 min

1

FR/15 16 25 min

I FR/17-18

40 FR

OW Oa

20

25 min

20 min

2

40 UK
40 GE3

40 ATT 21 30 min 3

T4 'French Sp. airing

1

FR/19-23 -- 20 min per
I student -

individually
:administered

a
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POPULATION IV - ENGLISH
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73

Booklet: ,

Number 1 Instrument
I.E A
!lumbtx

Card
Number Time Session

46 iEnglish Reading Comprehension ENG/IVR 19 1 hour 1

47 'English Listening
:Comprehension ENG/IVL 19 30 min

2t.

48 !English Writing ENG/IVW -- 40 min

49 ,Questions About Learning
English
English Student Questionnaire 40 LAG 20

21

20 mia
__L__

30 min

3

4

53 Word Knowledge Test
General Student Questionnaire

i

General Attitude and
IDescriptive Scales

40 WK
40 GEN

40 ATT

T5 English Speaking

1

ENG/IV Sp . 30 min per
student -
individually
administerzd

Testing Program for Population IVS

POPULATION IVS - FRENCH

Booklet
Number i Instrument

I.E.A.
Nuabcr

Card
Number Time

54
L

French Reading Comprehension FR/25

! FR/24

17

. 17

25 min

25 min55 French Listening Comprehension

Session

1
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B. zoquence of Testing

76

8.1 The sequence in which instruments are administered should

correspond as much as is appropriate to the order in which the

sessions are listed in the previous tables. National Centers must

decide, according to locr.1 conditions, how many sessions should be

given in one morning or afternoon.

For countries administering tests in both French and English: it is

suggested that these subjects be tested on different days. National

Centers should put the timetable they arrive at for their national

testing into their Manual 2 for school co-ordinators and also send

a copy to Dr. Fostlethwaite.

8.2 Sreaking tests need not be completed on the testing day but may be

administered at the school's convenience within a time period

specified by the Nitional Centers, but hopefully within two weeks.
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O aeceipt of Materials froze 6chools

Contents of !Ieetion 6 page

Checklist of activities 66

A. Materials to be Sent to IEA International 67

B. Discrepancies in Test Content or Quality 68

C. Checkina that .k11 Material is Presezt 69

D. Punching of Instruments ........ OOOOOOOOOO 70

E. Checklist of operations Carried out on
NRC Cards ........ OOOOOO ................... OOOOO 71

F. Absentees and 'Unused MC Cards OOOOOOOOOO ....... 72

Cr. Cheekily Answer Cards for
Appropriate Markingr: OOOOOOOO ...g......... OOOOO 73

H. Central Coding of Questionnaire
Materials ......... OOOOO ........... OOOOO .40 OOOOO 74

I. Central Copying Answer Cards 75

J. Hand Markinc of Identification Numbers . OOOOO 76

K. Post-testing Operations on 'French .rd
English Writing and Speaking Tests OOOO 01

L. Packaging of Despatch 84

n. Shipment of Answer (niC) Cards and
Punched Cards OOOOO C5

N. Notification of Shipment ......... OOOOOO &38

7 7
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SECTION 6

Checklist of Activities

On Receipt )f %IC C.:.rds from Ochools

.1ctivities i section

See that all Lecessary information
has been sent to IEA Internektional

Ch,:ck that all natcrial has been
returned frou bchoolu

Carry out necessary punching

C,:rry out nece:glary operations on
MC cards

Carry out nocusuary operations on
foreign 1141nua!:e6 wriLin/,; a%d
speaking, tests

1%ck cardu and other naterialv
for s:lipa(4 nt

car as .end ..)ther materials

to proFer addrJuss

:;crud r11 nocuus%ry

A, B

C

D

E J

K

K,

K -

A, Bp 1!
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C. 7.)

Th.: et4lhasis of this secti,. ii. one how to de:a with MC CarOs

as they nre returned froL schools, but specific references nv,-,

to 13,: found .aso to the treat:lent:1 to whic'n punched c%rds a.. _d

be subjected.

A. naterial to b.. Snt to IL Internticnal at the

AO When an N.T.O. has completed all the steps described in this

section, all the d::ta he has a:Mooted is his country will be

in the process of beir4T dcapatrthed for proceosinr. At this

tine, therefore, thu should eons :der whether IBA.

International has all the information it needs to be ablu to

deal adequately with these data and their analyses. list of

the informatio snould have bear, provided is ati follows;

a. Completed rational Casu Study Questionnaire supplementry

questions. .. short docuL:ant containi4; Vational Case Study

questions relev:_i:t to :.itagu 3 subjects will be sent out for

coudletion.

b. (opeciricatio:3 of ;:arker Variables with National Stttistica of

sane for any marker variables Uifforunt frwil those in

.3taCe II.

c. Iliternational Options are being used and whore they

are recorded.

d. What Cational Options lrc beinc used.

e. Populltion numbers of studfInts by stratus (or groups pf

strata) which can be unea asp a b.sia fur weighting if different

from nuubers aublaitted or. ILA/A/37 (Stare 3).

f. Spr:cifieati.m to* super strata.
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fl. Discrepancieu in Test Contnt or Quality

83

B.1 Notice should h sent to IN:. International '.)f any devintions

from the standard tests which: found in national versions.

This wiAlld include any corrections whjch should 111-.ve bec !lade

in thy: tests but store received by National Centers after those

socticns were printed. Please send a list of ;al ouch deviations

to Dr. Postlethwate.

B.2 rational TocLnical Officers should also raake written notes of

any 1oculiaritios which they discover either in their instru-

uwAs ^r their fieldwork and let Dr. Poutlethwaite have a copy

of these notes. Ouch written notes would, for instance, itemize

in detail any substantial differences that occur between quantity

of testinu materi-A sent to a school and quantity of completed

naterial returned (see sub-section Fl)
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C. th-t '.htk.rirl in Prearnt

C.1 :.11 lalterialu returned froi.t sclwole be carefully checked

and steiu vaker. 4*) retrieve ;:inuil.c itet:s. In particular, a

check ghouls be uade to .nsure that the Scho,1 Questionnaire

iL present and coiaaetu.
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Punchinr, Jf Instru.,nts

S 3

D.1 The following instruments tre punched by all countries:

a. Ul iustruncnt2 for Popul-.J.tion I students

b. 3ch9o1 Questionnaire

As retur parcels frol.! scho.18 are opened and sorted, a cileck

should be made that these instruments ar; marked elearly with

the correct iauntirication numbers, and then they should be

accumulated rtAdy for punching.

D.2 Coding and punching se --1.E! ;re 4 , be found in the appendix to

this Nanual.
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E.1 A nu.iii.)er of operations have to be perforued rt:: the idaterials

returned frpN sc%Jols in c....tries using; NEC cards. In addition

to checkinz that there is Not a Great deal of missin.3 Llaterial

(see sub-section C above), the following operatins should

also be performed. (Each is described in detail in the indicated

sub-section)

a. The .::suer e%rds for students who were absel.t for all sessions

should by discardc4. (sub-section e)

b. Inswer ,ards r:hould be checkoel for appropriate :slrkinr5s.

(sub-section G)

c. Open-ei:Jed student questiora-aire naturira to be coded

aarked into section G .4: the back of Answer Card 21.

(sub-section .)

d. .Inswer Cards chid. c.re (14:1.A; A:(1 or which :arc: narked badly beyond

uendiiig should be re-c,pied (..).:to fresh blank answer

cards. (sub-section 11

v. Tliose St :dents hwe vIked u their responaus the

boAlets (see :Janu%i 2, m:)-soction 10%) shuuld It%ve their

reoponses copied oto fresh, .-Llswer cards. (12)

f. Anscmr Cards l:ich L.:rt :.tve their identificati)ns

drepunchea (see :;uctim lnd d o abovc:) should have

the 12ontiricti)r, hand.-.:Zr ked up: the.: in the valy

:7:escribcd 1Lter in this secti: (1.3 J).
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,U)sentees and Unused ;MC Cards

S 1

2.1 The Data Processing Unit will be chucking how uu649onpleted.

materiul is bein:; returned fr,m each school, and where there is a

large discrepancy between the returned amount and the exRected

amoul.t, a query will be raised. rational Centers should,

therefore, z.,,ticipate such queries by sending to Dr. Postlethwaity

a list of their schools which have returned much less material

than expected, to,;.ther with the re.7..sons why this has happened.

P.2 Note the el::pharlici above on ,completed material. If all the cards

in a student's envelope are unused (i.e., the student has made no

marks on any o1 them), the:: should not be returned to IBA

International. There is also no point in returning blank teacher'

cards (Carl 26).
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G. OhockingL;.nswt.r Cards for :.,uropriate nirkinAs

G.1 It is accepted that there is a limit to the :mount of scrutiny

to which ;:ach aLsw,2r card can be subjecte.l. The beet that can

be expected in the way of scrutiny is as follows:

a. 2cre,;Lihg for cards markod up in other than pencil (o.c.

ballpoint) .

b. Icreenin'; for .:arks uado outsiae Jr response are =s which

arc likelr intoriere aith tI.0 rQadi:,g perfornace of the

1501 c;:.ro reader.

c. C.eruninc, for lbsence of ideA.ti.ac-ti,11 (i.e., if identi-

fication is not .)ro-punnhod, it :ust bo stencilled).
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11, Central Coding of questionnaire Llateri%10

H.1 The openended questions of the Stud:nt questionnaire (IEA/20 GEr

and IEA/40 GEI), e.g., student gv, Grade, and expected Occuption,

Pother's Occupation, and School Profrrau, need to be coded in the

approprt.lte spaces it 3cction 0 the Student Answer Card 21.

H.2 "..:ee K.1.
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I. 922,tra.1.C22wer Ct.rds

1.1 Stray pencil marks on answer cards can be erased without difficulty.

However, some answer cards will have t, be recopied at the National

Center if the originrls returned by tLe schools are in very bad

shape. Examples f cards which will need recopying are as

follows:

a. Cards which have been narked up in ballpoint.

b. Cards which have been folded, cruupled or torn.

1.2 There will also be a need for V.T.O.Is to arrange the transference

of narks from buoklets onto answer cards. This should occur very

infrequently (see ilanual 2, subsection 10a).

1.3 Whenever blank, unpunched answer cards are used for copyiri

recopyizIg responses, the ider,tificatien u:',ould be carefully

written in the appropriate space (see Cection 310.
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J. Hand Marking_of Identification Numbers

83

J.1 There are two cases where an M.O. gill acted to hand-mark (stencil)

identifications:

a. where he has underestimated his card requirements and needs to
create entirely new sets of cards from his store of blanks, and

b. where a pre-- punched card has become damaged and needs to be
replaced.

There will be an extreme temptation, in the latter case, to mark up

the identifications by simply pencilling through the holes of the

damaged punched card. THIS MUST NOT BE DONE.

J.2 When hand-marking identifications, the first step is to ELte, the

identification number needing marking in the box at the top left of

the card if it is not already written there. An example of this is

shown in Diagram 1.

J.3 The next step is to turn over the card and again write the identifi.

nation number above the columns of numbers. The columns are labelled

clearly and short lines are provided for guidance in writing the

numbers above the correct columns.

J.4 Having written the identification number on the reverse side, the

next step is to mark the number in the form in which it can be

machine read. This markinm must be done in toenail. Diagram 2

illustrates the proper procedure. The following points should be

noted:

a. Only columns 3-11 are marked up on Card 15. In general National
Centers need not mark anything in column 12.

b. In the case of Cards 10, 20, and 26, there is a Card Code/Test
Version identification digit in column 12 (see Section 3H). On
these cards the letters of identification in column 12 must be
marked up as numbers in the boxes. The following key should be
used: A = 1; B = 2; S = 3; and T 4.

o. The digits of written identification are written directly above
the columns into which they are marked. Care must be taken to
ensure that the marks are placed in the correct columns.

d. The marks are made in pencil. This is very important and means
that the marks can be erased and corrected if neoevsary and also
that they can be read by machine.

e. The marks should be made boldly but should not stray outside the
stencil outlines provided for them.

J.5 Diagram 3 shows the proper method of marking up the teacher card 26.
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DIAGRAM 1

ti

R
P10 ®®
P2 0000

7 0000
8 cock'9 0000

10 000®
11 000 0.)
12 0(000
13 0000
14 600o,15 0000
16 0040
17 0000
18 0000

115
411b w PV

19 0000
20 0 0 a>
21 C)CDO0
22 0 0 0 0
23 00)00
24 CDCC3C4
25 0000
26 0000
27 0000
28 0000
29 0000
30 CDOC)C3
31 CDC)00
32 000).
33 0000
34 000®35 0000

t.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

tab ft* efb fo*

111 011 SP

A
1000
2 000300040Q0
5 01) al)

6 Co 0 0
7 000
8 000
9 0 0 0

10 0000

11 000

12 c 0 0
13000'
14 000
15 000
16 0000

17 000
18 CDOC)
19 C)C0
20 000
21 000
22 000
23 000
24 0 0 co
25000
26 (DOrD

X1
1 0000CD2 00000
3 OC)000
4 0 0 0 0 C.')
5
6
7
8
9

10 00000
11 00000
12 0000C)
13 00)000
14 00000
15 00000

OW (3)00 16 00C 0000000 17 CCW00000000 18 0000000000 19 0000000000 20 00000

The diagram shows cards 15 aj1 10 for a Population II student
of French with the identification marked meno4 on the front of the
card. For card 15 no Card Code/Test Identification digit is required in'
column 12, so the column is left blank. Card 20 requires an A in column
12 to specify that it is for French (see Section 3H).
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DIAGRAM 2

4
0111

.
*v.

ue
4,0

=am

wall 41% RO 4. srr4 sit
ar.

AA .1 w
7e.4 arit 10 AN. 44
:11 "ol 111.

Sw OA 4816

164 ow Pi :4116: ;W.
Ned Mil leg

L
0 CD 0 C:) 1

1 0)00®
2 0000
3 Oc...100
4 000®
5 0)0006000
7 0 MO CD
8 0U0 :)

9 0000.,)
10 0 0 ,C)
11 0000

11111116

20 0) c).
21 00(.2)(,
22 0.0(1)0
23 000(12)

00..)0(....0.

24 0 0.) c)
25 00(1)0
26 cDiziDc2)(f)
27 000®
28 00(:)(2:)

29 ®®c..)0
30 ®Q(2)c)
31 0 C) 0 0
32 OC,C)Q)

33 ®000
0 ocooco! 34 0.00Q)

12 0000 35 0 C.) 0
13 0000 36 00.)(..)140) 00 37 0000
15 0)00C)

16 c()c)Oc)
"1-; 1/49 LI) CD CD

18 o-'90U
19 (4)000

38 epo.:.)::)
39 c...) o
40 (.:.)

BEST COPY MAILABLE

Card 20 (back)_

90

MIAS

V.:, fro
4., Nat
Aof 7641

laili NIli
taI 164,Mai Pa p."

Illa)

111
P.s.
NOta
Oka!

III
ha
pi
P!

...1
;...,
S..*
il6
(...1
It.;
$!
&A

Ut,k
43,tt
44;

ea ..ti .
to

Oa
Mt
PA
Oh
OPP. ais

4

18 00)000

110r

19 OscO
20 CDmC)

M00
O Oe

21 000000
OCID

2 0 CD CD 22 00000
3 (!) 0 0 23 COCOMCC
4 ®000 24 coctooe®
5 ®C)0 25 00000
6 coca000 26 cDoc)e)c,)
7 00000 27 cpc.0000)
8 0 0 0 0 (") 28 c.") 0 0 0 0
9 cpc0C)ci)CD 29 000*

10 Q) c!) co ctDO 30 ®000.)a)11 00000 31 0c.D0C)0
12 C30)000 32 00,
13 00.)00 CD 33 CDCDOCE)CD

14 00.000 34 00000
15 0000)0 35 CDC)(:)00
16 0000)0 36 000
17 000C)C) 37 00(1)

0111.0211..111I

41104Mar

X2
1 0000000000
2 4000000000
3 00000000 0
4 0000000000500 ©00® ®000

The diagram shows the back of cards 15 and 20 with the student's
identification stencilled in. Note that it is not necessary to fill each
box completely. but marks should not stray outside the boxes. The marks
are made in pencil.

Column 12 for card 15 is left blank. The Card Code /Teat Version
identification digit for Card 20 is an A. which is stencilled as 1.

(The diagram is based on a preliminary version of Caret 20.)
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DIAGRAM 3 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

6,16

W 0* v M we ft.

of

as
W 8.1 M

G
cxv

2
3
4 (woo
5

6
7 osoADo
8
9 G40000
10 ea

000

q.0.

.,

0101110

W

II eft
12
13 els

14
15
16 taxixo
17
18

19
20
21 Quo
22
23 exto

000

000

24 OW
25 ®X0
26 we
27 aksio
28 es@

29
30
31 OSO
32 000
33 ono

34 4X.000

35 atom

36 oc000000000
F

9
10 ago
11
12 ono
13

14
15
16
17
180®

19
20
21 wan

000

000

0000

00000
00000

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33

0000
000
000
000

91

dir

MN

00000
00000

5

6
7 ®00440
8 COGOOM
9 came

10 Game

11
12 con
13 GOMM
14

15®®
16 Gam
17 Ge
18 ea

00000

00000

00000

000

MUM

WI P4 114 A.: ci 6. .. Ai
ss tar., 1.44 il.a j.....; Ica, a a ....1,2
OM RkS! Ulf !_tlo ;...) all w' 1,. ta
PIN tab; is.9 OM ;: NM ib
6,4 ;414 144 PA i.e. les t:k
114 04 164 AB' eal im.

lel
iabl NI IS F.*: ib : 4,Rqi

VC
g a 4.4%

lala a

11
19 0® 41 en
20 ee 42 0®
21 ®® 43 ea
22 ea 44 03)
23 se
24 se 45 es

46 0
25 0® 47 co
26 03, 48 Cie
27 ea
28 oe 49 at
29 eis 50 oe

51 x)
30 ea 52 co
31 ®® 53 ea
32®®
33 ea 54 MN*

55 Gm*
34 00 56
35 ea 57
36 ee
37 No 58

59 00
38 o® 60
39 co 61
40 0 62

0000

0000
0000
0000

D 5
6

owe® 7
2 00000 8
3 00e(10 9 wan
4 WOW 10 0 0 0 0 0

11
12
13
14
15
16 mow

/

The diagram sholi the front and back of the teacher card 26
with iientification stencillei in for the teacher of the student whose
carte appeerei in the previous iiagrame. Note the: column no the popu-
lation code column, is left blank (see lectinn II). lolumn 12 is co4ei
A sin^e this in a teacher of French (see .lection IV), and on the back
the 4 is marked as 1.

(This ilagram is based on a preliminary version of (sari 26.)
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J.5 The preceding coati= the general nothad of mr:rking up

identification nuubers. There is, however, a special cane

whenever rat: identification has to be narked up :Jr a teacher card

(Card 26). 'Inn nkRKIi:G IDEITTIPICLTIODS or A TEACHER CARD (CARD 26),

NO Hiddr. SH(LD BE MADE II' COLUN1 8. This is bocause the required

character is a minus cam, w3:ic:1 would be difficult for National

Centers tD lo.rk up correctly.

J. E, When nand narkinl (-f identificati,,ns has been completed, the

cards so uarked should be gr,)uped intc, one block an4 placed at

the rear of the whole pack ,f cards, iiciediately following the

last card with punched identificr.ti)n.
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Writinc: It is assuned th.tt tho WritinL bJoklets will be returned

from sc%'Iolu in the largo student envelopes. Eatinnal Centers

t.ust obvi4,:sly the rececanry arraneeuents to have the

booklets ro::oved .:Du the large student envelopes. At the saue

tiue it :lust Le :lade certain thnt the apprJprinte identification

cadea ary narked on both Fqrts I II of the Writing Scripts.

K.1 Scoria,- any recordirr- of rui-n lair uac,e Writin tests Part I.
'-

The scoring keyu Part I Writinr5 tests rere to be found in

the Proneh English Pulletins. Thu scorin:. will be carried out

by 1:ational Centers. sc:,rin6 Pnrt I, Lational Centers oh :'ulcl

score student reupunsea ac either correct :r incorrect. A correct

respoLue iu response tf. 'ex keyed correct

resi.onso. Lo Jevit!on:; rc Aie rati-Lbcr of eJrrect

resp:y:lues f )r :.eh stucleat onoul(1 be c.tuz.to.1 recorded on

Carl 2C, 3ectioit t)-:..iti.J4.:; 1 -Lna e. t(44:3 0.1:;it of the

total selre is t4 ht.; recorde:1 1 (oven if it is a

zero) an,1 ;t2-,.fs 'Agit it. p,mition 2 (even if it is a zero).

K.2 Prcratiolt )f f.orc.im lanTuaee Writimr tests, Part

As seripts :cturz.u.; Jeic-Acit Ce;4ters D1:Quld

ensure that L;eript har; on it full identificr.ti inforrtion,

i.e., Srth:.1 nu.:ber stut-Ar.t

r,cripts thel: be pt.crulced porIlltion and clespatched.

ihe scrifts rIllou)d se%t to Pr)fessor Dc Landsheerc an,1

the Entlish to :!rri. rty aescribed for the

2peaking tapeu ir. the next :;actin.

Ilote: For nr,lie:i. Vriti.. 7 tsts, P.:trt I roforu to fleetiouu I -

i'lLd Part II olem to ;3ectinr. FV, tho

PreneK, Part 1 is PI, 3 (,tor I;) 11,4 17

(far PoniPtion IV). 1.fIrt TT in 17,t and if.: 18.
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K3 011-ania.19-P-2arr11911...rig12EMILSELIMAIMPtr.1
:pee for Fre:lob and Englitft

When tapes are received back from schools, they must be prepared

for despatch as follows:

a. The student reeponses for any given population must be edited
and transferred to a set of tapes for that population, i.e.,
students from difforont populations must not be recorded on the
same tape. At the beginning of.each separate tape and on the
outside of the box containing the tape, there must be clearly
stated in.ftpr,::4 for the French tests and k.kialith for the
English tonte the Population number and tape number, i.e.,
Pop I Tap* 1 or Pop I Tape 2, etc.

On the outcide of the box there should be s,ritten the school
and student nwtbero nhioh correspond to the contents of that
tape, and CI3 name of tho oontry sending the tape.

b. Each student'n responces must be preceded by his school number
and student ntmbor recorded on the tape in French op EnRliek
ecoordinc to If* .,:et.

o. The tapes may be :recorded on both sides. The first side should
be filled completely before the other is recorded, and the list
on the cutsido of the box should follow exaotly the order of
students on the first side of the tape and then on the other.
Indicate on the box how many sides of the tape are used.

K.4 Once the tapes hnve been prepared in accordance with the instructions

given above, thoy s:!.ould be parcelled. The contents of each parcel

should be clearly stated on the outside of that parcel.

K.5 Parcels oontaining&mok.tnts should be despatched to Monsieur

Georges Henry. Hip address is:

1 Henry
Labc..mtoiro do PSdngogie Expitrimentale
1D Rua Charles- Magnetto
LIEU
ro3cinm.

In additjer. thn fonovirc despatch slip should be congeted and

rota:mod $n 2 copies to Dr. Postlethwaite and M. Henry.

DRS ststh Date

From: (Country)

To: /14 Ge-rges Eortry
Dr. T.T. Postlethwaite

Today ***** . parcels containing ,........ ***** Speaking tapes
were despatche! air mail to M. Henry.
These tapes uoro!br schools . ********* *********** 0000000000

************* OOOOOO

For Populations . OOOOOOOOOOOOOO . OOOOO OOOOO OOOOOO
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K.6 Parcels containi:4; English tapes should be dipatched to

::rn. Clare Burst411. ler address is:

*irs. Clam :urstall
i'oundatioL fir Educational liescarch

7') Wimpole Street
London, 1C.1

All parcels s:lould r1Qarl.y an: pr=inentiv labelled

on the, outsitie.

dhm the parcels are leap itched, the f?Ilawinc despatch slip

should be c-Juipleted alAd returned in 2 cozies to Dr. Postlethwaite

and .5urstall.

.......... =11=lir ....11151

Dessatch Slip

From (country)

To: -ro. Clare Burstall
Dr. Z. 1. fi,Ltlethwaite

Date

Today p: reols containing Sp. akin?

test tapes were despatched air mail to ;.1rs. Burstall.
These tapes wore for oc:::),,L:

P)raltItions
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L. 1212Licalii_ii. of 1.22LE__; ater, h

L.1 The natural wad' to wM eh returned answer carda will be dealt

with at the ration.a. Oenter will hr by school, since it will

be usual for all wIterial for a particular school to be returned

at the same time. It is, therefore, recommended that cards be

grouped together by oclioll as they are irepared for despatch.

Note, however, thi:tt ,11e. order of cards within schools is not

presc/ibed. If it is .))\; convenient for a National Center to

group cards by school, it will cause nr, trouble whatsoever if

they are grouped in the manner most convenient for the rational

Center.

L.2 As answer cards eJerge fr,v; the series of qperations described

atove (cubaces tlon E), they sheula be packed into boxes in just

the same wly as they weise when they arrived (see Section 510.

When enough b.ixes htve beer. assembled, they should be packed

into earto:Ls. The whole process should bo carried out

sequentially and tn.: eft:tont; aud boxup label lees exactly as they

were when scut to the i:atilnal Center. (Secs Section 14.5 below.)

L.3 The stores of blank answer c-trde (the remains of the extra 101.'

of cards) held at the Yational Centerc should not be included

in the shizient of ii.aswer cards.
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L. Shipment of Answer c.xrdsa

?t.1 Great care should he taken not t.) nix punched ird° with anewer

cards. Punched cards should never be despatched in the same

packat:e (shipment) au %nswer cards. Note that the two types or

curds are sent to two different addresses.

M.2 NM Cards

Shipment of ?newer cards (MRC cards) should be sent to:

ATTENTIM: Jay Clark
Measurement Research Center
325 Enst Oarket Street
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
2.7. 3, A.

Lizzlreidatinfl is the preferred nettled of shipment, but there is

no great objection to the ship.aent being sent surfacefreight.

N.T.O.'s are advised to investigate the shipping method, and

particularly the costs, with a shippinr! agent, preferably the one

used to ship cards to the Natien41 Center. If the costs of

shipping present budgetlry difficulties fur any N.T.O., he ohoule.

write t. bre Postlethwaite givinl full details.

Thc chances ,41: shtpments getting lout :ppen.r to be so slim that

there is no .wed for v.T.O.Is to split their shipment into two

.1alves. ;li if the crds for one population become

ready for desp,tch c..e.:eiderably uefore the curd:; for ether

populations, ther. it is advisable to send the enrlior population.

sepamtely.

An 1,.T.O. anould wait, within reas)n, until ',.11 his cards (or t11

the clrds fr one population) are redy before asewiabling the

shipment. dowever, there is alwve the ch:Ince smnal qtruttities

.1.1. answer ro_.de will .:.cou=1.:te tLiter wti% shipment has been

soLI (e.g., from late-retureii,g ache Ala). Such 8=11 quantities

should be sent not through a shipping agent but by ordinary

registered air-mail, They shoula be sent to the same address

gxven above.
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Uo corryspondence should be ynclosed with cards sent to Iowa.

Thy Hyasurement Research Center is riot geared to engac;e in u

dialogue with countries und ao lbsyrvations which an N.T.O.

wishes to make should by sent t4 John ;Jail.

P.3 Punched Cards

Shipments -)r punched cards should be sent to:

Box 37
Teachers College
525 West 12cth Street
Few York, Nyw Yorz 10027
U. S. A.

Where possible, punched cards should be written to magnetic tape

before despatch. Aay computer installation has standard utilitie

for putting card-images on tape, so the r.T.O. should be able to

have this done quite easily.

If magnetic tape is used, the following inform.tiou should bq

sent to the Data rrocessinz; it in rew York:

a. Whether the tape is LABELLED. (7..B.: this is an internal

labelling of the tape (.040 by the computer.)

b. The number of TZ,CKC DnmuTy, i.e., 7 track (200, 556 Jr

000 b.f.i.) or 9 track (000 or 1600 b.p.i.)

c. PARITY: for 7 track tape.

d. The CHZACTR CET used. must be BCD or EBCDIC.)

e. The LLOCKZIZZ. it is advantageous t:1 "block" card

imagus, a usual blocksize bei.11 3200 bytes.)

This information ct. be eaail:. supplied by personnel at the

computer indtallation handlina; the job.

It will riot b% orthwhily writt, small quantities of punched

data to tape. Those should be se-lt in c!Ird .Cerra by ordinary,

registered air mail directly to Jvhn Hall at the :bow address.

If magnetic tape is :19t bein.7, uses: mit; there is a lar7.: quantity

punch,d e:Irds to be despatched, an 1.T.O. may with to 11:alitio

the :dperation through a shipping :.;en's. If so, then the procedures

detailed above forERC c%rds should be followed.
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National Centers should retain a duplicate copy of any

set of punched cards which they despatch to the I.E.A. Data

Processing Unit in New York.

71.4 Description of Shipments and Packages

For customs purposes, a description will have to be given of the

contents of packages. The following is cuggested:

a. Punched cards can be described very simply as "used punched

cards,

b. For mmaistake, a possible description is "magnetic data

tape containing punched-card images,"

c. For IsIC answer cards, 1 possible description is used mark

sense answer cards, identical in sire and fquction to

punched cards."

In addition, and very importantly, the packages should be narked

"MUM:MAL NATERIAL 00 COMIDICIAL VALUE." If a value for

the shipuent has to be quoted, a nominal valuo should be given.

N5 itt2Aaalsa.P.LREEP
All answer cards will be sent to l'tinual Cehters in stand.:rd

card-boxes (of size 2000 cr011) which are themselves packed

toaether in droupc of 5 in cartons. Answer cards and punched

cards shoulC be similarly packed i'or return. Cards should not

by packaged loosely iz envelopes or in any other. but n secure

and well-protected manner.

While punched cards and answer cards sw...n hardly be described as

fragile, when they are being freighted through a shippinz agent

it should be made clear t, the agent the :t they need to be handled

fairly gently nne in no circumstance sivulld they be allowed to

get &nap.
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MA Please note the following points when packing MRC cards for ship.

ment:

a. No responsible I.R.A. officer may ever see the answer cords.

MRC in Iowa City operates at a purely technical level. MRC

technicians assemble the cards in batohes, pass them through

the card-reading machine, and finally, place the cards in

storage. Therefore, any messages which are included with the

answer cards (either written on separate pieces of raker or on

the stout pieces of card) are very likely to be ignored. Any

special subdivisions of the cards Other than those described

in this Manual) will certainly be ignored.

b. The card-reader in Iowa can read only answer cards of standard

size and thickness. Any other material has to be removed

befpre reading. Stout pieces of card inserted between blocks

of answer cards for added protection can easily be detected

(and removed) by MRC technicians. Large pieces of paper, which

protrude beyond the dimensions of the answer cards, can also

easily be detected. But small pieces of thin paper tucked be-

tween answer cards cannot easily be detected and will foul up

the oard-reader. Therefore, care should be taken not to intro-

duce foreign material into packages of answer cards, unless the

presence of this material will be completely obvious to the

card - handlers at MRC.
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N. Notificttion of Shipment

101

N.I It is important that keep John Hall informed about their

shipments and postings. At the same time as carols (both WIC

and punched) are despatched, a separate letter should be sent

to John Hall giving the following information:

a. Method of shipment (air-freight, surface-freight ur ordinary

registered %ir-mail)

b. Waybill number (if shipment is sent by air - freight or

surface-freight). The shipping agent will be able to supply

this information

c. Number of packages, approximate number of cards (or other

information which describes fairly precisely the quantity of

the shipment)

d. Which populations the cards are for, and whether the cards

represent a complete or only partial shipment fnr that

population

r.2 At the same time that notification of shipment is sent to John

Hall, a letter should be sent to Dr. Postlethwaite informing him

of the despatch of the mu: or punched cards. The letter should

contain the following items of information:

n. What the cards are

b. Approximately how many they are

c. How many cartons and boxes they have been packed into
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Cmtents Clx.4 1%unch IrTnhio

Country n Auctrali.1-02

School luaber

Target Pe.7,ulatkn

3-5

*n

16
30
lh

3?

54:1

54

59

70
74

56

90
94

001-999

1

3

5

(Flcmish)
c.;ft;i;u1 (Trench)

rnar.n:i

of lermny
rinlsn.1

France
qunl;ary

India
Trla

TriAsn,'

IsrIcl
It lly

Japan
letherlanas
!;eli Zealan1

Poland
Rumania
Scotland
SveJen

United States

School gunber coded
by N.C.

P,Inulation I

?opulation II
Pf+,1u1%tion III

ro,mlation IV
Pnruletion IVS

teachas

131141% 5.;c1ool npre than
)rulatinn tste;1

Student ::umber 7 -' StO.,.nt 'Amber cod
by

(.100 cart"!
101-199 Pen. Pt:Tu.:talon I t.mcher

nu;lber

:501-299 Ffr Ponalations II. III
an: IV teach 'r number

.00 411.11.110...11

All camt coluons not for int.raational nur.-1,,s, in the -lunching
schemes c:In be used for nutinn,L1

The exception to t:is line is Cr nd 22C, whc.r.t n' corAion should
begin before card column 61.

Also note that the scores of Cie forcizn languas%. cx4^ts are to he
nntered on Card 20.
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Standard ID

Card ID
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PUDOthit Sebt IV ftrattigalaLgaiSMISciad

1-9

10-u
12

10
1

104

Orapnie
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Population I, 2FR, in Booklet 24
103

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic:

Standard ID t 1-9

Card ID 10-11 27
12 R

R 1-3, 13-47 1 A
2 a
3
4

C
D
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Pumping Scheme for French Listening Comorehludgm

10- on I. 1PR. in itookleta,

Contents Card Column 1 Punch Graphic

Standard ID

Card ED

L 1-35

1-9

10-11
12

13-47

2T
L

1
2
3
4

A
B
C
D
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106

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard 11 1-9

Card ID 10-11 "wi.,,,

12 . L

L 1-40 13-52 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D 1

I
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Po at on.pjatt.L.

107

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 15
12 R

H 1-35 13-4 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
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Punching Scheme for Preach Listening Comprehension

EVLIWARGCLEa/15, in Booklet e3

108

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 16
12 L

,L 1-40 13-52 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
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Punchi Scheme for French Readi rehension

Population EV. FR/16, in Booklet 42

109

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Cardard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 16
12 R

R 1-39 13-51 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
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Punching_ Scheme for Frcea jeji juLdi C relmstop.

NPANUMLMILJLLY2/15JAML.Mka9t 54
110

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 17
12 R

R 1-36 1348 1 A
2 B
3
le

C
D
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Punching Scheme for French Listening ehgALLin

P et

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 1011 17
12 L

L 1-37 13-49 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
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Punching Scheme for English ListcninitComrrehension

PoTulation II, ENG/Int in Booklet 35

Contents j Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID

Card ID

L 1 -24

18
L

112

$

I

1 A

3
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Contents

Standard ID

Card ID

1-12

13-20

21-36

-13- Appendix to
Manual 1

Punching Semitic for English Liptuning Comzr.ehemigg

Po -at-Aim IV G

Card Column Punch Graphic

1-9

10L1
12

13-24

25-32

33-48

19
L

1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3

114

A

B
C

A
B
C

D
E

1
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Punchi rLSchou: foz jajaLIL2eadinReading zchensi 9...,__.

PoizaatilTIGIVRin Booklet 46 113

MIM,11111M.11..M..111111/MWOMM.1....0.
1 Contents 1 Card Column Punch

.11 .=.
Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 19
12 R

1-16 13-28 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E

17-35 29-47 1 A
2 R
3 C

36-60 48-72 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
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Punching, for Quostiogs About Leman Ftg.ismh.,

fillWliEttl206.UMAMJNIAt

Population II, 20FR, in Booklet 33
Population IV, 40FR, in Booklet 45

116

Contents I Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 20
12 A

A 1. 26 13-38 1 A
2 B
3 C

V 1-37 39-75 1 A
2 B

3 C
4 D
5 E

X 1-2 76-77 01-99 Number of responses
identical to key ona
Writing Test Part I'

*Population II, FR/81 in Booklet 32
Population IV, FR/17, in Booklet 44
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PULISZirALSSp.s2it2tAarp.tiSSLasat japjailliS jgaglijk,

Engl.ish

Population
Population

Student Questionnaire

II, 20ENG, in Booklet 37
tV, 40E1G, in Booklet 49

Contents Card Column Punch

11?

Graphic

Standard ID

Card IT

A 1 -26

V 1 -37

W 1-2

D1-2

1-9

10-11
12

13-38

39-75

76-77

T8-74

20
B

2
3

1
2
3

5

01-99

00-12

A
B
C

A
B
C
D

Number of responses
identical to kcy as
Writing Test Part I

Punch score according
to scoring key

*Population II, ENG/IIW, in Booklet 36
Population IV, ENG/IVW, in Booklet 48
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PuLehitla ""Omme fqr Word Knowledw

Porulntion I, 1n*%, in Booklet 29
Population II, 20WK, In Booklet 41
Populatiot TV, 40Wrs in Booklet 53

Appendix to
Manual 1

Column Punch GraphicContents

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 23.

12 F

PI-443 13-52 3.

2 0

118
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punchitchcro. for 0nertl kuestionnttirc

Pot/14,11in II, 20013, in Booklet. la
Population IV, 40GEN, in Booklz..t 53

11

Amems..1... OnotelrinMo -..m.. =ONINI.M.aberwo4MMIUMw

Card roltuan
MIM r-amOrm. 4.erbv. 10M.

Punch

ntandard ID

Card ID

0 Al-A2

GB

1-9

10-11
12

13-14

15-16

a

01-99

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

09
10
11
12

Age in months if Po l.. II
4` lvsa 150.

Aw in months if Por. IV
Use 175.

1.7 See quostionnairo Guido
02 18

19

0 1 20 , 1 A
2 21 ) 2 B

3X

3Y
;2 3 C

D
4-48 24-68) 5 E

miNIMMII 111.11 .111.11=01.
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Punchi Schcse for Goner

Population I,
Population /I.
Population IV,

Contents

Standard ID

Card ID

H 1-24

Appendix to
Matual 1

d Desert tive SeNea.

10ATT, in Booklet 29
20ATT, in Booklet hi
4CATT, in Booklet 53

I Card Column Punch Graphic

21

1
2

A
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121

Contents Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID

Card ID

2
3
4

5.6

7 First Language
Second
Language

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1-9

10-11
12

13-15
16
17

18-19
20
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

21
Q

1

2
3
4
5

Age in months
Grade
Father's occupation (See Questionnaire

Guide for coding)

A
B
C

1 Boy
2 Girl

1 Less than 15
2 15-24
3 25-34
4 35-44
5 45 or more

1 I do not do any homework
2 Less than two hours
3 Between two and five hours
4 Between five and ten hours
5 More than ten hours

1 In room with family, T.Y.
2 Quiet room with people
3 In a room alone
4 At school
5 Never do homework

1

2

1

2
3

1

1

2
3

Tea
No

Often
Occasionally
Hardly ever

Always
Sometimes
Let you speak as you please

Always
Sometimes
Rarely or never
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Punching Scheme for General Questionnaire

Population I, 10GEN, in Booklet 29 (continued)

commas
Card I

Column ; Punch Graphic

122

16

1?

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

36

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3
4
5

2
3
4
5

1

2
3
4
5

1

2
3
4
5

1

2
3
4

Often
Occasionally
Never

Encourage
Sometimes
Do not mind

Always
Sometimes
Rarely

Yes
Not but T
Not and I

Less than
Between 1
Between 2
Between 3
More than

None
110
11-25
26-50
51 or more

read
never read

1 hour
and 2
and 3
and 4
4 hours

0
Less 'than 1 hour

7.1 tie

>2,
More than 3 hours

0
1

2

3

4 or more

Only
Oldest
Youngest
Somewhere in the middle
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I

00123128
C a rd

Column Punch Graphic

25

26-51 .

39

40-65

1

2
3

4
5

1

2
3

4
5

Not studying Preach
Very easy
Easy
Hard
Very hard

Have never studied
Liked very much
Generally liked
Generally disliked
Liked least
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Punching Scheme for Civic Education Cognitive

Population /, CIV/I/COG, in Booklet 26
Population II, CIV/II/COG, iu Booklet 38
Population IV, CIV/IV/COG, in Booklet 50

124

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 22
12 C

C 1-41 ' 13-53 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D

5 E

Standard ID 1-9

Card in 10-11 22
12 c

C 1-47 13-59 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E

Standard ID

Cnrd ID

1-9

10-11 22
12 C

C 1-48 13-60 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E
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PunchinP Scheme for How Society Works

Part 1

Population I, CIV/I/HSW in Booklet 26
Population II, CIV/II/HSW, in Bouklet 3d
Population TV, crv/rvmsw, in Booklet 50

123

Contents Card Column Punch

---

Graphic

Standard ID 1.9

Card ID 10-11 23
12 W

W 1-60 13-72 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 t
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Punching_ Scheme for how Society_WOrks

Part 2
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Pol'ulution I. CIV/I/WW, in Booklet 26
Populatiln II, CIV/TIMSW, in Booklet 33
Poyulation IV, CM/IV/Mi. in Booklet 50

126

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 23
12 X

W 61-120 13-72 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E
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Punchin Scheme for Civic Affective Scales

Population I, CIV/I&FF, in Booklet 2T
Population //. CIV/WAFF, in Booklet 39
Population rv, CIV/IV/AFF, in Booklet 51

Contents Card Column Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 24
12 S

S 1.49 13-61 1 A

2 B
3 C
4 D

5 E
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Punching schanc for Civic Affectivc Scales

Part 2

Populatim I, CIV/I/AFF, in Booklet 27
Population II, CIV/II/AFF, in Booklet 39
Population ry, CIV/IV/AFF, in Booklet 51

12a

Contents Card Column I Punch I Graphic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 24

12 T

S 50-105 13.68 1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E
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Punching Scheme for CiALIJAgratioralthammadjmestionnaire

Part 1

Porulation I, 1BQ, in Booklet 23
Population II,.2BQ, in Booklet 40
Porulation IV. 4Bil, in Booklet 52

129

Contents Carl Column Punch amide

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 25
12 B

B 1-38 13-50 1 A
2 A

3 C
4 D

5 E
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1,20

Punchin. 3chcmk. f. Education Back round ucationnairc

Part 2

Polulation I. 114, in Booklet 28
Populntim 2BQ, in looklet 40
Poulition TV, 491t, in Booklet 52

Cnntents Card Colunn Punch Ornibic

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 1011 25
12 C

B 39-78 13-52 1
2 ^

A

B
3 C
4 D
5 r

79 53 0 A

J. Fi

2 C

3 D
4 E
5 P
6 G
7 14

8 I
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Ptgichi trvmALkeism..*Free a ft .emc e

Population I,
Population II, WC
Polulation ry, T(16

131

Contents Card Column Punch Gray bie

Standard ID 1-9

Card ID 10-11 26
12 A

F 1-38 1350 1 A
2 13

3 C
4 D

5 F

-,....b..................-
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Poluln.tion II, TO7
Population iv. ?ql

Appcndix to
4,Inuftl 1

130!

L4rrtimc.

Contents Clrl Column. Punch Graphic

Standard ID 1-4

Card ID 1a-11 ac

p B

F 1-38 13.50 1 A
2
3 C
4 D

5 F.
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Punching Schcric for Civic nluction Te!Lchcr capsticnnaire

Ivliulation I,

^ruiltion II, T.Yi
Polulttion rv.

133

Content* Card Columt Punch Graphic

Standard W 1-9

Curd TD 10-11 26
12 C

C 1-62 13-74 3. A
2 B

3 C
4 D

5 E

_-__-......
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Porulation I. TO5
roplAion II, T(15
Ti(vdlation rv, To

Appen4ix to
Manual 1

134



IEA/MZ/Stage 3

lEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY MANUALS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA
Six-Subject Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

133

The Six-Subject Survey Instruments are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

In the Six-Subject Survey Data Bank, every questionnaire and test item
used is identified by a unique short variable name; the majority of these
are formed from the new instrument number (which identifies the IEA
instrument by type, population in which used, and subject) and the
respective item number within the instrument. However, the instrument
number used in the IEA manuals is the number which was in use at the
time of testing. Here follows the key to the new instrument numbers,
then a listing of the old numbers used in the manuals with the new ones
used in the Data Bank.

1: Tkpe of Instrument

E = Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I
2 a II
3 mg Ill

4 a IV
5 = I and II

3: kaject

S m Science
B is Reading Comprehension
L m Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 a All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 g All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-st .......:1:huAAY1211...WAILLE9.

One or two characters used wien necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

U S OIPARITASPIT OP 1111.111.
DLOCATION 1114.141111

NATIONAL $ AISTI110111 OP
IITUCATION

toss Out tosti %I HA. el I 6s et PAOOUCEO f PAC Tay AS RICE tvf s ems
tut PE 6nOts 0*01tcdssiss t ION OR sr.44
ATOM it POIAOS OF VI** 0110PitytONS
SUMO 00 NOT NittissAlsisv ArPep
SEW 016 ICIAL AlAt KM*/ lAiStitUtt 01tDu<ATquo putt/Km OR POs v

6 st XI and IV
7 a Is II and IV
8 a I and IV
S st IV Specialist
N a NA: Teacher or School questionnaire



9 SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

TEA/M2/STAGE 3
136

Ne4.....LEScas.

dish Tests

E2EL

E4EL

E2ER

E4ER

E6EW

MEC

E

E2EF

Am?

aLltoad

IEA/ENG/IIL

IEA/ENG/IVL

IEA/ENG//IR

IEA/ING/IVR

IBA/ENG/II, IVW

INA/ENG/II, IV Sp

/EA/ENG/II, IV Sp

ISA/ENG/II Sp

isanzonv Sp

English Student Qtkestipnnaires

Q6E1 IMA/20 ENO
IEA/40 ENG

Q6E2 IEA/20 ENG
IEA/40 ENG

English Teacher Questionnaire

TEE rEA/TQ7

Population,

II, IV

II, IV

Title

Listening Comprehension

Lirtening Comprehension

Reading Comprehension

Reading Comprehension

Writing

Speaking (Structural
control)

Speaking (Oral Reading)

Speaking (Fluency)

Speaking (Fluency)

Questions About Learning
English

English Student Questionnaire

Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable English as a Foreign

Language

SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

French Tests

E1FL

EU%

EhFL

ElFR

E2PR

Eldit

ESFRd

E2FWS

=PVC

VOWS

E4PWC

E7PF

FR/1

FR/6

PR/15

PR/24

FR/2

FR/7

FR /16

FR/25

FR /8

PR/9

PR/17

FR/18

FR/3
PR/10
FR/19

II

IV

IVS

II

IV

IVS

II

II

IV

/V

I, II, IV

Listening

Listening

Listening

Listening

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

Writing (Sentence
completion)

Writing (Composition)

Writing (Sentence
completion)

Writing (Composition)

Speaking (Pronunciation)



French Tests continued

New DB No. Old No.(s)

E1FC FR/4

EGFC

NOV

B1FF

N6FF

FR/11
FR/20

FR/12
FR/21

FR/5

FR/13 14
FR/22, 23

French Student Questionnaires

Q6F1 IRA/20FR
INA/40FR

Q6F2 IEA /2OFR

ISA/40FR

French Teacher Questionnaire

TNF IEA/TQ6

TEA/M2/STAGE 3

Population Ti tle

I Speaking (Structural
Control)

II, IV Speaking (Structural
Control)

II, IV Speaking (Oral Reading)

137

I Speaking (Fluency)

II, xi., Speaking (Fluency)

II, IV Questions About Learning French

IX, IV French Student Questionnaire

Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable French as a Foreign

Language

SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic Education Tests

E1C IWCIV/I/C00

E2C I:EA/min/coo II

E4c 'EA/awry/coo IV

Civic Education Student Questionnai

QTCH IEA /CIV /I /USW I, II, IV
IEA/CIV/II/HSW
lEA/CIV/IV/HSW

Q7CA IEA/CIV/I/AFF I, IV
lEA/CIV/II/AFF
IEA/CIV/IV/AFF

QTCB IEA/CIV/I/BQ I, 11, IV
IEA/CIV/II/BQ
IEA/CIV/IV/BQ

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

Row Society Works
Questionnaire

Affective Questionnaire

Background Questionnaire

Civic Education Tescner Osestionnaire

TUC IFA/TQO Not Teacher Questionnaires
Applicable Civic Education



TEA/M2/STAGE 3
STAGE 3 INSTRUMENTS COMMON TO ENGLISH, FRENCH AND CIVIC EDUCATION

Word Know1edm Tepts

Mir DB No., Old No.ts) Population

215We IFA/10WK

71250 IEA/20WK

E45We rupom

Stu4ent Questionnaires

Q130

4630

Q13A

e63A

ISA/100EN

/BA/20GEN
ISA/40GEN

INA/10ATT

IEA /2OATT

IBA/WATT

Teacher General Questionnaire

1713 nano

School Questionnaire

8N3 IEA/SQ2

Not
Applicable

Not
Applicable

eN.B. Same as Stage 2.

Word Knowledge Test

Word Knowledge Test

Word Knowledge Test

General Student Questionnaire

General Student Questionnaire

General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

Teacher Questionnaire:
General Section

School Questionnaire
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MANUAL KIR SCHOOL COORDINAMS (111A/142/Stags 3)

MANUAL 2

(This manual is to be translated and modifications made such
that the document is meaningful to the School Co-ordinators
end Test Administrators in each country. The procedures in
this document are recommendations only. However, if National
Centers visa to use alternative procedures, they should clear
these first with Dr. Pidgeon. If possible, this should be
done at the November, 1970, N.T.O. meeting.)
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Note: At the same time as you receive this manual, you will also

receive blank Student Name Forms and Teacher Name Forms for

the populations to be tested in your school. Please complete

these immediately according to the instructions sent to you

by the Notional Center and return them immediately to the

National Center.

1. MIMtegon

Educational Research centers from different countries have, on their

own initiative joined together in this research project of the

International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement (I.E.A.). These countries are: Australia, Belgium,

Chile, England, Federal Republic of Germany, Fin_Und, France,

NUngarf, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New

Zealand, Poland, Scotland, Sweden, Thailand and the U.S.A.

The aim of the project is to study in a systematic way her the

educational outcomes in certain subject areas in the different

school systems are related to features of school organisation,

curriculum practices, teaching practices and teacher characteristics,

technological factors, etc. in the countries participating in the

research. The first subject area studio! by I.E.A. was mathematics

where the mathematical performance of various groups of students

was measured as they emerged at different points in their respective

school systems. The first results published in 196T
(1)

, and the

many subsequent studies of the I.R.A. mathematics data have proved

to be of great value to educational policy makers in many countries.

I.R.A. has continued its research studies in three subject areas:

Science, Reading Comprehension, Literature, nnd now is undertaking

three other subject arena: French as a Foreign Language, English as

a Foreign Language and Civic Education.

The plans for the research require representative simploof students

aged. 10 to 11 years (Population I), students aged 14 to 15

(population II) and students in the pre-university grade (Population

IV) to be tested in each country. Same countries are also testing

groups of students leaving school between Population II and Hapulation

IV (Population III).

(1) Nusga, Torsten (ed.) International Study of Achievement in

Mathematics: A Comparison of Twelve Countries, Vols. I and II,

Almqvist i Wiksell, Stockholm, John Wiley, N.Y. 1967
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Apart from testing the performance in French, English and Civic

Education, it is also important to assess many non-cognitive aspects

(e.g. attitudes) of the learning of these subjects. It should be

pointed out that the achievement tests and the attitude measures have

been constructed as the result of a great deal of pre-testing over

the past three years in all the countries concerned. In order t4 be

able to describe some background factors of the students making up

the samples, information is being collected from the students them-

selves by means of a student questionnaire. It is thought that the

way in which the children are taught particular topics in these three

subjects and the organisation of the school which they attend will

also prove to be important and hence questionnaires are also to be

completed by teachers.

Tbia is amajor cross-national study in comparative education

using an empirical approach. The results are likely to have important

implications for the teaching of these subjects in all countries.

Apart from elucidating the role of these three subjects in the schools

of today, the study will bring out the relative importance of

various factors in school learning. Such analyses can be rade only

by means of cross-national comparisons and evaluations. The study does

not aim at making crude comparisons in terms of average subject area

competence at certain age levels, nor does it aim at criticising

existing practices. But an investigation like the present one gives

countries an opportunity to learn from each other on the basis of

systemised facts.

2. The mechanics of organising an investigation of this kind are

necessarily complex. Essentially, a number of 'target populations'

of students at different levels of schooling has been defined, and,

in each country sampling of students in each of these populations have

been selected. The sampling scheme has been devised in such as way

that good representative samples of students for each defined

population gill be tested.
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International definitions of the target populations have, of course,

been worked out in detail. However, for administrative purposes in

this country, brief operational definitions of the actual groups to

be tested are given in Table 1. This table also gives details of

which tests and other materials are to be given in each group.

National Centers will fill in their ovn National
Table here

3. Re bt and Storage of Testing Material

For the ample of students to be tested for any one target

population in a school, the School Co-ordinator will receive:

(a) a copy of the Student Name Form for the sample indicating
(or a separate letter indicating) which tests, questionnaires
and answer cards are being supplied for each student to be
tested.

(b) a set of Student 2nvelopes which contain the material
designated on the Student Name Form (or in a separate letter).
Each envelope will have the student's name and code number on
it (or whatever is decided by the National Center).

(c) a copy of the Teacher Name Form.

(d) a set of Teacher envelopes which contain the material for
teachers. Each envelope will have the teacher's name and
code number on it (or whatever is aecided by the National
Center).

(e) a School Questionnaire.

(f) copies of Manual 3 - Instructions for Administration.

(g) spare sets of tests.

As soon as the above material has been received from the National

Centers the School Co-ordinator should check that the correct

number of Student and Teacher Envelopes have been supplied. If

there are any major deficiencies the National Centers should be

contacted immediately. Small deficiencies of tests can be remedied

by drawing upon the stocks of spares mentioned in 3 (g) above.
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The 3ohool Co-ordinator is resp9nsible for the safe storage of ell

materiels prior to testing. The materials should be locked up

when not in use.

4. Move 9f testing

It is important that the timetable for the administration of the

tests and questionnaires bo followed as closely as possible. The

timetsblo is given below. Should the School Co-ordinator have any

queries, he should contact the National Center immediately.

Foreign language speaking tests, which are administered on an

individual basis, need not all be completed on one day. The

school may arrange for students to Wee these tests at any time

between and (National Center to fill in.)

Nations; Centers ipsert ti!ptsble hope - 300 Manual ;

5. Student Name Forms

This form contains the names of those students selected to be

tested. No ether students should be tested. If a student has

left school since the names were selected, a horizontal red line

should be drown through the name. No further pastel olomld be added.

TIP: tests and answer cords to be given to a particular student

are all packed in order for the Student Frovelope.

6. Teacher Name Forms

This form contains names of thole teachers who are to be requested

to complete Toaoher Ouestionnaires. If a named teacher has left

the school since the names were selected, his envlope should be

given to his replacement if one exists: in ,uoh oiroumstanees

the name on the front of the Teacher Envelope and Teacher Return

Envelope andthe Teacher Name Form should bo Changed. If no

replacement exists, s horizontal red lino should be drawn through

the name on the Tennher Name Form.
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It has been suggested that the information for certain questions on

the Student Questionnaire can best be supplied by student's parents.

If the practice of setting these questions as a home task be adopted,

the necessary instructions should be entered here by the Rational

Centers.

8. Testing Room

The ideal room for testing is one in which students will be

comfortable, sufficicatly well separated from one another so that

there will be little opportunity or inclination to seek help from

others, and free from distractions of other students coming and

going. As far as possible a roam should be obtained that will

permit good testing conditions.

There should be a test administrator to each room. He /she should be

directly responsible for administering the tests. If at all

possible, there should be an Invigilator (Proctor) who should

patrol the room quietly, and ensure that answers are given in the

correct places and in the correct way. However, no help, should

be given to students an any of the questions in the cognitive and

attitudinal instruments. Help in completing questionnaire material

is, however, permissible. Specific directions for each instrument

are given in Manual 3.

If more than 25 ,r 3D students are being tested at the same time,

it would be desirable to have additional assistants) to help with

passing out papers and invigilating (proctoring) the tests.

The answer cards nre to be completed in pencil only. It is

therefore, necessary for a sufficient supply of sharpened pencils to

be available. "t supply of r.ber..: (e.sers) is rlso requirvd.
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The following are special instructions to be included for schools which

are administering Foreign Language Listening and Speaking tests.

The administration of Reading and Writing tests in French and English

poses no special problem. For the Listening and Speaking tests, on the

other hand, the quality of sound reproduction is crucial. This means

that the school must have available reliable tape-recorders in good

working order and must arrange adequate facilities for students' responses

to the speaking tests. Please observe the following points in the ad-

ministration of these tests:

a. Use a good quality tape-recorder with an adequate loudspeaker
(either separate or built in). This machine must be able to play
preferably 7 inch (18 centimeters) reels or at least 4 inch (10

oentimeters) reels at a speed of 7-1/2 inches per second (19 centi-

meters per second) or 3-3/4 ips (9.5 centimeters per second).

b. The French Listening and Speaking test master tapes have been re-
corded at a speed of 7-1/2 ips (19 centimeters per second). Eaclieh
Listening and Speaking test master tapes have been recorded at

3.-3/4 ips (9.5 centimeters per second). No variatbn in speed in the
reproduction of these master tapes can be permitted.

c. Student responses to the Speaking test may be recorded at either

7 -1/2 ips or ips. No other variation in speed is permitted.

d. Tape reels used must not exceed 7 inches (18 centimeters) in diameter.

e. It is essential that new tapes (bandes vierges) be used to reproduce
the student responses to the speaking tests. Previously used tapes
which have been cleaned are pot suitable for these purposes.

f. Listening and Speaking tests must be administered in an adequate room

and every precaution should be taken to reduce or eliminate extraneous

noises. Thus, windows and doors should be closed and precautions
taken to eliminate interruption. In the case of the Speaking test,
it is essential that the students be tested alone with the test ad-
ministrator and not in the presence of other students. A language
laboratory would be the most suitable room for administering the
test, but other rooms (e.g. principal's office/study, school library,
etc.) could be used.

g Since it is essential that the school and student numbers for each
student taking the Speaking test be recorded in French/English on
the student response tape, it is essential that the test administrators
for the speaking test be able to speak French/English and that they
are given the school and student identification numbers by the school

coordinator.

h. It is also important that test administrators for the Speaking tests
lie thoroughly briefed in the use of the tape recorders.
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10. Bri fiiaUw!,.....2Axinist a ors

Manual 3 (Manual for Teat Administrators) gives the full details

accesanrY for the actuel administration of the tests. It is

important, however. that this nnnual (Manual ?) should also be

studied by all Test Administrators. The School Co-ordinator should

complete the necessary arraments for ensuring that the appropriate

Student Envelopes are available at each agreed testing session. He

should also brief the Test Administrators on what happens to

materials at the end of each testing session. (see Manual 3)

CARE SHOULD BE T m AT ALL TIMES TO ENSURE TVATANSMETI CARDS ARE

NEVER BENT OR Tom.

Administrators should arrange for reading material to be available

for those students who finish n test early.

Two points should be particularly stressed t., Test Administrators:

(a) where a st...1mat indicates at the beginning of any testing
session thmt the particular test booklet is missing from his
envelope, the Test Administrator should supply one to bin
from the set of spares. If the accompanying; answer card is
missing (or unsuitable for use) the student should be
instructed tc mw, his responses on the test booklet by clearly
circling the chosen response. In this case, it is imperative
that the test booklet is returned in the large student
envelope to the National Center.

(b) when students answer the Student Questionnaires (see Manual 3)
the Test Administrators should be encouraged to help students
answer the questions. Indeed, Test Administrators should check
that all items on the Student Questionnaires have been
completel by every student. However, no help should be given
with attitudinal or cognitive items. (see Manual 3)

11. Teacher Questionnaires

The School Ccrdinatur is responsible for passing cn the Teacher

Snvelopes tc, the appropriate teachers and to to everythino: possible

to ensure their return, conpleted. (Each tenchr is expected to fill

in only two rr thrt.r of the parts )1' the questionnaires. The parts

which are appropriate are explained in the questionnaires themselves).

Teachers should be requested to insert their completed answer cards

into the Teacher Return Envelope which can then be sealed.

The Seteda Cc -ordinr.tor smld collect the Teacher Return Envelopes

for return to the National Center.
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12. school ',uoitipnnniro

Thr lohool Co-ordinator is roiponaiblo for the completion of the

10110°1 nucritionnairo. It is possible th.it covoral senior members

of the uchool ntaff inoludina the school prinoipal himself (if ho,

in fact, is not the co-ordinator) will need to be consulted.

"hen completed, the School Nestionnaire should be held ready for

return to the National Center.

13. 12:t1 rpjag Matorialz: to national Center,

The School Co-ordinotor in responsible for the prompt return of

materials to the National Center. All the 3tudont nnvelopost

Teacher Return Ehvolopoo end tho completed School 'uestionnoire

together with the student Namo Dorm and Tescher Name Peru should

bo peckagod into ono parcel and returned to the Notional Canter.

Stranc_no9kaginpfnotbe employed to impv9nt anxpassm (bonding

tearing, otpl) tyt anewerAmxrds.

All the other materials, (i.e. booklets collected at the end of

testing sessions, and remaining spore copies) should either bo

returned by separate mail to the Notional Contort or destroyed.

N ti n 1 Ce era re t insert here t o
arrqngsmopts

14. RoRortp4:Rosults to Sohools

negrottably it is not posniblc for all the many thousands of

tqaohora who have taken part in thil; reseeroh to be thsukod

personally. However, it in hopod that the 3ohool Co-ordinator

will peas on the thanks of the National C ntur to all those who

hove assisted.

The information which is boing returned from each participating

school will in duo oourno, find it; way into computer storage

at the Computation Center.
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?o prooessine of 911 the information reoeived from

9pproximtto17 hllf a million student: from 16,000 sohoola

in twenty oountrios will neurally tiko dome timo. It is

intended, however, that in duo °ours.; o report will bo sont to

osoh sohool showing tho Jooroa of the students in that school

in relation to 3tudants in similar aohoola and students in the

oountry as a wholo.
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IEA SIX - SUBJECT SURVEY MANUALS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA
Six-Subject Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manna]. for National Centers
IEA /M2 Manual for School Coordiaators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 TEAM/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

149

The Six-Subject Survey Instruments are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

In the Six-Subject Survey Data Bank, every questionnaire and test item
used is identified by a unique short variable name; the majority of these
are formed from the new instrument number (which identifies the IEA
instrument by type, population in which used, and subject) and the
respective item number within the instrument. However, the instrument
number used in the IEA manuals is the number which was in use at the
time of testing. Here follows the key to the new instrument numbers,
then a listing of the old numbers used in the manuals with the new ones
used in the Data Bank.

1: LILP90161r1111ent

E = Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 =II 7 = I, II and IV
3 = III 8 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = Al]. Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5: Instr.lment Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

U S DEPARTMENT OP
EDUCATIONAvarukaote
NATIONAL. INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
DOCuME Nt 44% Al I N 1111.1t0

DuCEO * AA( Ti T A'. Mt Cf NOM
tHf PERSON 00 Ok 64041Z ATOM OeittIff
At if44 If IfOlf4IS Of wit A Ok OPINIONS
STATIC* 00 NOT NE t t SSAItit r Off PAT
SINT Of f ,At NAT 1(1144l INV? tt.sfe
f Du( At ION Pres,' ttplv fiat hot t v



SUBJECT UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

M3 ,STAG !.4
TEA , V

New DB No. Old No 4s) 116.1610. Title 1 30
English Tests

E2EL IEA /ENG /IIL II Listening Comprehension

34EL In/ENG/IVL IV Listening Comprehension

E2ER IEA/ENG/IIR II Reading Comprehension

E4ER IZA/ENG/IVR IV Reading Comprehension

Eftw IZA/ENG/II, IVW Writing

E6EC IEA/ENG/II, IV Sp II, IV Speaking (Structural
control)

16E0 IEA/ENG/II, IV Sp II, IV Speaking (Oral Reading)

IZA/ENG/II Sp II Speaking (Fluency)

E4EP IRA/ENG/TV Sp IV Speaking (Fluency)

Ehgliph Student Cvstion*tir's

Q6S1 IEA/20 ERG
rEA/4o ENO

II, IV Questions About Learning
English

Q6E2 IEA/20 ERG II, IV English Student Questionnaire
IEA/40 ERG

Enfraish Teacher Questionnaire

THE IEA/TQ7 Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable English as a Foreign

Language

SUBJECT- UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Pnct) Tests

ElFL

E2FL II

E4n, IV

ESFL IVS

EVA
32FR II

E4FR IV

ESFR IVS

32FWS II

E2 II

E4FWS IV

E4FWC

E7FP

FR/1

FR/6

FR/15

FR/24

FR/2

FR/7

FR/I6

FR/25

FR /8

FR/9

FR/17

FR/18

FR/3
FR/10
FR/19

xv

I, II, IV

Listening

Listening

Listening

Listening

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

Writing (Sentence
completion)

Writing (Composition)

Writing (Sentence
completion)

Writing (Composition)

Speaking (Pronunciation)



French Tests continued

Nev DB No. Old No.( s ) ponulation;

E1FC FR/4

xac FR/11
FR/20

E6F0 FR/12
FR/21

ElFF FR/5 .

16FF FR /13, 14

FR/22, 23

French Student questionnaires

Q02.

Q6F2

IEA/20FR
IEA/40FR

IEA/20FR
IEA/40FR

French Teacher Questionnaire

TNF IEA /TQ6

TEA 'M3 /STAGE 3

Title

Speaking (Structural
Control)

Speaking (Structural
Control)

Speaking (Oral Reading)

I Speaking (Fluency)

II, Iv Speaking (Fluency)

151

II, IV Questions About Learning French

II, IV French Student Questionnaire

Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable French as a Foreign

Language

SUBJECT-UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

aria Education Tests

E1C

E2C

FAC

Civic Educ

WCH

COCA

CITCB

IEA/CIV/I/C00

IEA/CIV/II/0)3

IEA /CIV /IV /COG

IEA/CIV/I/HSW
IFA/CIV/II/HSW
IEA/CIV/IV/NSW

IEA/CIV/I/AFF
IEA/CIV/II/AFF
IEA/CIV/IV/AFF

IEA/CIV/I/BQ
INA /CIV/ I I /BQ

IZA/CIV/IV/BQ

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

Civics Cognitive Test

Nov Society Works
Qucztionnaire

Affective Questionnaire

Background Questionnaire

Civic Education Teacher Questionnaire

INC IEA /TQ8 Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable Civic Education



TEA M3 /STAGE 3

STAGE 3 INSTRUMENTS COMMON TO ENGLISH, FRENCH AND CIVIC EDUCATION

Word Knowledge _Tests 15
New DB No., Old No.(s) Population Title

E15We /EA/10WK I Word Knowledge Test

125We IEA/20WK II Word Knowledge Test

E45We IEA/40WK IV Word Knowledge Test

Student Questiognaires

4130 IBA/10GEN I General Student Questionnaire

Q630 /EA/20GEN II, IV General Student Questionnaire
IEA /IeOGEN

(213A IBA/10ATT I General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

cs3A /BA/20ATT II, IV General Attitude and
IEA/4OATT Descriptive Scales

Teacher General Questionnaire

1`N3 IEA/TQ5

School Questionnaire

SN3 IEA/SQ2

Not Teacher Questionnaire:
Applicable General Section

Not
Applicable

e
N.B. Same as Stage 2.

School Questionnaire
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MANUAL 3
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Instructions for Administration of Stags 3 Instruments

Population I

Population II

Population IV (and /VS)
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1. This Manual is divided into throe sections: Population I, Population II and
Population IV. Instructions for administration of IVS instruments are
included with the Population IV instructions.

The Manual consists of instructions to the test administrator and
instructions which the tost administrator reads to the students. The
former arc single spaced and flush to the margin. The latter re double
sTnced and indented. It is hoped that when the Manual is translated and
produced by National Centers, some si:ailar method will be adopted so that
it wil1 be absolutely clear tc the test administrator what he is to do and
say to the students.

2. When translating the Manual, National Centers should check that the
translations of the instructions agree evaetly ith those written on the
instruments themselves. This is obviously important when the teacher is
reading aloud what is printed in the student booklets. A double check
should be made that the Manual always agree. with the instruments as translated
and produced by the National Center.

3. Any changes in testing schedule, administration procedures, etc., which the
National Center decides upon must be incorporated into this Manual. Please
notify Dr. Postlethwaite of any such chnnpcs.

J. Please note that for Civic Eduestion tests (How Society Works, Affective
Scales and Background Questionnaire) two sets of directions arr provided, one
for National Centers not using MRC cards for these instruments and one for
those which arc using MRC cards. National Centers should select the appropri-
ate set of directions for inclusion in the test administrator's booklet.

5. In several places throughnut the Wnual, page numbers of the test booklets
are left blttnk. National Centers should fill in the number of the page as
it appears in their national version of the instrument.

C. The wort confidential is used several times in the general instructions to
instruments. It is felt that this term may b.: too difficult for tenirear-
old children, and 4Ational Centers may wish to explain the Terming; cr to
replace confidential with qmother wori. This change should he made both
in Manua 3 and on the instm...nts ffectcd.
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Gentra1 Instructions
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A. The tests and questionnaires should be answered in pencil. Students

should be provided, beforehand, with a sharpened pencil and an

eraser. An adequate supply of spare pencils should be available.

B. "The materials to be given to the students are arranged in booklets.

In general, booklets contain both test and questionnaire sections.

C. The time limits given in the table below while they are to be

',limed exactly in the case of the tests, are intended only as a

guide for the other materials and may be extended if it is necessary

in order to obtain answers to all questions from all students.

National Centers give timetable.

Some help may be given to individual students if they are unsure of

their answers to factual questions on the questionnaire sections,

but no help s.-,euld be given on the opinion sections or any test.

(National Centers - see General Notes for Student Questionnaires)

D. If National. Centers intend to administer the National Option

French Tests, then the necessary instructions should be

included here about the apparatus an materials that will be

required.

In the case of a student not having a particular test booklet in

his envelope, the test administrator should hand him a spare booklet

from his set 4 spares. In the cast: of ar MRC car: being missing,

the student rust be instructed to answer by circling the chosen

response on the booklet. In this case the booklet must be returned

in the envelope to the National Center.
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MANUAL 3

MANUAL FOR TEST ADMINISTRATORS (LIAM/Stage 3)

POPULATION I

Civic Educationi

Session 1 - Cognitive
Session 2 - Nov Society Works
Session 3 - Affective Scales
Session 4 - Background Questionnaire
Session 5 - Word Knowledge Test, General Questionnaire and

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales

French as a Foreign Languafte

Session 1 - Reading Comprehension and Listening Comprehension
Session 2 - Word Knowledge Test, General questionnaire and

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales
Individually Administered - Speaking Test
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Detailed Instructions for Administration

Population I

Civic Education

Session 1 - Civic Education Cognitive (Section 1 of Booklet 26, 35 minutes)

Test Administrator's Reguirenents

1. One student evelope marked with his name for each child taking the test.
2. Extra test booklets
3. A supply of sharpened pencils
4. A watch or stopwatch
5. Scrap paper, so that any children who finish the test early vill be able

1..0 occupy themselves quietly without disturbing those who have not
finished.

Population I

157

The instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator
clearly and with emphasis; no attempt should be rude to commit them to
memory. The wording given should be followed exactly whenever possible.
When the students are in the room and quietly seated distribute the student
envelopes. Students should check that they have received the envelope with
their name on it. Then the following statement should be nade:

This school has been chosen as one of those in (mime of country) to

take part in an international priejet to study what young people Lnow

and think about their nation and others. Different nations from all

over the world are taking :wet in this studs You will probably find

some parts of the test easy; some you are likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the qu.stions. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they are given, follow them exactly, and do the best you can.

First we are going to do a test to see what you know about how our

nation works and its relations with the rest of the world. Take out

Booklet 26 from your envelope but do not open it until I tell you to

do so.

Make sure students have taken out the correct booklet. Then say:

Before you start the test, there are two practice examples to make

sure that you understan4 what to do. The practice examples do not

count in the test. Now look at the directions on the front of Booklet

26 and follow along silently as I read them aloud.

Nationr.l Centers may allow mare time. 9ce 4anual 1, section 5.
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Each or the questions or incomplete statements in this test is followed

by five possible nnswers. You are to decide which one of these

answers is best.

Mark your nnswer by puttinn n tick (../) in the appropriate space on

the test booklet. If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase

the old nark completely. You will have 35 minutes to answer the 41

questions in this test. This is NOT ' test on which you will be

graded. Therefore do NOT guess at any answer unless you are fairly

sure that you know the answer. If you are unsure of the answer,

simply leave it blInk. You roust nark your answer by putting a tick

next to the answer you have chosen. For example:

P1. Which one of the following is a nation?

A. Tokyo
B. Australia
C. Copenhagen
D. Montreal
E. Cairo ....4.10.11.11Ms.

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

Since Australia is a nation and the others are only cities, you

should choose the ensvor numbered B. On your test booklet you should

put a tick next to the answer numbered B. This is how the example

should be narkeal on your test booklet:

A. Tokyo
B. Australia
C. Copenhagen
D. Montreal
E. Cairo .1.

Check that all students hew understood now to nark the answer. Then say:

Here: is imother kind of question which you will see in this test.

Tick the answer you think is correct:

P2. Only four of Lhe following are national capitals. Which one is

NOT the capital city of its country?

A. Paris, France
B. New Delhi, Indir
C. Berne , Swi tzer1:4.nd
D. Barcelona, Spain
E. Oslo, Norway ....1P111

Pause for the student to answer. Then sy:

The answer to this question is D, because each of the other four cities

is a capital city. Madrid is the capital of Spain. Therefore,

Barcelona is NOT the cepital city of its country, Spain - so the

correct choice is D end you should have put a tick after D in the test

booklet.
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3 . Population /

Make sure that all stuacnts have answered the practice item correctly.
Then say:

Are there nny questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then sly:

The rest of the test is just like the practice examples which you have

done. Ycu will alwsys put a tick next to the answer you choose. If

you make a mistake Ind want to change your answer, ernse your first

answer completely and then tick the answer you think is right. Do

NOT tick two answers for any question.

Pause to answer any questions about the instructions given so far. Repeat
any part of the instructions which the children do not appear to have
understood, but do not volunteer nny extra information. Then say:

Nov we see reedy to begin. Try to answer every question, but do not

spend too much time on any one question. If a question seems too

difficult go on to the next one. Renember that no-one is expected

to set all the answera right. Just do your best. If you finish

ahead of tine, you nay look back over your work, but don't stop work-

ing until you have finished all that you can do. If your pencil

breaks auring the test, raise your hand and you will be given a new

one. THERE MUST BE ?O MORE QUESTIONS NOW. Ready? Turn over the

page and begin.

Make a note of the time when begin is said. When 30 minutes have passed
say:

There are 5 minutes left.

When 35 minutes have passed, tell the children to out their pencils down

and close their test booklets. The booklets should be replaced in

the student envelope.
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Civic Education

Sesittpo 2 - Now Society Works (S. ction 2 of Booklet 2f, 33 minutes.) 160
When tht students have been gented, pass out the student envelopes and ask
the students to telt( out Booklet 26. Check that tvery student hns the
envelope with his nano on it vmd that all have taken out the correct
booklet. Then say:

Open your test booklet to section 2 on page_,_, and follow along

silently as I read the directions aloud.

On the next few pages we shall give you a chunce to explain how

society works.

On each page you will find r. hendina, such as Elections, Taxes,

Police and no on; underneath each of these we have given you a set

of descriptions, to say what they do or how they work. Rend each of

these carefully, then put a tick in the right column, under

DOVS this almost always,

Does this fairly often,

Does this sometimes, or

Does this almost never.

If you really don't know the answer, put 1 tick under Don't know'.

If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase the old mark

completely.

National uenters: if National Option open-ended questions are being used,
add the following:

At the bottom of every pnge. wo have left you a apace in which you

cm give us your own explannt:ons of how things work.

rarer there any questions?

Answer any questions by rrmating or rephrasing, the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will be given 15 -inutes to corplete this test. Aow turn over

the page and begin.

Make a note of t.1%.; tint. Wht n 3r, ninutes hay( passed, sny.

Stop. Put down your pencil, close your test booklet and renlace

it in the student envelope.
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Civic kducation

Session - Affective Scales (30 minut,$)

Population I

16 ;4111.

When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes and ask
tho students to take out Booklet 27. Check that every student has the
envelope with his nano on it and that all have taken out the correct
booklet. Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the following
directions from the front or the booklet:

These questions arc being given to a number of children in several

countries to find out what they think. For these questions there are

no right or wrong answers, so this ig NOT a test. We just want to

know what you think. Your answers ire CONFIDENTIAL, so bo as truthful

as you can.

Mark your answer by putting a tick in the appropriat.: spate on the

test booklet. If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase the

old mark completely.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will hive 30 ninutes to complete the questions in this booklet.

Now turn over the pav and begin.

Make a note of the tine when the students begin the test. After 30
minutes arty:

Stop. Close your hooklet and r :place it in the envelope.
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Civic Education

k- Background Questionnaire (30 minutes)

When the students have been seetedpass out the student envelops and ask
the students to take out Booklet 28. Check that every student has the
envelope with his name on it and that all have taken out the correct
booklet. Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the
following directions from the front of the booklet:

- 6 - Population I
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These questions are being given to a number of children in several

countries to find out what they think. For these questions there

aru no right or wrong answers, so this is NOT a test. W0 just want

to know what you think or do. Your wavers are CONFIDENTIAL, so be

au truthful as you csn.

Murk your answer by putting a tick in the appropriate space on the

test booklet. If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase the

old mark completely.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will have 30 minutes to complete the questions is this booklet.

Now turn over the pr,r,t and begin.

Make a note of the tine when th% students being the test. After 30
minutes sey:

Stop. Close your booklet and replace it in the envelope.

Session 5 - Word Knowledi, Test, General Questionnaire and General.
Attitude and Descriptive Scales.

fr,,r. PAGE 18
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Detailed Instructions for Administration

Population I

French as a Foreign Language

session French Reading Comprehension (20 minutes)
French Listening Comprehension (20 minutes)

164.1

--- - -- ---

National Centers are to select those parts of the instructions which are
relevant to the tests being administered in their country. Note that since
instructions axe given in the native language, National Centers will have to
fill in the name of the mother tongue at various indicated places throughout
these administration instructions. N.B.: Scripts of appropriate Listening
and Speaking test tapes must be attached to the end of each administration
booklet.

Reading Test

This test is a group test of reading comprehension in French. It is intended
for children in the 10.0 - 10.11 age range who are currently learning French
as part of their regular schooling. The test contains 35 picture items of n
multiple-choice type, preceded by 5 practice items to familiarise the
children with the test procedure.

No instructions are printed in the student's test booklets. The test
administrator will give all instructions for the test orally in (National
Centers fill in mother tnngue). The maximum time allowance for the test is
20 minutes.

Listening Test

This is a group test of Listening comprehension in French. It is intended
for children in the 10.0 - 10.11 age range who are currently learning
French as part of their regular schooling. The test contains 35 picture
items of a multiple-choice type. These are preceded by 5 practice items to
familiarise the children with the test procedure. Tho practice examples
are numbered P1 - P5 to distinguish them troll the actual test items.

All instructions for the test, including the numbering of the items, are
given in (mother tongue). Each item is spoken once only and is followed by
a 10-second pause, during which the children indicate their answers by
writing "A , .C: or *D" in their test booklets. The total running
time for the Listcninj test tnix. is Ipproxinatcly 20 minutes. fhe tape
should be played at a speed of 7-1/2 ips or 19 centimeters per second. An
extra pause of 10 seconds is provided after each set of 5 items to give the
children time to turn the pade.
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pt Administrator's Requirements

On the day of testing you will require:

13
For the Reading Comprehension Test:

1. One student envelope marked with his name for each child taking the test
2. Extra Gest booklets
3. A supply of sharpened pencils
4. A watch or stopwatch
5. Scrap paper, so that any children who finish the test early will be able

to occupy themselves quietly without disturbing those who have not
finished.

For the Littening.Compr2hension Test:

1. A good tape recorder with in adequate speaker
2. The Listening test tape
3. One student envelope :larked with his name for each child taking the

test. (If the National Center is testing both Listening and Reading,
obviously there will be only one student envelope which will contain
booklets for both tests.)

4. Extra test booklets
5. A supply of sharpmed pencils.

The instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator
clearly and with emphasis, no attempt should be made to commit them to
memory. The wording given should be followed exactly whenever possible.

When the students are in the room and quietly seated, the following
statement should be mede:

This school has been chosen ss one of those in (name of country) to

take part in an internetienal proiect to study how young people learn

French. Different countries from all over the world arc: taking part

in this study. You will probably find sow parts of the tests easy;

some you are likely to find hard. Do your best on nil the questions.

Listen carefully to the instructions as they are given, follow them

exactly, and do the' best you can.

Distribute the student envelopes. Students should check that they have
received the envelope with their name on it. Then say:

We are going to do a test to see how well you can read French. Take

out Booklet 24 from your envelope but do not open it until I tell you

to do so.

Before you start tie test., you nre coin;' 4,1 prnctice examples

to make sure that yeu understand what you have to do. The practice

examples do not count in the test, so your score on them will not

chant,,c your final mark. :low open your test booklet so that you are

looking; at the first Troy of pictures.

Check quickly that all children are in fact looking at Page l; -then say:
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You will notice that the pictures are arrnneted in sets of 4 and that

each set of pictures has n sentence written below it. The sentence

is about 1 of the 4 picturts. Now read the sentence below the first

set of pictures and decide which picture the sentence is about.

Pause for the students to answer. Thcn say:

The sentence is about picture P , so '8 is the right answer. You

will see that B' has been written in the box at the right -hand side

of the pace. That is where tho answer goes: in the box beside the

pictures.

Now read the second sentonco. Decide which nicture the sentence is

abcut, then write ycur renewer in the box.

Pause while the children to this. Then sny:

Which letter did you writ in the box? Yes, 4D' is the correct

Answer. Tau should have written in box number P2. Write it in

now, if you have not olroady done so.

Pause te answer any questions arisinl from tho instructions given so far.

Repent any part of the instructions which the children do not appear to have

understood, but do not volunteer Any extra information. Avoid translations

and explanations of vocabulary. Then sly:

Plow go on and do the other 3 practice examples on this wage. If you

should want tc chortle your answer, you must cross it out carefully,

And then write the new nnwor just below the box. (Demonstrate on

the board, if necessary) . Alen you have finished the practice

. examples, put your pencil down. Do not turn the pagt. until I tell

you to do so.

When all the children have oArnpted the practice examples on Page 1,

tell them that thy: corroct inswers ore as follows:

P3 -C

r4 - A

P;

If any child appears confused, repeat the instructions in detail, but do

not volunteer any extra information. Then say

Now you hove done the: practice _xnmples. The los- )f tho test is

just like th practice examples which you have been doing. You must

always writo your warmers ir tho box at the end of tho row. If you

rake a nistnke and want to change your answer, cross nut your answer

and write the correct onswer just below thc little box. Do not write

the new answer on top of th old one or you will score no marks

for that question.
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Pause to answer any queetions arisine from the instructions given so far.
Repeat any part of the instructi ens which tht children do wt. appenr to have
understood, but do not volunteer sny extra information. Then say:

Right, now we are ready to bedn. Try to answer every question, even

if you have to guess the answer sometimes. Remember that no-one is

expected to get all the answers right. Just do your best. If you

finish ahead of time, you ray look back over your work, but don't

stop working until ycu have finished all that you can do. When I

any begin', turn over to Page 2 and go on with the test. THERE MUST

BE NO MORE QUESTIONS NOW. steady? Begin!

Make e note of the time whn 'Begin is said. Those children who finish
early should be allowed tc. draw quietly until the rest of the class have
finished the test. When 20 minutes is up tell the children to put their
pencils down and close their test booklets. Allow a 5 or 10 minute break
before the next test is given.

French Listening Test

Procedure

The tape recorder should be r.ady for use, with the volume level properly
adjusted, before the children assemble. Please ensure that the tape -

recorder is clearly audible in all parts of the room. (It is a wise
precaution for the Test ndministrator to listen to the whole of the test
tape privately, before the idly of testing, to make sure that it is complete
and in good order.)

When the children have been seated again say:

Now we art going to do test to see how well you can understand

French you hear spoken. Tak:t booklet 25 out of your envelope. Do

net open the test booklet until I tell you to do so.

Before you start the test, you are golly: to do some practice examples

to make sure that y-u understand what you hew; to do. The practice

examples do not count in the test so your score on them will not

change your final merle. Now open your test bocAlf.A, so that you are

looking at the first park of pictures.

Chcck quickly that all children are in fact looking st Pnge 1. Then say:

You will

Each set

pictures

of the p

B 'C

notice th.t the pictures are arranged in sets of four.

of pictures has a number. You will sec that the sets of

on this page are numbered P1 to P5 down the left-hand side

age. Eacn picture in the set has its own lotto. - either A

or "D - in the top right-hand corner of the picture.
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Down the right-hnnd side of tilt page, nt the tnd of each set of

pictures, you will see an empty box with the number of the set of

pictures written above it. This is where you will put your answer.

You will always write the answer in the empty box at the end of the

row.

Pause to answer any questions arising ?rote the_ instructions given so ter.
Repeat any part of the instructions which the childran do not appear to
have understood, but lo not volunteer any extra information. Continue as
follows:

tlhen I start the tape- recorder, you will hear a voice telling you the

number of the set of pictures in (mother tongue), and then you will

henr A sentence spekee in French. Listen carefully to the sentence

while you are lookiret at the set of pictures. The sentence will be

about one of the pictures in the set of four.

'Jhcn you huve decided which picture the sentence is about, look at

the top right-hand corner of the picture to see which letter is

written there. This letter is the answer.

So. if you thought thet the sentence was ebout picture Er, you would

write *B: in the box at the end of the row.

Pause to answer nny questi)ne arisin,7, from the instructions Riven so far.
Repeat any part of the instructions which the children do not appear to
have understood, but do not volunteer any extra information. Then say:

New we are slang to do th practice examples to ether. Pick up your

pencil end keep your tent booklet open et the first page. I am

going to start the tent-recorder end you will hear the first sentence

spoken in French. Lister: carefully to the sentence whilc you are

lookint, et thf first set of nictures.

Start th-: tape: running. The script of the test begins as follows:
"Listening Test ....... Practice one c" cast un oiseau .

Stop the tape immediatay efter the word oisenu". Say:

4hicn picture o y u think th,_ L.:enteric( was ebeut?

Pause Per students to answer. Then sey:

It is about picture g so 13 is the correct answer. You will see

thet 13* has been written in the box It the right-hand side of the

'mere. That is where the answer goes: 5n the box beside the pictures.
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Yeti will notice that the bex has th number P1 above it. That is to

show that box number P1 belongs to the first set '.'f pictures. %11

the bates :are: numbered so that when you hear the voice sly the number

of the set of pictur,s, you will know that your answer must go in the

box with the same number above it.

Pause t nnswer any questienn arising from the instructions given se far.
Repeat any part of the instructions which the children do not appear to have
understood, but de not volunteer any extra informatien. Then say:

Now listen to the second sentence. When you have heard the sentence,

decide which is the correct picture, then write the correct letter

in the box at the end of the row.. Listen carefully.

Start the tape again. After a pause, the voice will sny- Practice Two
Les poissons sont dans l'eau.'

Stop the tape immediately after the word 'eau'. Pause, then say:

What letter did ycu write in the box? Yes, HD' is the correct

answer. You should have written ED" in box number P2. Write it in

now, if you have not elready done so. Now we will listen to the

third sentence. Which box will you put your answer in this time?

That's right - in box P3, because it will h the answer to the

sentence P3. Listen carefully now.

Start the tape again. After a pause, the voice will say: Practice Three
Le NAN6 tient son joust inns ses

Stop tnc tape immediately aft.r the work 'bras'. Peuse,then say:

Whet letter hew you written in box P3 That right: Letter C .

Picture *C" is the correct one, so you should have written 'C" in box

P3. Now listen tom: Practice sentence 4 and write the correct answer in

box P4.

Start the tnpc aeain. After e pause, the veice will sny- Prectick. Four
C' eat un eros chat.

Stop the tape inmediately efter the woril chat . Pause, then sny

Whet letter have you written in box P4? That's right: Letter A ,

because picture 'A is the correct one. Now listen to Practice

sentence 5. Write tht correct letter in box P5 when yeu have listened

t the sentence.
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Start the tape again. After a pause, the voice will spy: Practice Five
Les enfants jouent Mans lc jnrdin .

Stop the tape immediately after the word 'jardin . rause, then say:

What letter have you written in box P5? That's right D is the

correct answer.

Nov you have done all the practice examples. The rest of the test is

just like the practice examples which you have been doing. You will

always hear the number of the set of pictures in (mother tongue)

followed by a sentence in French. You must always write your answer

in the box at the end of the row. If you make a mistake and want to

change your answer, cross your answer out and write the correct

answer just below the little box. Do not write the new answer on top

of the old one, or you will score no marks for that question.

Try to answer every question, even if you have to guess the answer

sonetimms. Remember that no-one is expected to get all the answers

rizht. Do your best and be careful always to write your answer in the

box which has the snme number as the set of pictures.

Ask the children if they wish to ask any more questions before the test
begins., Explain that they will not be able to ask questions once the tape
has becin switched on again. Repeat any part of the instructions which the
children do not appear to have understood, but do not volunteer any extra
information. Then say:

I am going to start the tank in a moment. THERE MUST BE no MORE

QUESTIONS. Turn to pge 2 of your booklet and be ready to start when

you hear the voice say one'. Keep absolutely quiet and listen

carefully to the tape.

Start the tape again. Aft :.r ft pause, the voice will say; One Le
petite fille chant:

rhe compl,te script of the Listening Test is given at the end of this
document. While the tape is running, chock quietly that all children are
turning; their pages at the epproprinte time and indicating their answers
in the correct manner. DO AT ALLOW ANY QUESTIONS AT ALL WHILE THE TAPE
IS RUNNING If suddr -;reraft or traffic noises or any other interruption
should prevent the children fro:: hearin4 an item, stop the tape and re -piny
the item in question. Note the occurrence on the front pee of one of the
test booklets.

After itcr 35, there will be a 1O-second pause. The voice will then say:
That is the end of thy. test.

Switch off the tape-recorder at this point. Tell the children to close their
test booklets and replace then in the student envelope.
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FENCE SPEAKING TEST (individually administered, 9 minutes per student)

This test must be administered on an individual basis. It requires the
use of 2 tape-recorders: one to play the test tape, the other to record
the student's responses. The Speaking Test should be given in a quiet
room, where background noises will not interfere with the recording nor
distract the child. The test contains 3 sections: Pronunciation; Struc-
tural Control; and Fluency. The Pronunciation section contains 19 itemsi
the first 8 of which serve as untimed practice examples to familiarise
the child with the test procedure. In this section the child is required
to listen to and repeat a number of brief but complete and meaningful
sentences. The Structural Control section contains 12 items, of which
the first 2 are practice examples. In this section of the test, the child
is required to answer a series of questions, each question relating to a
simple drawing. In the Fluency section, the child will be required to
describe a single picture in some detail. He will be given a choice of
2 pictures.

RectuiremmIts

On the day of testing you will require:

1. Two tape-recorders, one with microphone attachment.
2. The Speaking Test tape (Population I)
3. The Administration instructions.
4. The Population I test booklet.
5. Blank tape. (For recording the child's responses)
6. Note of school identification number and list of student identifi-

cation numbers to be recorded in French.

Procedure

The tape-recorders should be ready for use before the first child enters
the room to take the test. Test Administrators are advised to listen to
the whole of the test tape privately, before the test period, to make
sure that it is complete and in good order. The tape-recorder with the
microphone attachment rhould be threaded with blank tape, switched on and
ready to record. The child will need to sit at a table or desk, so that
he can have the Speaking test booklet placed in front of him at the
appropriate moment. Make sure that he is seated where he can speak
clearly and directly into the microphone. (If necessary, practice making
a trial recording with a child who is not going to take the actual test')
The second tape-recorder should be threaded with the Speaking master-tape,
switched on and ready to play. Make sure that the volume level is properly
adjusted before the first child to be tested enters the room. The tape.
recorder should be set to play at 7-1/2 ips (19 centimeters per second).
The second tape recorder threaded with the blank tape should be set to
record at either 7-1/2 ips or 3-3/4 ips (9.5 centimeters per second).

When adequate recording facilities have been set up, switch on the student
response tape and record in French the school number and the number of the
student being tested. Thus...n:001e quatre vingt trois, Eagle sero zero
trois". Also write the student's identification number on the Student
Identification Record Sheet which is provided at the end of this booklet,
Then call the first student in, make sure that he settles down comfor-
tably and say:

Today you are going to do a test to see how well you can speak French.

In the first part of the test, you are going to repeat some sentences

in French. We are going to do some practice examples first, to make

sure that you understand what you have to do. The practice examples
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When I start the tape, you will hear the muse of the test spoken in

(mother ton,Tue) and then the first practice sentence, spoken in

French. I want you to listen carefully to the sentence and then

repeat it as soon as you have hard it. Eech sentence will be

spoken twice, so listen carefully and then repeat vhnt you hnve heard.

Start the master - tape. The script of the test begins as follows: Speakinc
Test - Population I Pronunciation Quell° heure est-il?
Quell: heure est-il?

Stop the tape immediately after the word "ii' and pause for the child to
repeat the phrase. Do not tape - record the child's responses to the
practice examples.

If the child appears confused, or makes no response, repeat any part of the
instructions which he does not appear to have understood, but do not
volunteer any extra information. Then say

now listen to the second sentence and repeat it as soon its you have

beard it twice.

Start the master-tape egain. After a pause the voice will say: Elle
oat 14-bas Elle est 14-bas

Stop the tape immediately after the word la-bas' and pause while the child
repeats the: phrase. Then start the master-tape again. After a pause, the
voice will say: 6 Il fait ch'ud It fait chaud

Stop the tape iemediately after the word 'chaud and pause while the child
repeats the phrase. Then say:

The rest of this part of the test is just like the practice examples

which you have just done. There will be 16 more short sentences and

you are to repeat -,,Lch one as soon as you have heard it twice.

Listen very carefully

Make sure the child understands what he has to do and explain to him thtt,
once the tape has been switched on again, he will not be able to ask nay
more questions.

When this has been done, meke sure thrt the student is ready
to beein, and thonswitch on both the master-tape and the student response

tap.:. The script of the master-tape continues as follows: ..... Tout est

fini Tout est fini La nuit est tomb6e La nuit est tomb&
" There is t pees, of epproxinately 6 seconds between each iten.

When the child has repeatei iter 19 ('Elles servent la soupe ), stop both
tape-recorders. Allow the child a few moments' break before continuing
with the Structural Contol section of the test.
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Now we are going to do the second part of the test. We will do same

practice examples first, to make sure that you understand what you

have to do.

Nand the child the Speaking Test booklet, opened at the page headed
Structural Control - Population I' and say:

In this part of the test you will be asked one question about each of

these 12 pictures. The first 2 questions are just for practice and do

not count in the test. You will hear a question in French and then you

will be given time to reply. Listen carefully to each question,

because it will only be asked once. Try to answer each question as soon

as you have heard it. If you do not understand a question or cannot

answer it; you can say ',To nc sais pas'. Try to answer each question

with a whole sentence, not just a single word like "oui' or loon".

Now look at the first picture and listen to the first question just

for practice.

Switch on the master-tape again. After a pause the voice will say:
"Structural Control 1 Quc font les enfants?'

Stop the tape and pause for the child to reply. Do not tape - record the

child's replies to the praetice examples.

If the child is unable to reply or appears to have misunderstood the
instructions, prompt him with a reply such as: 'Les enfants dansent'' or
Its dansent . Then say:

Now let's listen to the newt question.

Start the tape again. r.ft(..r a pause thy voice will say. '2 Quel
temps fait-ill"

Stop the tape and pause for the child to reply. If the child is unable to
reply, or replies incorrectly, prompt him with a reply such as plcut'

or 'Il fait mauvais . Repeat Any part of the instructions which he does
not appear to have understood. Emphasise that each sentence in French
refers to the picture bearinr the same number. Then say:

The rest of this part of the test is just like the practice examples

which you have just done. Listen carefully to each question And then

try to answer it. Don't worry if there is a question which you do

not understand. Just erswer "Jc ne sais pas''. Just do your best.

There will 10 more questions. Each question will be about one

of the pictures you have in front of you.
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There must be no more questions now. Look at picture number throe

and be ready to listen to question three when I switch on the tape.

Start both th., naster-tapi, and the child's response tape. The script of the
master-tape continues as follows: '3 Qu'est-ce quc c'est?

From now on, do not prompt the child or react in any way to his responses.
There are 10 actual items in this part of the test, each item followed by a
pause of 15 seconds.

Whenthe child has answered item 12 CQu-est-ce qu'il y a sur la table? I
stop both tape- recorders.

The final sect..ton of the test, - Fluency - is a free-response section and so
does not require a master-tape. Tell the child to turn to the page headed
'Fluency Population I' and tell him that he is to choose one of the two
pictures to describe in French. tell him that he may say anything he likes
about the picture he has chosen, provided that it is in French. Tell him
he has a minute to think about what he is going to say. After a minute say.

We are now ready to begin. You will only have a short time to talk

about your picture so ready to begin as soon as I give you a

signal to strut.

Start the tape on which the child's responses have already been recorded.
Signal the student to begin. ,%fter 30 seconds switch off the tape-recorder.

Tell the student that he has finished the test. switch on the tape-recorder
and let the student response tape run for a fQ.,, seconds so that there is a
space before you record th( number of the next student to be recorded.

Please write on the outside of the box contnining the student's tape the
number of the school rind the number of each student recorded on that tape.

Rewind the raster- tape. Remove tnc picture-booklet from the child's table
before the second child enters. Proceed as with the first child until all
the children selected for th, Zpeakinc Test have been tested. The full
script of the Cpenkin.., Test - Population I, master-tape is provided at th,
end of this documint.
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Word Knowledge Test, Genern1 Questionneare, nenern1 Attituie and Descriptive

Scales

Session 5_ (with Civic Education)
minutes)

Session 2 (with French)
(30

When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes and ask

the students to take out Booklet 29. Check that every student his the
envelope with his name on it and that all have taken out the correct booklet.
Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the directions from
the front of the test booklet:

In this test, words are given to you in pairs. In each pair, the

two words have something in common. You must decide whether the words

mean nearly the s thing, or nearly the opposite thing, with

respect to what they have in common.

If you think the words have the same meaning, draw a ring around

the 1.0. .

If you think the words hive the opposite mennines draw a ring

around the

Put the following example on the blackboard: hill low 0

Then say.

The two words hich' end ''low' both refer to height. However, they

arc nearly opposite in neaninc. Therefore, you should draw a ring

around the '0" like this.

Draw a ring around the 0 on the board. Then say:

For each of the flllovine pairs, draw Z rinr around the or the

'0-. You should attempt every item for which you think you know the

answer, but do not guess if you have no idea, of the answer.

If you change your mind, you must erase the ring completely and then

put n ring around your other choice. Are there: any questions?

Answer any questions. Try to be sure that all students understand how they
are to mark their answers. Continue as follows:

Yeu will have 10 minutes for this test. Work as quickly as you can,

and do not waste time on words you do not know. Now turn over to

the first pace of Booklet 29 and do the questions in Section 1.
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Not what tim, it is when the Aroup starts. After 5 minutes say:

About half the tine is pone.

After 10 minutes say:

Stop working; and put your pencils down.

Then say:

The questions in the mlxt section of the test are about you and what

you do. Answer them as accurately as you can. If you have any

difficulty about understandinr, whet is wanted by a particular question,

please ask me. You should be ale to answer all the questions within

15 minutes. Now open your test booklet and begin Section 2.

Help may be given to any student who appears to be in difficulty. It will

be appreciated that the information requested in this section should be as

accurate as possible and every assistance should be given to attain this

end. Please ensure, as far as possible, that every student has Given a

response to every question.

After all students have completed Section 2 ssy:

That is the end of Section 2. We are now ready to start Section 3.

Follow the directions on the first page of Section 3 as I rend them

to you.

These questions are bin put of n large number of students in

different countries to find out what they think about themselves and

the schools they attend. This is NOT a test. There are no right or

wrong answers. We just want to know what you think. Your teacher

will not see your answers. Mark your answers by putting a tick in

the appropriate space on the test booklet. If you want to change an

answer, be sure to erase the old mark completely. Now turn the prtgo

and begin.

When all the students have finished, sry.

PLase close your broklet now and replace it in the largo envelope

on your desk.
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Notes to National Centers:

1. If the same students ere being tested in more than one subject area,
instructions for use of MRC cards should be given in the Test
Administrator's booklet only for the first subject being tested.

2. If foreign language Listening Comprehension and Speaking tests are
being administered, scripts of the tapes should'be attached at the
end of the Test Administrator's booklet.

3. The Test Administrator's booklet for each subject should contain those
parts of the instructions contained in this Manual which are
relevant to the tests being administered in the country. National
Centers should select only those sections which deal with instruments
they are administering in their testing program.
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Civic Education

Session 1 - Civic Education Cognitive (Section 1 of Booklet 38, 35 minutes)

The test administrator will need the strident envelope for the students
he is supervising. The student envelopes (still closed) should be handed
out to the students, who are to check that they have received the
envelope with their name on it.

The instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator
clearly and with emphasis, no attempt should be made to commit them to
memory. The wording given should be followed exactly wherever possible.
When the students are in the room and seated, the following statement should
be made:

This school has been chosen as one of those in (name of country) to

take part in an international project to study what young people know

and think About their nation and others. Different nations from all

over the world are taking part in this study. You will probably find

some parts of the tests easy; some you are likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the questions. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they are given, follow them exectly, and do the best you can.

Open the envelope in front of you and take out booklet 38. Do not

open the booklet until you are told to do so.

See that all students have taken out the correct booklet, then say:

For this test we shall use n special answer card that is separate

from the test itself. With this answJr card, all the tests can be

scored quickly and accurately by a special machine. From your

envelope, take out the smaller envelope and check that your name is

written on it. The snail envelope contains your answer cards. Be

careful not to tear or bend them. Take out the card marked 22. Put

the small envelope back insiLe the larger envelope and place it on

the top of your desk (table). The answer card is a little tricky to

mark the first time you use it, so listen to the instructions and

ollow them carefully.
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For the questions you will be asked in this section there are five

possible answers. Thst Aru indicit,:d or your answer card by a

row of ovals like this.

Put a sample on the blackboarc, like this

fc) 0
Say:

Look at what I have put on the board. There arc five choices,

A, B, C, D, E. If you think the correct answer to a question is the

one, marked C, you should blacken the oval narked C with a solid

pencil mark like this.

Fill in the oval C on the board.

If you change your mind and want to change an answer, erase the first

nark completely and then mark your other choice. You MUST NEVER MARK

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER FOR ANY QUESTION. This is extremely important,

since you will get no credit at all if you mark two maven. Make sure

to erase all other narks on the card except those within the answer

ovals.

Now look nt the side of your card which is labelled C. You will see

that there is a section at the top with holes punched in it. Do not

touch this at 1.11. Und,rneath you will see a box with 2 rows of

ovals narked P1 an! P2 where we shall do some practice items, and

underneath that thcre are roes of ovals numbered 1 - h8. This is

where you will put yz:ur answers to the questions on the test. There

pry 48 rows of ovals narked on the card, but there art only 4T

questions on this tist, so you will leave one row blank at the end.

Reme:Lber, you must ONLY ONE ANSWER for each question and you must

not put any marks anywher. else on the cra. The only marks should be

where you h..ve blackened in onL oval in each row for the answer you

have chosen. Are there any questions about what you have been told?

Answer any questionl. By sure that all students know how to mark their
answers. Then say!
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First we are .oink; tr., do a test tr: see what you know about how our nation

works and its relations with the rest of the world. Look at the

directions frent el* Bookl.A 38 And follow along silently as I

rend them aloud.

Lich of thL questions or incomplete statements in this test is

followed by five passible answers. You are to decide which one of

these answers is best.

Mark your answer by blackening in the appropriate space on the answer

card. If you want tc change an answer, be sure to erase the old

mark completely. Yu will have 35 minutes to answer the 47 questions

in this test. This is NOT a test on which you will be graded.

Therefore, do NOT guess at any answer unless you are fairly sure that

you know the answer. If you are unsure of the answer simply leave it

blank, Here is the first example:

Pl. Which one of the following is a nation?

Tokyo
B. Australia
C. Copenhagen
D. Hontreal
E. Cairo

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

Since Australia is a nation and the others are only cities, you

should choose the answer numbered B. On your answer card you see

space B blackener, in for you. Now you blacken in the appropriate

space on your answer card for the next example:

P2. Which of the followinn are the capital cities of their countries?

I. Vienna, ".ustrin
Copenh-,..n, Denmark

/II. Barct 1, n-, SpPin

TV. Ankara, Tue:ev
V. ...thens, Greec,,

A. I and IT only
B. III and IV :only
C. I I. III 'le V only
D. I, II, IV %Id V only
E. I, IT III, IV and V

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

The answer to this question is D, 'cause each of thcsa cities, T, TT,

IV, nal V is n capital city. tindrid is the capital of Spnin, NOT

Barcelona. Therefore, number III CANNOT be part of the right answer.
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Make sure that all students have filled in the practice item correctly on
their answer card. Then say-

Mark only one answer for ench question. If you change your mind about

an answer, be sure to crase the first mark completely. Do NOT spend

too much tine on any the question. If n questien seems toe difficult

do on to the next one.

You are now ready to begin the test. Do NOT turn the page to begin

the t.:st until you are trld to do so.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by r,_peating or paraphrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

During the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problons. raise your hand and someone will help you. When I give the

signal you may begin wc..rk on the test and you should continue working

on it until you fkr told to stop. If you finish before the time is

up, you may look back over your work. Remember, mark only one answer

for each question. ,r, there any questions?

Answer any questions and then sty:

Now turn the pa g( And begin to work.

Begin tiNing the test. Atm thirty minutes have elapsed, say:

There ar 5 minutes "left in thy test.

hen exactly thirty - five .:inut,s have elapsed, say:

STOP, LAY DOWN YOUR POCIL RIGHT NOW. THIS IS THE END OF THE TJST.

Ask the students to replace the test booklet in the student envelope
and the answer earl in the small envelope. The small envelope should be
plac,A in the large envelope.
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For A:atienal Centers m usina IRC cards

After the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes.

Students should check th tt they have received the envelope with their name

on it. A* the students to remove Booklet 38 from their envelope. Chock

that all students have taken out the correct booklet. Then says

For this test you will not be using en answer card but will mark

your answers directly in the text booklet. Open Booklet 38 to

Section 2 on page . Follow along as I rend the directions.

On the next few pages we shall give you a chance to explain how

society works.

On each page you will find a headinr such as Elections, Taxes,

Police and so on; undernesth each of these we hPve given you a set

of descriptions. to say what they do or how they work. Read each of

these carefully, then put a tick in the right column, under

Does this almost always,

Does this fairly often,

noes this sometimes, or

Does this almost never

If you really iclIst know the answer, put a tic =: under 'Don't know'.

If you want to chanae an answer, be sure to erase the old mark

completely.

National Centers: if national option open-ended questions are being

used adfi the f-linvinn:

the bottom of every pat.e, we have left you a 1:ince in which you

can give us y,..,ur ewn explationn ,4* now things A-ork.

:..re there any questions?

Answer -417 questinns by

given. Then say:

You will be Liven

the page and bertir

Make a note of the time.

mpeitiait or rephrasing the instructions already

25 minutes to complete this test. 'Arm turn over

J.

'Then 25 minutes i-sav, passed, say:

Stop. Put down your pencil, close your test booklet ani replace it

4. 4114 wit onifPleir'n.
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Session 2 - How Society Works (Section 2 of Booklet 38, minutes)

F(.4. National Centers using MRC cards - Insert above the number of minutes
to be allowed for the test. See Manual 1, Section 5.

.11

After the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes. Students
should check that they have rec.ived the envelope with their name on it.
Uk the *tIldents to remove Booklet 38 from their large envelope and nnswer
card 23 from the small envelope. Check that all students have taken out the
correct booklet and answer card. Then say:

Turn your answer card to th1 side labelled W. Open Booklet 38 to

Section 2 on page Follow along silently as I read the directions

aloud:

On the next few pws we shall i7iirc you a chance to explain how

society works.

On each page you will find a heading, such Elections, Taxes, Police

and so on; underneath each of these we have given you a set of

descriptions, to say what they do or how they work. Read each of

these carefully, and choose the one that you think suits the heading

best

A. Does this almost always,

P. Does this fairly often,

C. Does this sometimes, or

D. Does this ?lamest never.

If you really don't know the: rmswer, ch-A,se

E. I don't know.

Indicate your anviwer by blackuninm in the oval on your answer card for

the letter you choose. If you want to change an answer, be sure tc .

eras, the old mark c.,mpletcly. 'Mark only one answer for each question.

Are ther any questicns9

Answer any questions by repc-atint7 or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:
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There are 120 questions in this test. When you have finished

questions 1 - 60 cm the first side of the card, turn the card over

and go on with questions 61 - 120 on the back.

You will by given minutes to complete this test. Now turn over

the page and berin.

Make a note of the time. When minutes have passed, say

Stop. Put town your pencil, and close your test booklet. Replace

your answer card in the snail envelope and put it and the test

booklet into the large envelope.
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For Rational Centers NOT using MRC cards

MOM

When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes and ask
the students to take out Booklet 39. Cheek that each student has the
envelope with his name on it and that all have taken out the correct
booklet. Ask the student to follow along silently as you read the following
directions from the front of the booklet:

These questions are being given to a number of children, in several

countries to find out what they think. For these questions there

are no right or wrong answenl, so this is NOT a test. We just want to

know what you think. Your answers are CONFIDENTIAL, so be as

truthful Is you can.

lark your answer by putting a tick in the apprlpriate space on

the test booklet. If ylu want to change in answer, be sure to erase

the old mark completely.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will have 20 minutes to complete the questions in this booklet.

Now turn over the page and begin.

Make n note of the time when the students begin the test. After 20
minutes say:

Stop. Clr,se your booklkA and replace it in the envelope.
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For National Centers using MRC cards - Insert above the number of minutes
to be allowed for the test. See Manual 1, Pection 5.

When the students have been seated, pa out the student envelopes and ask
the students to take out Booklet 39 and answer card 24. They should turn
the card to the side labelled S. Check that each student has the envelope
with his name on it and that all have takon out the right booklet and card.
Ask the students to fellow along silently as you read the directions from
the front of the booklet!

These questions are beim,. given to a number of children in several

countries to find rut what they think. For these questions there are

no right or wrong answers, so this is 'JOT a test. We just went to

know what you think. Your answers Ire CONFIDENTIAL, so be as

truthful as you ann.

Mirk your answer by blackening the appropriate space .en your inswer

card,. If you want to cherge en answer, be sure to erase the old

mark completely.

arc there eny questions?

Answer any questions by repenting or rephrasing the instructirns already
given. Ther. say

There are I05 questions in this section. When you Wive finished

questions 1 - 49 on the front of the curd, turn over the card and
go an with questions 50 105 on the back.

Yru will have minutes to complete the questions in this booklet.

Now turn over the pane and begin.

Make a nett., of the time when the students begin the test. After
minutes .ply.

Stop. Close your borAtlet and replace it in the env.lope. Put

your answer earl in the small envelope ftnri put the small envelope

in the large envelepe.
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When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes and ask
the students to take out Booklet 40. Check thnt each student has the
envelope with his name on it tnd that n11 have taken cut the correct
booklet. Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the
following directions from the front of the booklet.

These questions rr being aiven to a number of children in several

countries to find out what they think. For these questions there are

no right or wronn answers, so this is "OT a test. 'k just want to

know what y "u think or d.:%. Your answers nre CONFIDENTIAL, so be as

truthful as you can.

IpArk your answer by putting n tick in the appropriate space on the

test booklet. If yru wr.nt to chances. an Insw.v, be sure to erase the

old mark completely.

:tre there any questims/

Answer any questi:ls by repenting or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will hnv, 20 ninutcs to complet the questions in this booklet.

Now turn over the pv.ge and begin.

Make a n.7te of the time when the students bocin the test. %fter 20 minutessv:

Clet:e your booklet nd rt.plav: it in the envelope.
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When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes and ask
the students to remove Booklet, 4o and answer card 25. They should turn the
card to the side labelled B. Check that each student has the envelope with
his name on it and that all have t!.%en out the right booklet abd card. Have
the students follow along silently ...Ls you read the directions on the front
of the booklet:

These questions are being given to a number of children in several

couateie-Jto find out what they think. For these questions there are

no right or wrong' answers, so this is NOT a test. We just want to

know that you think or do. Your answers are CONFIDENTIAL, so be as

truthful as you can.

Mark your answer by blackening the appropriate space on your answer

card. If you went to chnnge nn answer, be sure to erase the old

mark completely.

Are there any cluJstions?

Answer any quezticas by repeating or rephrnsins the instructions already
given. Then say:

There arc 7') questions in this section. When you have finished

questions 1 - 38 ou the front of the card, turn over the card and go

on with questions 39 79 on the back.

You will have ninutas to cemplete the questions in this booklet.

now turn over the page and begin.

Make a note of the tine when the students begin the test. After minutes
say:

Stop. Close your booklet. Replace your answer card in the small

envelope enA place it and the booklet in the large envelope.

Session 5 - Word KnowledRt! Test, General Questionnaire And General
Attitude ind Descriptive Scales.

SEE PAGE 42
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French as a Foreign Lanuaste

gliga1 - French Reading Comprehension (25 minutes)

French Listening Comprehension (25 minutes)

Tam Recorder far Listenin Test

For the Listening Test, a good qualify tape recorder with an adequate loud-

speaker (either separate or built-14) will be required. This machine must

be able to play 7 inch reels at 7-1/2 inches per second (19 centimeters per

second). If possible, a technician A, in able to splice recording tape

should be on hand with the proper equipet: although tape brenkege is

unlikely, it can seriously disrupt test administration if remedial

fscilities nre not nvailatle. The tape recorder should be plugged in and

warmed up several minuter 3fore it will be needed, and the teat tape should

already be threaded, so that the test can be begun simply by operating the

start control. Good prtctice suggests that the test administrator

privately listen to the entire test before the administration, to mnke sure

it is complete and in gcod order; if this preliminary hearing takes place in

the ro4 where the test is to be administered, a suitable volume setting

can also be determined at the sem time by moving about the room to make

sure that the sound is sufficiently loud to be heard clearly in the back of

the room but not so loud as to be uncomfortable for those in the front rows.

Procedure

The test administrator will need the student envelopes for the students he

is supervising. The student envelopes (still closed) should be handed out

to the students who are to check that they have received the envelope with

their nnn on it

Tho instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator clearly

and with emphasis: no attempt should be made to commit them to memory. The

wor4ine: given should be followed exactly wherever possible.

Whasthe students are in the room and seated, the foil-vying statement should

be -aade:

This school has been chosen AS one of these to take part in en

international project tr. study how young peoplc learn French.

Different countris from all ,ver the world are ikinm part in this

study. You will probably find some parts of the tests easy; some you

are likely to find hard. Do your best on all the quentions. Listen

car.: Ully to the instructilns as thc an. given; follow them exactly

and 4n the best you come
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Open the envelops. in front of you. Take out Dooklet 30. Do net open

the booklet until you 're told to do so.

See that all students have taken out the right booklet. Then say:

F,r this test we shall use a special answer card thet is separate

from the teat itself. With this answer c'rd, all the tests can be

scored quickly and accurately by a special machine. From your

envelope take out the snail envelope and check that your name is

written on it. This second envelope contains your answer cards. Be

careful not to tear or bend them. Take out the card marked 15. Put

the small envelope back inside the larger envclOpc nnd place it on

the top of your desk (table). The weaver card is a little tricky to

mark the first tic you use it, se listen to the instructions and

follow them carefully.

For the questions yeu will be asked, there are four possible answers.

These are indicated on your answer card by a row of ovals like this.

Put a sample on the blackboard like this ® 10 0
Say:

Look at what I have put -n the beer'. There are four choices,

As B, C, and D. If you think the correct answer to a question is

the one marked C, yeu should blacken the oval with a solid pencil

mark like this.

Fill in the ovnl C en th beard.

If you change ycur elm] and wilt to ehnnee an answer, erase the

first mark completely and then mark your other choice. It is

important that you only leave one oval blackened for any question.

Erase all other narks. If yeu look at the side of your answer card

leb,Liee R you vial see that then, is a section at the ton with

holes punched in it. Dr net touch this at all. Underneath that is

a box with 2 revs of rivals rarked P1 and P2 . where we shall do some

practice items and underneath these there are rows of ovals numbered

firm 1 - 35. This is where yeu will put your answers tc the questions

in the test. Lot me repeat th-t you must net put any !woks

:anywhere else on the cart. The only marks should be where you have

blackened in the ovals you have chosen. Are there any questions

about what you have been told?

Answer any questions. Be sure that ell students knew how to mark their

answers. Continue as follows:
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Nov lurk at the directions at the front of Booklet 30 end follow as

I read.

This is a test of your ability to understand written French. For each

question. there nre four suggested answers labelled A, R, C, and D.

You are to choose the correct answer end then on your answer card make

a solid pencil mnrk in the oval centeining the correct answer letter.

Look at the Colloving example question and choose the answer you think

is correct:

Pl. Lundi cst

(n) une lune
(B) un
(C) un norbre
(D) un jour

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

The correct answer is D. low look at the section marked P on your

answer card. You will see that for number P1 the oval marked D has

been blackened. This is how you are to mark your answers. now look

at the following example question and blacken in the oval liter

number P2 which corresnonds to the answer you choose.

P2. Les petits enfants boivent benucoup de

() sucre
(B) lnit
(C) jouet
(D) lr inc

Pause for the students to 0:Irk their answer. Then say:

The cerrect answer is B, so you should have marked the answer space B

for number P2 on the enswer card.

Make sure that all students know how to nark their answers correctly.

Then say:

In geinf! through the test, do not spend to much time on any one

question. If a question seems to br to difficult, make the most

careful euess yrvu can, rather than waste tine over it Your score

will be bssed on the number of questi-ns you answer correctly. It

will be to your etc:yenta. to answer every question even though you

nay not be sure that veur answer is correct. If you make a mistake

-r wish to change an answer, erase your first answer and then

blacken in the oval for the answer which you intend. There are 35

questions in the test, and you will have 25 minutes to work on it.
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Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say;

During the test, if yeu need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hand and someone will help you. Vhen I give

the signal you nay beein work on tho test, and you should continuo

working en it until yeu are tolA to stop. If you finish before the

time is up, you nay lok back over your work. Arc there any other

questions?

kee

Wait for questions, then !ley

Now turn the page and begin work.

Begin timing the test. When 20 minutes have elapsed, say:

There are 5 minutes left in the test.

When exactly 25 minutes have elapsed, say:

STOP, LAY DOWN YOUR PENCIL RIGHT NOW, THIS IS THE END OP THE TEST.

:.sk the students to replace the test booklet in the lnrge student envelope
and the answer card in the smell envelope. A five or ten minute break should
be given before administering the next teat.

Listenin T-est

When the students have been seated again, ask them to take Booklet 31 and
answer card 15 out of their envelopes. They should turn to the side of

the answer card labelled L. Then say:

low look at the General Directions on the cover page of your test

booklet while the directions arc read to you by the test tape.

Start the test tape. The announcer will rive general directions and then
a practi2e example. When he has reed the practice exaelnle UNumero Zero.
Voici le petit garcon ), stop the tape immediately. Then sly:

Mark the answer that .y ')u think is correct. You should blacken

either oval A, B, C er D in the box immediately under the L on

your answer card.

Num t: alley the students t' nark their answers. Then turn on the tape
record, r tenin. Th annuner will sny. 'Picture b st fits the statement,

so C is tho corrct answ. r. Th%. test is about to begin. Stop the tape

immeaintely.. lake sure tbe students understand ohat they have to do, and
answer any questions by rephrasing the instructions already given.
Then sey:
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Get ready:the test is about to bemin. Turn the pane and look at the

pictures for number 1.

Restart the tape. Th test tape will run for approximately 25 minutes and
will supply all the necessary instructions and response timing.. A script
of the listening test tape is provided at the end of this document. When
the announcer says. This is the end of the Listeninr test, close your book
and lay down your pencil,' stop the tape recorder. Ask the students to
replace the test booklet in the larpe student envelope and the answer card
in the small envelope. Then they should put the small envelope into the
large one.
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Session 2 - Writing Test (25 minutes)
Questions db.-tut Learning French and French :~'.)dent

Questionnaire (20 minutes)
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After the students have been seated, ask them to remove Booklet 32 from
their large student envelope. Check that all students have the correct
booklet. Then soar!

Do not open the test booklet until you are told to do so. Now

fellow along as I read aloud the instructions printed on the front

of the booklet.

193

This is a test of your nbility to write French. There are two parts

in this test. At the beginning of each part, directions for that

part are printed in your test booklet. As you work through the

test, be sure to read all the directions carefelly.

Write all of your answers in the spaces provided in the test booklet.

Write clearly and lenibly so that there is no doubt as to what

answer you mean in each case. If you make a mistake or wish to

change an answer, be sure to erase your first answer completely.

Do not spend to :such time on any one exercise. If An exercise seems

te-. difficult, do the best you can with it rather than waste time

over it. You will have 15 minutes to work on the test.

're there any questions?

Answer any questions by rephrasing tho instructions already given. Then

say.

Durine the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hand Ind someone will help you. When I eive

the signal you may begin working on the test, and you should continue

to work on it until ycu are told to stop. If you finish before the

time is up, you may look back over your weak. Ore there any other

questions?

Wait for questions. Then say

Now turn the pone, read the directions carefully and berin work.

Bein timing the test. When exactly 15 minutes have elapsed say:

STOP. LAY r)OWN YOUR PENCIL RIGHT NOW. THIS IS THE END OF THE TEST.
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The next part of this test viii see how well you can write a

composition in French. open y.exr test booklet to pat'o and read

the dixectionn silently while I read them aloud:

In this pr :t. ex the test you will write a six-exchanpe dialogue

betweer Louis nnd Paul, using the *tu' form throughout. Use all the

words listed belcv in the order eiveu, changing the form of the words

if nceesserN so that they will fit arammatically into the sentence.

Each exehanee should have nt least three words, but in some cases you

may neea to use more in order co ten the story clearly. Remember to

write tle 4it:ocue in the 'tud form. You will have ln minutes t'

write your dialoe,ue.

.".re there any questions?

Answer any questions by rephrnsine the instructions already Riven. Then

say:

During the test, if ynu need a new pencil or if you have other

prcblems, raise your here. and someone will help you. When I Rive

the sicnal you nAy bcrir. ',forking on the test, and you should continue

to ver.. on until vot arc told to stop. If you finish before

the tir.e is up, y' -u may loop; back over your work. Are there any

questions?

Begin tire-, tO.:4 When exectly 10 minutes have elnpsel,

STOP. LAY DOM YOUR pEricir, RIGHT NOW. THIS /S THE END OF THE TEST.

Close yyur Se.Alet ens replace it in the large student envelope.

*Xter a short bred., say:

Take out Bookie.e 33 from youl envelope. Also, teke the answer card

20 from the cmal) envelope of answer cards.

Check t() 3C thet the stu4ente have taken out the right booklet an't answer

card. Wow sny:

Booklet 33 centeins a nuMber of questions about yru an your study of

French. it Is l)t a test. You are to answer the questions in this

section as accurately as you can. You will record your answers to

the queaticas it this section on answer card 20 in Section A. As

before you -All inlicnte your answers by blackening in the oval that

corresponds to the answer you choose.
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Make sure that all students know where to record their answers on the answer
card. Ask the students if they have any questions. Then say:

Tt. over the pane and begin.

After all the students have completed section 1, say:

That is the end of section 1. We are now ready to start section 2.

The questions in this section dent with some of your interests and

outside activities. It is not n test. In answering the questions,

choose the answer that suits you beat and mark your choice in

section V qn the other side of your answer card. Are there any

questions?

Make sure that the students understand what they are to do. Then say:

Be/tin workiw.

When all students have completed section 2, tell them to replace the
answer card in the small envelope. The test booklet and the small envelope
should then be put into the large envelope which can be left on the desk to
be collected.

Session 3 - Word Knowle&ve Test, General Questionnaire and
General Attitude and Descriptive Scales.

SEE PAGE 42
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French Spcskinr T-st (1.J mirlites)- inliviiaally rdministered

This tcst must he Rdminirtortl en -In hasis. It requires the use
e,r 2 tape-recorders. era! t. play the tt,st tape, the other t- reCord tht.
stulent's responsys. The T.st shnuld be f.iven in a quiet room,
wfwr bRekrreunt! vii will not interfert- with the recelidino nor distrsct
the student. Th t: ?t contains i sections: Pronunciatitn; Structural
C'Introl, Oral F. -,rtinr.; .20 fluency. Tht Pronunciation sectien contains 19
items, tho first 3 -41 which serve na untimcd practiot. examples, to
familiarise thc. student with the test procedure. In thiz section the student
is required to listen tea ant rot.ent n number of brief but complete Rnd
mcaninr,ful sentences. Tht:: Structural Control section contains 12 items, of
which the first 2 am practic exnmples. In this s,ntion of the test, the
student is required to answer series of questions. teach quotation minting
to a simple drawintl. Th.. nral Readine section consists of a prose passage
which tht. student must re::: aloud. The Fluency w,ction is divided into 2
parts. In the first mast the ntuient must describe a series of pictures.
He will h: -iven three s. rips t ch:%.ise frm. In the second part he most
relate the prthable action that toek bef-re the events depicted in a
single picture, the Actual events, nnl the probable outcome of the situation.
He will be p.iven 9 ch^ice of .3 pictures.

Requirements

On the iay of te'stitw y.0 will requir..:

1. Two tapo-recsrdLrs, .:nt. with mierhone Rttschment.
2. Spt.akinc Test tape. (Populations II, IV mn1 IVs)
3. The administration instructi-ns.
L. The Pcpulatims II; IV =4 IVS test b.loklots.
5. Plank tape (for recorainq the: stuit.nt's responses) .

6. tt,te of schsel. identificRtion number and list of student identification
numbers tc be recoriel in French.

Procoiurt.

The tan,.. .recorders sh-ull r.nly for 'tots beforl the first student enters
the r' .m tc take the tcst. Tt_st virtinistmtortc are alvirwel to listen to the
whole of the tc:st tape privItcly, bf:tre the test perio, to make sure that
it in c-mpletc and in 1)el )r1,:r. The taptrecsrOn.r with the nierrlphene

nhoul4 b. thrcl.led with hl la t' pc emitch..1 fand roarbr to
rceor.l. Almlvnt will ni.d t^ sit act t..1M. '14 desk, so that he can
have the IptlitinI tont !-.t,oxl-t placci in front -)f him Rt tht.. vpropriatc.
moment. Ankc.! 3urc that he: wherc he ran apc.nk nno
dir.;etly intz. th. mier.AA 4... (If necessary, pr"ctise rm in t
recordinr, with a rtulent why, in nz.:t roinrt tf t-kt the actual test) . The
socmd tape-re. shoul.' he thr,:d with the sp,!-ak.n0 r!astr-tapo,
switchtl r*.dy t. !lit!,: suro that tht. lvc1 is properly
aqjustn1 bA*urt: ts first stulent ti he tc4ste!...nters thcf r-,om. The tape-
reccrlfr tlireal..1 with h. relater tape shculd h_ set to pl'.y at 7-1/2 i.p.s.

ct.ntim,ni.:rs per sec n.'). Th..1 acoond tap-rt-c..irder thrLadca with blank
tap,. sh-s211 b' set ta at either 7-1/2 1.p. n. (19 ::ontimeters per

-r 1-3/4 ;.p.s. (1 r. t.err v4r se.ern t.

When a!t:qutt.. ffleiliti:n save bc,:,n svt up, switch the student
r.:spsnse tr4.e r :c r" in Fr..nch numLor tn.: the number of the
student hoing testel. Thus ..... quatre Yinf-t tr-is Eli'e zero zero

vr:.. 1 r
fiot whieh in ;rovitIo: ,..L4 of this hcoklt.

Then call tilt-. :.4tent in, makr 711r: thh4 h:%/nh. sottlofs dcwt
comfortably a :d
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Today you are e-ine tr. On it test to see hc'v well you eon speak French.

In the first part or the best, you are gain' to repent some sentences

in French. We are 4"line to do some prnctice examples first, to make

sure that you understnnd what you hove to do. The practice examples

,!() not count as part of tIK test.

When I start the tape, you will hear the tame of the test spoken in

(Pother tonrue) and then the first prnet'eo sentence, spoken in

French. I want to listen cnrefUll the sentence and then

repent it as seen es you hove heard at Lech sentence will be spoken

twice, so lister carefully mnd then repent what you have heard.

Start the master-tape. Th,1 ncript f the test berins as follows! Speaking
Test - Papulnti,:-ne II, TV, anA IVS Pronunciation Quells heure
estil? Quells aeure est-il?

stop the tape immediately niter the word it nnd pause for the student to
repeat the phrase. )o nct tape - record the student's responses to the
practice exnmples.

If the student tppears confused, or makes no response, repeat say part of
the instructions which he does not appear to have understoid, but do not
volunteer any extra informntinn. Then any:

Now listen to the secfni sentence and repeat it as seen as you have

hear! it twice.

Start the master-tope aeftin. :titter a pause the voice Will sew: Elle
est 16-bes F11( est la-bas

Stop the tape immediately after the word 14-bas and pause while the student
repeats the phrase.

Then start the taster -tape %rain. After n pause, the voice will say.
Il flit chnud, Il fait cheud

Stop the tape immediately after the word chaue' end pause Wile the stud(nt
repeats the phrase. Thee say!

The rest of this part of the test is just like the practic examples

which you have just 4-ne. There will be 16 more short sentences and

you are to repeat each one as-seon as yGu have hear'', it twice.

Listen very cnrefully.

Make sure that the student unO.erstnnds what he has to do and explain to
him tiett, ,-nee th. tap: haa hL,n switched nn again, ilk. will not be %hie to
ask any more questions. L'hen this has been done, make sure that the student
is ready to begin, and then switch on both the master -tape And the student's
response tnpe.
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The script of the nastertnpe continues as talows: lout est fini
..... Tout est fini In nuit eat tornhite La nuit est toMbfc
There is n pause of npproximately 6 seconds between each item. When the
student hn.s rtpeated item 19 (*Elias servont la soupe"), stop both tape
recorders. Allow the student a foe moments' break before continuing with
the Structural Control section of the test.

When the student is renty tc continue sny.

Nov we are Icing to do tho second port of the test. We will do some

practice cxnmp1cs first, to nmke sure you understand wht you have

to do.

Hand the student the Spenkikl test booklet opened at the section Structural
Control - Population II.

In this par,, of the test you will be asked one question but each of

these 12 pictures. The first 2 questions are just for practice and

do not count in the test. You will hear a question in French and

then you will bo riven time to reply. Listen carefully to each

question, because it will only be asked once. Try to answer each

question as soon ns you have hoard it. If you do not understand a

question or cannot answer it, you can any Je ne sais pas'. Try to

answer each questi41 with n whole sentence, not just a sinrlo word

like oui or 'non .

Nce lnetk at the first Ilicture and listen to the first question, just

for practice.

Switch )n thu master-tape n'nin. after n pause: the voice will soy:
''Structural Control 1 quo font les enfants''

Stop the tape and paus.? for thc student to reply. 122.12L12m=12Ell the
student's replies to the practiv: examples.

If the student is unable ruply or nppenrs to have misunrstood the
instructions, prompt him with n reply such as: 'Ils jouent nu bailors'. or
Les unfants jouent... Then sny:

'Tow let's listen V. th, next question.

Start thc tape as in. 7ft,.r n pause the voice: will say: 2 Quel temps
fait -il?'

Stop the tnpc nni pause fear the student to reply. If the student is unable
to reply, or mplies inct.irr.rctly, prompt him with a reply such Is. '11
pleat Il fait ru&uvois . Re 'pent any ratrt :If the instructions which he
does not appotr to hnv understood. Emphasiwthat each sentence in French
refers to the picture bearinr: the same number. Then say:
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The rest of this unrt or the test is just like the prnctice eroples

which you hove just lone. Liston cnmfully to each question and then

try to answer it. len't worry if th.re is questi:n which you 4n not

understand. Just 10swer ne enis pas . Just do your best. There

will be 10 mure questions. Each question will be about one of the

pictures you have in front of you.

When th*: student i8 rendy herin, sly!

There must be no moro questiAts new. Look nt picture number 3 an4

he rerdy to listen to question 3 when t switch on the tripe.

Start both the muster tap. 124 th..: student's response tape. The script of
the muter tape continues as follows: '3 ..... Qu'est cc qui est arrive
mu garvwc.

From nine lo not promrtthe student or react in any way to his responses.
There are ten actual items in this part of the Wilt, end) item, followed by a
pause of 15 seconds.

When the student has answered item 12 ( !st -ce que le pare pourra 16re son
journal rat aereteillant ) stop bath tape recorders. Ynu will hove no
further nee. of the- master tape.

Ora Rea ii

Explain that this sectinn t,nts rral rendinn. Toll the student that he will
have a maximum of 3 minuts t lo-k 'vv: a pros: passfw and will then be
required' to rend it alcul.

Toll the student to turn t.:1 th.. pagc in hi, test booklet which is headed
'Oral Readin.! Populntions II, IV and rvs-. Allow him n maximum of 3
minutes to loot over the pnssni!,.

Turn on the tnprecorr,.er which has 11:: 8 recording the student's msponses
and have the student refl.1 tht.. pnssnge loudly and cicarly. into the
microph..m.

Meter the student has r,14 the lst sentence of the p%ssan, ( Jc me donnnde
cc qu l' et porter% en l'nn 20001'), turn, off the: tape: - recorder.

Fluency,

Fluency I

Tell the student tr turn lies,., heniod 'Fluency 1 - P)pulation II, IV.
and rvs .

Explain that he must Inc* nt tht- 3 series or nictures. Po rust choose only
one serfs of Uree Dictums and then ' ?ascribe what is hnpbeninp in the
pictures.

After tht student has ch-a,n which pictur.; s..ries to deseril.e will 11-

given one minute to prepnr.:, whtt he is noing to say.
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We ary now rea4y tr You will only haven short time to talk

ib'ut the pictures. Iv h rcsdy t^ begin as soon as I give you

signal to start.

Switch on the tape-reemrder which hits been ricording the student's
responses. Signal the student te. begin.

After 30 seconds turn off the tape-recorder.

nuency 2

Tell VI% student tm turn to thy plge head.-; "Fluency 2 - Populations II, IV
nnd rvs..

Explain that he must select one picture out of thr three te describe.

He must relate the probnble action that took pince before the events
depicted in the picture. this actual evuets, nn the probable outcome or the
situation.

Allow the student one minute to prpare his description.

When the student is rely, tell him, ns before, that he r.nly has a short time
in which to speak. Switeh 'n the tnpe-recorder. Mnke sure th't he speaks
loudly and clearly into the microphone.

Aft4k 30 secends, signnl th atu3ent to stop. Allow the tnp to run for it
few secondsbfnre switchin7 it mffs that it will be ready for th next
student.

'fell the

lot from
the next

student he has flnish,d td: spenkinr to enllect the test book-
the student. the master-tape sc. that it All he really for
student.

Fell procerhir: ,4t1111: fr.r

the stwent hta un'erstmd
each new cmcticn of the Sp..*:nr test.
subject matter.

"ch studolt. Uwnys mak.: sure that
the instructions 1. fore beginnin7
TioNy. give nny expinnfttions about

Pl.nse writ, -n thin outsiie -f the lox cctnininf, the student tape the
numeme (A. the sch,,,1 am! the numlx:r of ouch student recorded on that
tape. 711L full script ef vg.:nkinf, test Is provi40 nt the end of this
Jocunnt.
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Detniled Instructions for Mministration

Population II

Session 1 Rending Coaprehension (1 hour)

WWOW.MOWOMOWWWWM ....... WM.* WW&W Owft. 41040. dm*

Note to Rational Centers. All double underlined passages in the followina
section are to remain in the English lnngunae

iblik,0404. OP *OW. 41* 4/6 411W

When the students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes end ask the
students to rhea that they hone chw envelope -oith their nare en it.
Then say!

This school has been chosen tc tinke part in nn internntionnl project

to study how young people learn Dullish. Different countries from all

over the world are tnkine pnrt in this stuo.y. You will probably find

some parts of the tests easy; some you are likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the questicns. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they are riven and follow them exactly. Do the hest you cnn.

Open the envelope in front of you. Take out Booklet 34. Do not

open the booklet until you aro told to do so.

See that :11 students haw. the correct booklets on their desks. Then sny:

For this test we shnll us? a special answer cnra that is separate

hien the test itself. Ath thin nnsvcr cards all the tests can be

scored quickly anl accurately by n special machine. From your

envelope take out Ult.:smaller envelope and check that your no is
written on it. This second envelope contains your answer cards. Be

careful not to tear or beni thorn. Tnko out the card nnrked 1/1. Put

the small envelope b'tek inside the larger envelope anti rlace it on

tin: top of your desk. The nnswer car' is a little tricky to mark the

first time you ue it, se listen to the instructions nnd follow them

carefully. For most of the questicns you will be naPvd, there are five

possible answeru These -.re indicated on your answer card by a row

lik, this.

Put a sample on the blackboar like this:
Then sny.
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Lock nt what I heve put nn the board. There are five choices, A, B.,

C. D, end E. If ynu think the correct answer tr. a question is the

one mnrked C, you shoulc' blacken the oval with n soliA pencil mark

like this.

Fill in the nval C the beird.

If you chanee your min' and want to chenle an answer, erase the first

mark completely end then nark your ether choice. It is important that

you only leave 'one: oval blacxened for any question. Erase ell ether

narks. If you lok at your answer card, you will see that there is a

section at the top with hnles punched in it. De not touch this at

n11. Underneath that is a section marked R where there are two

practice items marked 111 ene P2 and underneath these Rre rows of

ovals numbered 1 - 44. This is where you will put your answers to

the questions on the test. Let me repeat that you must not put any

merits anywhere else on the card. The only marks should be where you

have blackened in the ovals you have chosen. Are there any questions

about that you have been told?

Answer any questions. Be sure the all students know how to mnrk their
enswers. Then says

First we are tToine to a test to EPA: how well you can read English.

I em losing to reed el-eel the instructic'ns for the test which are

printed on the front of your test bookeet. Follow tame as I reae.

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test contains 60 items, which are divided into sections.

Before each section. speciel Iirections ere given. recemples are also

'iven to show how to answer the items. Read the eirections and the

examples carefully ',efere you begin each section.

3. If you 4o not unoersten.i the directions, ruse your hand and the

exanple will be expleinee to you.

4. Work fest, but cnrefully. t sure te enseer in the appropriate

set of =ewer spree. net spent. ton much tire on ene question.

If you see that veu cermet answer the question after you have thoupht

a while, o en to th.; next item. First answer n11 the questions you

con in all the nectiens. If there ere any questlens you have not been

able te answer right fumy, return to them after you have none through

the whole test. Yeu nny !mess. !met you should try your best to answer

correctly. You will have an hour to complete the test and you will bo

told the tire after 30 Linutes and vain five minutes before the one

of the test periel.
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5. Most questions have ^nly one right answer. For some questions,

however, you are asked to choose th most natural of the correct

answers. The sections where this is the VISO will he indicated to you.

6. Do not turn this poee until you are told to do so.

ire there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions given so
far. Then say!

We will now two mractice items. Your answers for these practice

items will be marked in the rows of ovals numbered P1 ane. P2 on your

answer card. low open y "ur test booklet to page 1 and follow along

as I road the directions for Sectim I aloud:

One word in each sentence has been underlined and one word has been

left out. From the answers given choose the missine word, which should

be the opposite A4 the word underlined. Answer by blackening in the

appropriatr., space on the answer, card. More are two exarmies:

Hr. Brown's car is not fast, but

lartle

B. long

C. small

D. slow

E. dirty

Pause for the students tr..ansver. Then sly!

The opposite of fast is slow, so space D for question P.1 on your

answer card hqs been blackened in for you.

Mhke sure that ill students know how V; mnrk their answers. Thor: say:

Now we will lo a secon.1 example. Mark th, answer you think is cermet

f,,fttr P.2 NI your 4nsvcr card.

P.2 The woman hasn't tloves. They art. .

=4111=111111=M41140.1111/

A. vr_rn

B. white

C. littl,

D. old

1ost.

Pause for the students t: mark their answers. Then say:
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The opposite rf black is white, so you should have blackened in space

B for question P.2 en your answer card.

dak4. sure that all students hew. underste.d hew to mark their answers nnd
have done so correctly. Then says

This test is ividee into 6 sections. Before each section there *ire

Airections :0 practice examples like these you have just done. When

you finish ene section lo imediately on to the next section. Rend

thrw% the directiens for each section carefully and mark. the answers

to the practice itetis. These answers will be marked in y9ur test

booklet. Then when you have finished the practice items before each

section, 0..e inneditely en to the rest of the items in the section,

but nark the answers for the red uler test questions Lminur an

card. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions. Then seyt

There are 60 items in this tcst. ',Mon you have :larked the =mows

for items 1 - 44 on the front of your answer card, turn the care over

err! le on with questions 45 - 60 on the back.

If you brenk your pencil or it becoes dull, raise your hand and you

will be given a now ene. If ,you finish before the time is up, look

back nver your work until yeu Are tee J tl stop. You will have

60 minutes to complete this test. 3ow turn the pale and belin

Section I.

Make a note of the tine. When 30 ..inutes have passed sly:

30 minutes hnve enne. Yeti have 30 ninutas left to cmplcte the test.

After 55 minutvs any

You have 5 minutes left in the test.

After 60 ninutes say.

Stop. Pencils lewn. Close your test booklet. Replace your answer

care in the small envelepe and placi it awl the test booklet into

the larce envelope. Leave the envelope on your desk.
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Session 2 - Listcninfr C-,:.pri.hynsi,-.n (30 minutes)
Writin& rAllutys)

Tape Neccrqyr ror Listenin

For the Listynini t,st, n. waity tapf-rycorder with an alqquate
speaker (yithor sp,rat cr built-in) will h.? roquir.$.1. This machine must

be able to play 7 inch r, .1s .t 3-3/4 inch's per sectand (9-1/2 centimeters
per second). If r. ssihle, u tzchnician who is able to splice recording
tape should by on hnnd with thy. prTer ..quuiment: althouch tape breakage is
unlikely, it can aeriously !isrupt test administration if remedial
facilities are not available. Thy tapy-reccrlor should be plugged in and
warm.' u: several minutes before it will be need4, and the test tnpe
shoull alreaety be throalel, so that the test can be b.. ...gun simply by operating

the start c:Altrol. (10.,d practice sul=sts that the Ust administrator
privately listen t thy entire test before the administration, tc make sure
it is complAo and in gloA nr':-,r; if this preliminary hearing takes place
in the ro.:m whcre the test is to be administered, a suitable volume setting
can also be det,:rmine t the same tine by movinm Omit the room to make
sure that the sound is sufficiently loud to be heard clearly in the back
of the room but not so loud as to be uncomfortable for those in the front
rows.
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The Listening Comprehension Test is e!ivided into 3 parts'

Section I (Discrimination of Sounds)

This sectim contains 12 test items. The student is required to listen to
three words and then docile which one of the three words corresponds to a
simple drawing. The 12 test items are precyeed by two examples.

Section II (Listening Crlryhonsi,n)

This section contains 12 test itvms. The student is rvquired to listen to a
sentence or short parvraph and then ,lecily which one of three statements in
the student's own lanruage refers correctly to the sentence cr paragraph
he has heard. Thy 12 t,st items ay. prece.dod by two oxamples.

Section III (Dictation)

This sction contains n pi.ece of short prs: renA in
is read through :no: at r, rani )14%1 r-,ndinfr spee0

in short sr:ments. Tho stlent is rfinire: tr writ:
heard

English. The passage
s.:.cond tim slower rat:

correctly what he has

Note to V..tinal C:ntyrs. passar-s in the followincr

secti.m are to rer.ain in tha. English 1an3uagc.

Pr 'urt,

After thy students have t,:;yn p,-.ss out the st0tnt ,.nvelc)pes. Chcck
that all students have: rc,Ave4 the ilv.pe with th..ir Itmf: on it. Ask

them to remove RookIA 35 fr-r the lar:%, nnd nnswer card 18 from
the small envelope. :.sk them n%t to open thy booklet until they r.ro toll

to do so. Check that all stw,nts haves the correct ti:;st botitlet and answer

card on the desk he for.: them. Then mind aloud the following directions
while the students 1 ank at thy cover page of the test booklet:
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1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test eintains 24 items plus n Oictatiln, which arc divided

intc secticns. Bkfcre -nob s,Icti-n, special 4irections 'ire f.iven.

Examples nrc alsr -iven show you how to answer the items. Reid the

directi^ns an:: the exAmplcs carefUlly bef're yem begin each section.

3. If you not understana the iircctions, raise your hand and the

ex: nple will be explainel tr., you.

4. Do not turn this rifle until you -.re toli t, if; s'.

Y.-,u will answer the questions in this test by blnekeniw in the

appropriate tnr.11 3mur answer c.rd. Are there any questions?

Answer soy questions. Then say:

New we will rend the directims for the first st:ction rl the test.

Open your bveklet t: page 1 an follow along silently ns I rend them

aloui.

Nr.w lor.1 at Secti. n I

In each of these itkrs yrju will see pictures and while you are leglking

at this picture TAAL will be asked to listen to three words being

sprken te you. List.n carefully anl thhtn decide which of the three

words you hnve hear.: c-11. t cporids to the picture you are lookiwz at.

If it is the first w rd, blacken in space t -n your answer card; if it

is the sec Ind word bl-.cken in space. B, an.1 if it is the third were,

blacken in spmce Thlre am two xiimples.

vcw turn to pa'` : 2 n:p! It the picture narkoo exarplc Pl. Turn

your answer card t- the coaction labelled L inc! mark your answer after

Pl. listen cfr/:fully tc three

Start the t w o. v,-.10: will sly:
Pa

lack lock

Stop the tape. imme4.1tely. Thou

A w mark Vv. c::rrect 'answer )1a alr nmswer clra.

rause fr the students t- mark th.:ir answer. Then soy

The third word was which corrosp'n(ls to talc- picture, sc. yr.0.
sh:121.! have tlackene.: in space C nn rur answer car'.

Make sure that all students '4:1;:w how mark their ellsw-rt= corr.:ctly.

Then sly:

wt will try th- next example. L.:.1k nt thi: picture marked

Ex mile Man! tlw wor,ls. Then mark yralr answer after P2.
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Restart the tape. A yeict will sly.

store'. Stop the tape immediately. aVrEliniTIERSITIVE7175-53WIEHar-
AMMis, then say:
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&am le lr star stir
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The first word was star, which corresponds to the picture, so you

should have blacken: in space A on your answer card. Are there nny

questions?

Answer any questions the students may have about the instructions, but de

not answer questions nbeut the pictures. Then sly,

You may not ask any questions once I have started the test tae.

Remember to mark all yr.ur answers on the answer card. There are 12

items in this section. Turn war the page, lock It picture number

1 lel listen very carefUlly as I start the tripe.

Turn on the tape receraer. A voice will berin, bone cut coat

IEWW. Each of the 12 items will be followed bY a rtuso of about 10

seconds to allow the students time to respond. The script of the test tape

will be found at the end of this document.

When the students have answerel question 12 (1WaluL.,..1131,.......se.....,r

lt') stop the tape immeliatcay. Allow the students a 64 momeAs res

'ore the next section of the test.

When the students are rea for the next sectic.n of the test, restart the

tape. A voice will say: 'Section II - Listenine comprehensien. Stop the

tape imme.liately. Have the STUIefttE turn trrImuve-6 ATV: -follow' along as you

read the directions alou.l.

This test is meant to discovor whether you understand what you will

hear. Th... quvstions will emsist of a sentence er very short

paranraphs which will be spoken, followed by a short tone. In velar

test bocklet you will find corresponcline to each of these questions,

three statements in y.ar ewn lanruaee. after th, tone, select the

eno which refers correctly to the sentenc, you heard. If it is the

first, blacken in space if the second, blecken in space B, and if

the third, blacken in spece C. Hera are two examples. Answer the:.

examplcslaa2111. Listen te the following sentence:

Start the tape. A voice will say. 'Example J fly Parents Fire in

Armalina. Stlp the tare. Then say:

Now look at example in your booklet and you will see three sentences

in your wn qent wt inh scntialco rk.f-rs correctly V-. the ACM

your heard en the tap., Tr141 blacken in the oval in the booklet which

cerrespon.s to the answer you chose.

Pause to allow students to answer. Make sure that they mark their answer

in the booklet and not en the answer card. Then sly:
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The correct alternative is the first, so y.lu shoula have blackened in

space A. Are there any qucstims?

Answer any questions by renentinct (1* rephrasiart the instructions already

;riven. Then say:

Nov here is Another exampl... Listen to these soltenc.:s.

Start the tape. A voice will say! 'Example S John went talNatuta.

M21516htlame coffee. He Pave then TI vi cents toe mop we 'at*

Now look at example B in your b:eklet ,tnd you will affain see three

sentences in your own lancuan,. Blacken in the oval underneath the

three sentences which corrospcmts tr the letter of the sentence vu

think correctly refers tc the sentences you have heard.

Pause to let the students mark their answer. !fake sure that all students

are answerinl in the booklet. Then s"

The correct alternative is the third sentence, so you should hrvc

blackened in space C. Are there any questions?

Answer questions c'n the instructions only. Thc.n say:

You will answer the rest of the questions in this section 'gin your

.inswer card. The first item is number 13. s find nutber 13 on ye;ur

answer card and turn the par.: 1f the booklet to look at the three

sentences for number 13. Tar: r)ine tr. start thc tape. Listen

v,rry carefully.

Start the tape. A voice will say: Thirteen John and Muynre nt a

table in a restaurant There ate; 11 itedS in'this section or the test.

Jaen Item is rollmw. by a plus,: ,r 15 seconds to allow the student time to

respond.

When the students have answ.-.-..1 item 24 (4Tvent f-ur Mr. Smith tx h

in_21020. in Florid.: ) st)p the tap,- i; 1. c s u en s t)

replace nen. answerearls th. .n1111 ,nvelope. Allow them a few moments

rest bi.for., the next skcti.41 :f the tyst.

When the studnts arc r,- ly rx the next sect:.n the test, havkt, them

turn pa 4c. r.nd qinfq- silently -44 roal the `directions alouu.

In this test you will hf.ar n short piec, A* prose rtad to you in

English. Mr 1, :3171 :t: has been rea thre_uph once, it will be

repeated in short s,eti..s )f two throe wrrs at a time. After

etch short sectiln y u will be iivqn time to write down ns ce.rrectly as

yu can what haw.: hear`.. The uassaf! will then lw v ad thrnuph

a thirl time, and y-u c= then, if y-u wish, correct v-ur copy. Thf.re

is n'- neei to hurry. Pleraq write ler.ibly.
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Answer questions en the instructions only. Then tiny.

I um acing tc start the tepo in e moment. Listen very carefully

the first time tho pesseee is reed, and then when it is repeated,

write what you heer on the lines in your test booklet. Ready?

Begin.

Start the tape. ! voice will sly: 'Part II - Dictation 4
Birthd 4 decided to have q s ar c. er the

MO son ence see her mother and

thenke41 her for errangAng sue an ri7rIa. ere ml .e a ong
c more alowly and in

segments. The students should then write down what they have heart. Liter
the last sentence there vill be another long pause and the passnge will be

read a third "nd final time, with norm el oral readine speed.

When the
students
envelope

passage has been read for the third time, stop the tape. Tell the

to close their test booklet and to put it end the small answer card
into the large envelope. Alloy the students a short break.

Writing

When the students have lIeen seated again, ask them to remove Booklet 36 frem

the large envelope. They will net nee:: en answer cite, for this section

of the test. esk the students t% follow alone silently as y.'u rind the

directions en the front of the test booklet;

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test is lividd into four sections. The first three sections

centnin a tetra of 31 items; the fourth section instructs you to write

e composition in English.

3. Instructions for answerin.; th- test items are elven baser° each

of thc first throe sections of the test. Preetice examples follow each

set of instructions. elweys read the instructiens and study the

practice examples car.. fully before you begin to answer the test items.

4. Pnswer the test items es quickly AS you cent but work cerefUlly.

'44rds net spellei cerrectly .411 markeo as wron answers. De not

spew: toe much time on 'ny .ne item. You may guess the answer, but

you should de your best to answer correctly. If you find that you

rennet answer en item efter you have thought a while, go on to the

next :ter.,. "hen y-u hew finish' :(' en: seetirn c,f th, tests 10

straieht on to the next section.
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5. Yuu shoull n- n-r t.t.tn : minuts -n th first 3 sections

f th, t,nt. 'ft,r nihut%s y u vill lo tol! b: yin th. furth

sectiNn, If p.11 elmpltv thy. first thr,.. sectina in less

thnn minuts. t,1 the fourth scctinn

withcut waitin t: t,11. Y.0 will hay., minut.,s in which t.-%

writ.' y-ur You will Itc rominled of the tire 5 minutes

bcf:re the .n of the t_stim: If y-,u finish ah.-a f tirvz,

you mny re ti t4roueli rlur r w-rk attent,t to answer *.nay

i tarn previ ly 1, ft um/low re,1 .

6. If y..)1.i nGt und..rstind any .f the instructions, raise ylur hand

and ask I'm* further otplanntifm.

Are then.. questi s ns?

Answer any questions repeatin r..phrssing thy' instructi.318 already

Given. Then sly:

If you br,:ak y -ur pencil 'r hav Iny othcr prolems, raise your hand

and scmecno will 11_1!) y: u. If you finish before the time is UD,

back over ycur w-4sk until ye :u st)p. Rolcmber to read the

instructions befor. ..eh part -)f the t_:.st v.ry carzfully. now turn

the page, r.a! th* instrueti ns Sectitn I aril bcin workinl.

Make a notc of the tit. Aft.r ninutt_s say:

If r:u hav befun TV, th e'mwsition,

turn tc 14e e.no start writine the.

After 35 minutos sy

Thcr.: an_ 5 1..inuts it tht:

After 4; minut.s s4y!

St-1. wirkint rut A..r lcwn, y.ur tett bookl(A nni

r...p1',.cc it it-

211
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Session 3 - Questions about Learning English and English Student

Questionnaire (20 minutes)

After students have been seated, pass out the student envelopes. Check

that each student has the envelope with his name on it. Then amyl

Take out Booklet 37 from ymur envelope. Also, take the answer card

20 from the small envelope of answer cards.

Check tc see that the students have taken out the appropriate booklet and

answer card. Then say!

Booklet 3T contains n number of questions about you and your study of

English. It is not s test. Yau are to answer the questions in this

section as accurately as you can. You will record your answers to

the questions in this section on answer card 20 in section A. As

before, you will indicate your answers by blackening in the oval that

corresponds to the answer you choose.

Make sure that all students know where to record their answers on the answer

card. Ask the students if they have any questions. Then say:

Turn over the page and begin.

After all the student have crmpleted soctien 1, say:

That is the end of section 1. We are now ready to start section 2.

The questions in this section deal with some of your interests and

outside activities. It is not a test. In answering the questions,

choose the answer that suits you best and mark your choice in section

V on the answer card. Are there any questions?

Make sure that the students understand what they are to do. Then say:

Benin vorkinc.

When all the students have completed section 2, tell them to replace the

answer card in the small envelope. The test booklet and the small envelope

should then be put into the large ..nvelepo which can be left on the desk to

be collected.

*Session. 4 - word KnowLytme Test, General questionnaire awl

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales.

SEE PAGE 42
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Start both tho mat:ter-v.rt and `.'to ctudent'o rceponse tape. The script

of the master-tape 03.1T4110'13 nr:ip tht4liimojggsikleft

&maw ontluo : flu7 comment. or r9act 0

2ax.m.to hie.rel;Forrino,.. Tie% aro 10 actual items in this section

of the toot. 7aah.itom la fcllawod 1)7 a pc tae of 6 seconds.

Men the studmt has annwe'd itom 10 ("AA nc

W M: stop both t.-..)e-vt-undrs. ;au vill have no further need

for the mastc.,:.-t"..y.. ;Ilou ;icy mamo.its' rent before the

next toot. Thin aar.

Nov turn to It.tion - Oval .:caSinc and follow along as I read

thr dirnetiono. Thf.n lc r test to sec hov well you can read

TInnliah -iv -n 5 e.auten to read the passage

silentl7 oo that you are quite familiar with it. Then you will be

reeuirnd to read tile. paanace aloui.

Durinn the tett, pion:4. :,^ad thn palms° clearly and naturally.

Your scom tc.pcn4 comoct /our pronunciation of the

words is, and how natural thn phrosing is. After 3 minutes, you

will bo told to Itelin readine

Answer any quest: en: :.he citrarrt nar hcArn, but do not give additional

information. Thcs otr:

Now turn the page and h3g.in reading silently.

Allow the stnCont 3 W.-1111..n to loots. nye:, the passage. Then turn on the

tape-zeoordar 1,1: !.th %a. Com r^corrlinc thu student's responses and have

the student roe th- IrAssuenlcuCy and ;learl,r, dirootly into the micro-

phone.

when the student hoc rotA t:n ..aat sentence of the passage ("WW1'

Imemoliarlame?4): 4.,e-rn3rr.er. Allow the student a

few nomesto' :c-:
r^t ccfr*.loa ',17 the toot. Then say:

row +urt to r;cat!.o- 151 - l oncy A and follow along as I read the

direc.onr: r1'14.

In t`lla nrsct!nn 70,1
en...1Jr.Nd to dencribe what in happening; in

t set r -ou aro dve-i t. choice of two sots of pictures.

You en.::
Tdeturerl ; *nu wiJh to desoribo. You

should chomp) th,, n^t of pletnron you can say most about. .

You mar :ou about rhrtt ic happening in the pio-

tures :ymt htrin (11.0r:.r, as. it in 7nglish. Try to say at

least three or .."^ur ront'bnce..;. Your score wil) depend on the amount

you say, the acenruoy cur rammar and pronunoiatbn, the correct-

mace cif lnr7 r thrl var4.ety of your vocabulary, and

the va-:!etr o: ..v..nier or al;ractueet uir!A in your sentences.

You will have two nirrtwi to d'cide which vet of pictures you wish

to desoribe und xe thin': f..bout what yore are going to say.
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Syttl.on (SIructaral Control)

Start the master tape. After a pause a voice will say: "

kudajggLion___L:ttEE9tamLSEatEsa." Stop the tape immediately. %en.

adequate recording facilities have been arranged, switch on the student
response tape and record in English the school number and the number of
the student being tested. Thus: "School thre9
Ihma." Also write the etudent's identification number on the Student
lUVfflification Reoord Sheet which is provided at the end of this booklets
Then call in the first student, make sure he settles down comfortably, and
say:

Population II
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Now you aro going to do some tests to see how well you can speak

English.

Rand the student a closed copy of the English Speaking test booklet.
Read the following instructions aloud as the student reads them silently
on the cover of his booklets

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test contains three sections. Before each section, special

directions are given. Read the directions carefully before you

begin each section.

3. If you do not understand the directions, raise your hand and

the example will be explained to you.

Then say:

Now turn the page and follow as I read the directions for Section I.

This section of the test contains ten items. You will hear an in-

struction in the form of a statement or a question. Then you will

be given six seconds to respond. Try to respond as soon as you hear

the instructions. Listen carefully to oaoh instruction, because it

will be given only once. If you do not understand an instruction

or cannot answer, say 1gigsjiga." Each response must be related

to the appropriate drawing.

Even though in everyday speech Yes or No is a correct reply to a

question, in this test you are required to respond in a complete

sentence with a subject and a verb.

You are given two practice examples. When you are told, turn the

page, look at the first practice example, listen to the instruction

and respond.

Make sure that the student has understood the directions. Re-explain
anything he did not understand but do not offer any additional informa-
tion. Then say:

Now turn the page and look at the picture labelled example A.

Start the master-tape. After a pause, a voice will say: "gaiguiakh
Can ion see a bed ?"
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Stop the tape and pause 6 seconds for the student to reply. Do not tape-
record the student's replies to the practice examples. If the student is
unable to reply or appears to have misunderstood the instructions, prompt
him with a reply such as, 141mr. Then say:

Example B is also an exnmple and does not count ns part of the test.

Listen to the next instruction.

Start the master-tape again.

111ALINUAILILIAtimailYsLiaba
Tor tide moat to
incorrectly, prompt him with
Then say.

After a pause, the voice will say: lamas
qn1.3 Stop the tape and wait EnWallids

VairTrITTesu rent is unable to reply or replies
r. response such as, 12s______volltnitlimd?"

The next items you hear will be pnrt of the test. All the item in

this section of the test are like the practice examples which you have

just done. Listen carefully to each instruction and then try to

respond. Don't worry if there is an item which you do not understand.

Just answer, I don't know'. No-onc is expected to answer every item

correctly. Just do your best. There will be 10 moreitems and each

item will be about one of the pictures you have in front of you.

When the student is reft4y to begin, say:

Look at picture number ene and he ready to listen to item one when I

start the tape.

Start both the master-tape 'end the student's response tape. The script of
the master-tape continues as slows: ''Is the lamp on the table?' From now
on, do not prompt the student, make any ant, or- rend is section
of the test. Each item f;Illoved by a pause of 6 seconds.

When the student has answered item 10 (`Alkai_iLIIIyent fishinghthis
morn' .1) stop both tape-recorders. You VIII. nmreirr-nretherloca ror the
muster- tape. Allow the student a few moments' rest before the next test.

Say:

Now turn to Sectiln II - Oral Reading and follow along as I read the

directions. This is a test to sec how well you can rend English .loud.

You will be given 3 minutes 0 read the passage silently so that you

arc quite familiar with it. Then you will be required to read the

passs'gc aloud.

During the test, please read the passage clearly and naturally. Your

score will depend on how correct your pronunciation of the words is,

and how natural the phrasing is. After 3 minutes you will be told to

begin reading aloud.
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ateoxit mny have, but do not give additional

row turn tne pr ^t cad :n in rereing,pilently.

Allow the student f mlmcco look over the passage. Then turn on the

tape-recorder wIlichlaL 'seta' recordin,7 :he student's responses and have

the student -,air puJrgo loudly. ...ad clemAy, directly into the

microphone.

en tho ntudont to lest nontence of the passage (luaus
lonamoutzsw"), o:f .apc-rocorder. Allow the student a

tow .lomontro re.vb '..)4,:nro the seci.lon of the test.

Then sa:-:

216

Wet: turn to Cnot4.oq - Tluencr and follow along as I read the

dirootionn a.? owl.

In thin noction yogi ero rcquired to describe what is happening in

a set /r.2 liven a choice of two sets of pictures.

You one phoone set at you wish to describe. You

should chsoce tlio sot of pictures you can say most about.

You may my r.cyr-lint; yr u ltho abort what it hweening in tae

p.i.ctureo l'ou have ^hoacn, as long; as it is in dish. Try to

say nt 13 st or four Rcmonces. Your score will depend on

the ameount 7o1 ;:10 accuracy of your grammar and pronunciation,

';11( c..?%cetn4c:. nl Lho1ce of words, the variety of your vocab-

ulary, nnc'. t.. .mriet7 0;7 tonnes or structures used in your Ben.

tonergi.

You wil) ;o ...ni,tes to doolde which set of pictures you wish

to desey..41(: nr.(1 1.c1 "Tat whi:t you arc going to say.

44hen you ere ;N6. turn Shp :lager d,,,ocid whhichoet of Dioturee you
wish to 6cr-clib,, anfl. about what you are going to say. You

win bo told IJI"n to begin apoakinc.

row turn. the. rrzl, 1001.: V. thopleturos, choose which set you will

desctrne r.,out rot/ are going to say.

tfter 2 mina on ran?!

You %two 1.o .d now, ::ro Clore nn ", question:1 beforo you

r.ny luontions rtfter the test has begun.

Answer Any ,tnentiolr tne prleedure but not about the pictures. When

the ctuden" :end, sa7.

4hen 7 titar trre, uornrib what is happening in the set of

pictnrec you haw. nhocon.

Start the tn?)e 'nu th^ Rtudent that he is to begin speaking.

then the studon4 :11 fuliahd -11 that he can allow the student tape to

run !4,- re: : so that it rill be ready to
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record the number of the next student to be tested. Tell the student that
he has finished the speaking tests. Collect the test booklet tram the
student. Write on the sheet provided with the student tape the number of
the school and the number of the student you have just recorded. Rewind
the mastor-tape so th't it will be ready for the next student.

Polley the procedure outlined above for etch student. Always make sure
the student has understood the instructions before beginning each new
section of the speaking test. Never give any explanation about the subject
matter.
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Word Knowledge Test, General Questionnaire, General Attitude
and Descriptive Scales

Session, - (with Civic Education)
Session (with French) (30 minutes)
Session 4 - (with English)

61 ea 1.1140 .. -a .....
National Centers must decide where the page enntaining questions A, GR, 01,
02 and P of IEA/20 GEN (the questions to be post coded) is to be placed,
either in front of the Word Knowledge test in Booklet 41 or after it.
Whichever is decided upon, tto appropriate instructions must be inserted to
ensure that the students tear out the page and insert it in the card
envelope or student envelope for return to the National Center.

U11111.4111110110...... 111114/0411111.1111111NIM11001INID ./41.111111 ... .111,1110.sevon......11101111101/10.1011111...

The students should be seated in the same way as before. The test admini-
strator should ensure that each student has his own envelope on his desk
in front of him.

Tell the students to take out Booklet 41 and answer card 21. Then ask the
students to follow along as the airections for Section 1 are read aloud:

In this test words are given to you in pairs. In each pair, the two

words have something in common. You must decide whether the words

mean nearly the same thing or nearly the onnosite thing with respect

to what they have in common.

If you think the words have the.same meaning, blacken in the oval

mark.A +' on your answer enrd.

If you think the woris hove the oeDosite meaning, blacken in the oval

marked -0"' on your answer card.

Here is an example. high low (il

The two words high' and "low' both, refer to height. However, they

are nearly oneosite in meaning. Therefore you should blacken in the

oval marked '04 on your answer card like this:

(t)

For each of the felanwing pairs, blacken in either "+' or "04.

You should attempt. every item for which you think you know the answer,

but do not guess if you h-ve no idea of the answer.

If you change your mind, remember that you must erase your first answer

completely and then mark your other choice. The answers fer this test

will be marked in Section F on your answer card. Are there any

questions?
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Answer any questions. Make sure that all students know where to mark their
answers. Then say:

You will have ten ninutes for this test. Work as quickly as you can

and do not waste time on any words you do not know. Now turn over

the page sna do the questions in Section 1.

Note the time when the students begin the test. After 5 minutes say:

About hnif the tine is gone.

After ten minutes say:

Stop working and put your pencils down. Turn the page to Section 2.

The questions in Section 2 b.re about you and what you do. Answer

them as accurately as you can. If you have any difficulty in

understanding vhtt is wanted by a particular question, please ask me.

The answers to the questions on the first page of Section 2 arc to be

written directly in the test bookl9t. Plc ac answer the questions on

the first page of Section 2 now.

WWWWWWWwWWWWWwWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW allo 61111WWWIM 1114/11.

If this page is put at the front of Booklet these instructions will have
to be changed.

Wewalbalb NNW

After the students have completed the questions on the first page, say:

Now that you have completed the questions on the first page of this

section, tear this page out of the booklet and place it in the small

envelope with the answer cards.

Pause to allow all students to dc this. Make sure that only the first Dap
is torn off and placed in the envelope. After the students have had time to
do Lhin, say:

Now you will go on to answer the rest of the questions in Section 2.

Answers to these questions will he narked on your answer card in

section G. There are 48 questions in this section. When you have

finished questions 1 22, turn over the card and continue with

questions 23 - 48 on the other side.

WIWANWWKNIWor a a
If the spaces allocated for the list of school subjects is grc'ter than the
National Center is using, then an instruction will have to be given
indicating that there will he X rows of ovals to be left blank at the end
of the section.

wWww W WwwwWWWWww........ wwWwwwWw .......WWWWWWw

Are there my questions?
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Answer any questions, then say

- 44 - Population II

Remember: if there any questions which you do not understand in

this section, raise your hand and I will help you. You mny begin.

After all the students hive completed Section 2, say:

This is the end of Section 2. We are now ready to start Section 3.

Follow the directimAs (11 the first page 3f Section 3 as I read them

aloud.

These questions arc being put to a large number of students in

different countries to find out what they think about themselves and

the schools they -.ttend. This is NOT it test. There are no right or

wrong answers. We just want to know that you think. Your teacher

will not sec your answers.

T, answer, blacken in the oval on your answer card that corresponds

to the answer you choose for each question. If you wish to change

an answer, you may; but be sure to erase the mark completely for the

answer.

Answers to questions in this section should be marks' on Section H

of your answer earl. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions. Mike sure that all students know where to indicate
their answers. Then say:

Now turn the page and begin.

When all students have completed Section 3, tell then to replace the answer
card in the small envelope and to put the test booklet and the small
envelepe in the large envelop.

wwww www.w.wwwwwwwww.wrwwwww.-www.w wowww

National Centers may wish to issue in instruction about the collection of
materi,:ls here.
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MANUAL FOR TEST ADMINISTRATORS (IEA/M3/Stage 3)

POPULATION IV

Civic Education

Session 1 - Cognitive
Session 2 - How Society Works
Session 3 - Affective Scales
Session 4 - Background Questionnaire
Session 5 - Word Knowledge Test, General Questionnaire and

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales

French as a Foreign Language

Session 1 - Reading Comprehension and Listening Comprehension
Session 2 - Writing, Questions about Learning French and

French Student Questionnaire
Session 3 - Word Knowledge Test, General Questionnaire and

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales
Individually Administered - Speaking Test

English as a Foreign Language

Session 1 - Reading Comprehension
Session 2 - Listening Comprehension and writing
Session 3 - Questions about Learning English and,

English Student Questionnaire
Session 4 - Word Knowledge Test, General Questionnaire and

General Attitude and Descriptive Scales
Individually Administered - Speaking Test

POPULATION IVS

French as a Foreign Language

Session 1 - Reading Comprehension and Listening Comprehension
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1. If the same students are being tested in more than one subject area,
instructions for use of MRC cards should be given in the Test
Administrator's booklet only for the first subject being tested.

2. If foreign language Listening Comprehension and Speaking tests are being
administered, scripts of the tapes should be attached at the end of the
Test Administrator's booklet.

3. The Test Administrator's booklet for each subject should contain those
parts of the instructions contained in this ganual which are relevant
to the tests being administered in the count.sy. National centers should
select only those sections which deal with instruments they are
administering in their testing program.
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Detailed Instructions for Administration

Population I

Civic Education

Session 1 - Civic Education Cognitive (Section 1 of Booklet 50, 35 minutes)

The teat administrator will need the student envelopes for the students he
is supervising. The student envelopes (still closed) should be handed out
to the students, who are to cheek that they have received the envelope with
their name on it.

223

The instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator clearly
and with emphasis; no attempt should be made to commit them to memory.
The wording given should be followed exactly wherever possible.

When the students aro in the roam and seated, the following statement should
be made.

This school has been chosen as one of those in (name of country) to

take part in an international project to study what young people know

and think about their nation and others. Different nations from all

over the world are taking part in this study. You will probably find

some parts of the tests easy; some you are likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the questions. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they are given, follow them exactly, and do the best you can.

Open the envelope in from of you and take out Booklet 50. Do not open

the booklet until you are told to do so.

See that all students have taken out the correct booklet, then say:

For this test we shall use a special answer card that is separate

from tht test itself. With this answer card, all the tests can be

scored quickly and accurately by a special machine. From your

envelope, take out the smaller envelope and check that your name is

written on it. The small envelope contains your answer cards. Be

careful not to tear or bend them. Take out the card marked 22. Put

the small envelope back inside the larger envelope and place in on the

top of your desk (table). The answer card is a little tricky to mark

the first time you use it, so listen to the instructions and follow

them carefully.

For the questions you will be asked in this section there are five

possible answers. These arc indicated on your answer card by a row

of ovals like this.

Put a sample on the blackboard like this: © (1)
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Look at wh-tt I have put on the hoard. There are five choices, A, B, C,

D and E. If you think the correct answer to a question is the one

marked C, you should blacken the oval marked C with n solid pencil

mark like this.

Fill in the oval C on the board.

If you change your mind and want to change an answer, erase the first

mark completely and then mark your other choice. YOU MUST NEVER MARK

MORE THEN ONE ANSWER FOR ANY QUESTION. This is extremely important,

since you will get no credit nt all if you mark two answers. Make

sure to erase all other marks on the card except those within the

answer ovals.

Now look at the side of your card which is labelled C. You will see

tnat there is a section at the top with holes punched in it. Do not

touch this at all. Underneath you will see a box with 2 rows of ovals

marked Pl and P2 where we shall do some practice items, and underneath

that there are rows of ovals numbered 1 - 48. This is where you will

put your answers to the questions on the test. The 48 rows of ovals

marked on the. onrd are for the 48 items in the test.

Remember, you must give ONLY ONE ANSWER for each question and you

must not put any marks an else on th.:: card. The only marks

should be where you have blackened in one oval in each row for the

answers you have chosen. Are there any questions about what you

have been told?

Answer any questions. Be sure that all students know how to mark their
answers. Then sny:

First we are going to do a test to see what you know about how

our nation works and its relations with the rest of the world. Look

at the directions on the front of looklet 50 and follow along silently

as I read them aloud.

Each of the questions or incomplete statements in this test is

followed by five possible answers. You are to decide which one of these

answers is best.
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Mark your nnswr by bl4ckening in the Appropriate space on the answer

cnrd. If you want tr chnwe an answer, be sure to erase the old

mark completely. You will nave 35 minutes to answer the 48 questions

in this test. This is NOT a test on which you will be graded.

Therefore, do not guess at ^ny Answer unless you are fairly sure that

you know the answer. If you arc unsure of the answer simply leave it

blank. Here is the first example:

Pl. Which one of the following; is I nation?

A. Tokyo

B. Austrnlin

C. Copenhagen

D. lontreel

E. Cairo

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

Since Australia is 1 nation and the others are only cities,. you

should choose the answer numbered B. On your answer card you see

space B blackened in for you. Now you blacken in the appropriate

spac%: on your answer card for the next example!

P2. Which of the following aro the capital cities of their countries?

I Vienna, ;.ustria

IT. Copenhagen, Denmark

III. BarcelnnA, Opain

TV. Ankara, Turkey

V. Athens, Greece

A. I and II only

b. III and IV only

C. IT, III an' V only

D. I, II, IV and V only

E I, II, 171, IV and V

Pause for th students tc answer. Then say;
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The answer to this question is 1), because each of these cities, I, IT:

IV, and V is a enbitll city. 'Madrid is the capital of Spain, NOT

Barcelona. Therefore, number III cAHNOT be: tart of the right answer.

Make sure that all students have filled in the practice item correctly on
their answer card. Then say:

Mark only answer for each aucstion. If you change your mind about

an answer, be sure to erase the first murk completely. No mar spend

toc much tim. on ,,ny one question. If n question seems too difficult

go on to the next one.

You are now ready to 'aegin the test. Do not turn the page to begin

the test until you arc told to de. S.

Are there any questions"

Answyr any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. '.'hen sayt

During the test, if ynu need a new pencil or if you hzvc other

pralems, raise ylur hand and someone will help you. When I give the

signe.1 you may begin work on the test an.' you should continue working

on it until you w Val to stop. If you finish before the time is

up, you 141y lot* back over your work. Remember, mark Dn1y one answer

for each question. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions and then s:y.

tiow turn the pag( nnd begin to icwk.

Begin timing the tzsst. thirty minutes have :2nts.?1, wty.

Them are 5 minutes left in the test.

When exactly thirty-fiv, :.inut,s have clarced, sr.y

:"POP, LAY DOWN YOUR ?FAIL RIGHT 40W. 'fill:* tilD OP THE TEST.

Ask the students to replace th:. test vq.oklet in the large student envelope
Ind the nnswer card in the an -al onwlnpe. The small enveleme should be
placed in the large envel

22
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Civic Education

Sessi'Al 2 - Now nociety 4orks ete.ction 2 of Booklet rA) , minutes)

I
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For National Centers NOT using IRC enrds
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After the students havc bcen st:-te4, pnsu out the student envelopes.
Students should check th'it they have received the envelope with their name
on it. Ask the students to remove Booklt.t 50 from their envelope. Check
that all students have taken out the correct 000klet. Then sly:

Per this test you will trA bc using ani -,nswer card but vial mark

your answers directly in the test booklet. Open Booklet 50 to

section 2 on page Follow along as t read the directions.

On the next few pages we shnll give you a chance to explain how

society works.

On each page you vial find alwadineo such Is Elections, Taxes, Police

and so on; underneath ench of these we have given you a act of

descriptions, to say what they 4o or how they we*. Reed each of

these carefully, then put tick in the right column, under

Does this almost gtlways,

Does this fairly often,

Does this sometimes, or

Does this clmost never.

If you really don't know the answer, put n tick under Don't know-.

If you want to ehrtnge '.n answer, be sure to erase the old mark

completely.

.4". 41.0, 410,

National Centers: if nationl option open-ended questions are being used,
add the following:

At the bottom of every pfz,:, we 'Inv° left you a space in which you

can give us your own txplantims r-f how taints vrrk.

Are there illy questilns?

M 440 11. AV map ...WV .00.11111401.

Answer any questions by r..:pe-tin or r.l.phrnsinr the instructions already
given. Then say:

You will be riven 25minutes to complete this test. Now turn over

the page and begin.

Make a note of the tim. Vhcn 25 minutes have passed, say:

Stop. Put down your pencil, close yznar test booklet and replace it in

the student envelope.

274
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For National Centers using 414C cards - Insert above the number of minutes
to be allowed fur the tvot. See Icrual 1, Section 5.
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After the students have Inrxin sentod. pass cut the student envelop(11. Students
should check that they hay,: ruceived the envelope with their name on it. Ask
the students to remove Booklet 50 from thfir large envelope and answer card
23 from the small envelope. Check that all students have taken out the
correct bocklct and answer card. Then say!

Turn your answer card to the side labelled B. Open Booklet 50 to

Section 2 on page . Follow along silently as I read the directions

aloud:

On the next few pnqcs we shall give y)u a chance to explain how

sevicty works.

On each page you will fin4 a hsagEe, such as lections, Taxes, Police

a:.1 so on; underneath each of these Inc have given you n set of

descriptions, to sly what they do or hew they work. Read each of

those carefUlly, an' choose the one that yell think suits the heading

best:

1. Does this almost always,

B. D,Jcs this fairly often,

C. Does this sometimes, or

D. Does this almost never.

If reftlly don't knev the answer, choose

S. I don't know.

Indicate your answer blackenim in the rval your answer card for

the letter you eh ::-sc. If you want to change an answer, b sure to

erns : the old mark completely. lark only one answer for each question.

Are there any questicns?

Answer any luestions by resenting or rephrnsinc the instructions already
given, Then sv:

There nre 120 questions in this test. "ihfm you have finished questions

1 - 60 on the front r,f the card, turn the card rAux end go on with

questims 61-120 en the rack.

You will ht: given Lihaten to eomplvte this test. ti.)w turn over the

pare and begin.

Make a note of thf. tine. Uhen minutes have passel, say.

Stop. Put down 5,:-.ur pencil and close your tent t.,^nklet. Replace your

answer carii in the en.k11 envelope and put it mid the test booklet into

the large envelope.
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When the students have ')Ain seated, pnes out the student envelopes, and ask

the students to tnkc nut P:oklet 51. Check that each student has the
cnveLope with his n'n' an it and that all have taken nut the correct booklet.

Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the following directions

from the front of the booklet*

These questions arc being given to a number of children in severnl

cmintries to find out what they think. For these questions there are

no richt or wrong answers, sz, this is 40T a test. We just want to

knrw w:-nt you think. Your answers :re CONFIDENTIAL. so be as truthful

35 you can.

Ninrk your answer by ;tatting a tick in the appropriate space on the

test booklet. If yeu want to chnnge an answer, be sure to erase the

:Ad mark completely.

:.re there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing, the instructions already

given. Then say'

You will have 20 minutes to complete the questi'ns in this booklet.

Now turn over the pace and begin.

Make a note of the time when the students begin the test. ttter 20 minutes

say:

Clc.se your bnnklet and replace it in the envelope.
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For Nettional Centers using MPC cards - Insert above the number of minutes to

be alltved for thy test. Se,. Annual 1, Section 5.

When the students haw. been seated, pass out the student envelopes and 'sk

the students to talc.: cut Pooklet 51 and answer card 24. They should turn

the card tc the aide llbellod S. Check that each student has the envelope
with his name on it r.nd that all have taken out the right booklet nnd card.

Ask the students ty follow along silyntly as yea read the directions from

the front A* the bnoklet:

Thyse questions am laint: given to a numbe r of children in several

countries t" fin4 out what they think. For thew! questions there are

no right or wrong anseerstse this is NOT a test. we just want to

know what you think. Your answers arc COIFTDMITIAL, so be as truthful

as yu can.

Mark your Answ:r by blackening the appropriate: space on your answer

card. If y.0 want tr_ change nn 4nswer, he sure to erase the old mark

coL.pletely.

Ar, there any questi-.ns?

Answer any questions by repcmting or rephrasina the instructions already

given. Then say:

There are 105 quvstitns in this seetiftm. 'then you have finished

qu.stiuns 1 - 149 'm the front .4* the etrd, turn .ver the card rind ge)

en with questi-. 105 11 th.2 bP.ck.

vill have minutes to complete the questilns in thin booklet.

Now tarn over the page ftnd begin.

Make a n..,tc f tne time when thc students begin the test. Atcer

minutes say:

Stt)p. Close your s)vukl,:t and riTlnce it in th.: env:lope. Put your

answer card in the slall envelope nnd put tilt. mall envelope in the

1-14(:e
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When the students h.ve been seated, pass out th.1 student envelopes and nsk
the students to tnkc out Booklet 52. Check th't each student has the
envelope with his name on it and that n11 have taken out the correct booklet.
Ask the students to follow along silently as you read the following
directions from the front of thi.: 1%ortlet:

These questinns Ix% being given to a number of children in several

countries to find 'ut what they think. For these questions there 'arc

no right or wrong. answers, so this is NOT a test. we just want to

knm what you think -r dc. Your viewers are CONFIDENTIAL, so be as

truthful as you can.

Mark your answer by putting a tick in the appropriate space on the

test booklet. If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase the

(-Ad rrtrk completely.

;.rc there any questions'

Answer Iny questims by rcipeating or rethrnsing the instructions already
given. Then say

Yem will have 20 minutes to complete the questions in this booklet.

Now turn the petle nnd

Make a note of the time when the students begin the test. After 20 minutes

say:

Step. Close your b,-,klet and repllce it in the envelope.
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For Nati-dual Centers using MRC cards - Insert above the number of minutes
to be allowed for the test. See Manual 1, Section 5.
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When the students have been seated, pass taut the student envelopes and ask
the students to remove Booklet 52 and answer card 25. They should turn the
card to the side labelled B. Check that each student has the envelope with
his name on it and thnt all have taken out the right booklet and card. Have
the students follow along silently Ms you read the directions on the front
of the booklet:

These questions are being given to a number of children in several

countries to find out what they think. For these questions there arc

no right or wrong answers, so this is NOT a test. We just want to

know what you think nr do. Your answers are CONFIDENTIA, so be as

truthful as you can.

Mark your answers by blackening the appropriate space on your answer

card. If you want tn channe an =ever, be sure to erase the old

mark completely.

ix:. there any questions?

Ansvel any questions by r4cating or rephrasing the instructions already
given. Then say:

There are 79 questions in this section. When you have finished

questions 1 - 38 en the front of the card, turn over the card and go

on with questions 39 79 on the back.

You will have minutes to complete the questions in this booklet.

turn over the page and bcgin.

Make a note of the when the students heOn the test. After
minutes sly:

Stop. Close your Repin.ce your answer card intl.- small

envelope and pile. it nn': the Lr)oklvt in the lorge envelope.

Session 5 word Knowledge Test, General -74.stionnrire
General Attituiio nnl D.:ucriptive Scales.

SEE PAGE 40
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Det'uled Instructions for Administration

Population IV

French as a Foreinn Language

Session I - French Readirel Corprehension (30 minutes)
French Listening Cornreb:nsion (25 minutes)

Tale Recorder for Listening Test

For the Listening Test, A good quality tape-recorder with 'n adequate
loudspeaker (either separAte or built-in) will be required. This machine
must be able to play 7 inch reels at 7-1/2 inches per second (19 centimeters
per second). If possible, a technician who is able to splice recording tape
should be on hand with the proper equipment: although tape breakage is
unlikely, it can seriously disrupt test administration if remedial
facilities are not available. The tape-recorder should be plugged in and
warmed up several minutes before it will be needed, and the test tape should
already be threaded, so that the test can be begun simply by operating the
"start' control. Good practice suggests that the test administrator
privately listen to the entire test before the administration, to make sure
it is complete and in soot order; if this preliminary hearing takes place
in the room where the test is to be administered, a suitable volume setting
can also be determined At the snme time by moving about the room to make
sure that the sound is sufficiently loud to be heard clearly in the back of
the room but not so loud as to be uncomfortable for those in the front rows.

Proccaure

The test administrator will need the student envelopes for the students he
isoupervising. The student envelopes (still closed) should be handed out to
the students, who are to check that they have received the envelope with
their name on it.

The instructions that follow should be rend by the test -dministrator clearly
and with emphasis. -tttempt should be made to commit m to memory. The
wording given should be follywcd exactly wherever possible.

When the students are in the ream an seated, the following statement should

be made:

This school has been chosen to take part in an international project

to study how yount people learn French. Different countries from all

over the world are taking part in this study. You will probably find

some parts of the tests easy; some you arc likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the questions. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they are given; follow them exactly and do the hest ynu can.
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Open the envelope in frolitof you. Tice out Booklet 42. Do not open

the booklet until you are told to do so.

Sec that all students have taken out the right booklet. Then say:

For this test we shall use a special answer card that is separate

from the test itself. With this nnswer card, all the tests can be

scored quidkly rand accurately by a special machine. From your

envelope take out the smaller envelope and check that your name is

written on it. This second envelope contains your answer cards. Be

clreful not to tear or bend them. Take nut the card marked 16.

Put the small envelope hick inside the larger envelope and place it on

the top of your desk (table). the answer card is a little tricky to

mark the first Um you use it, so listen to the instructions and

follow them carefUlly.

For the questions you will be asked, there are four possible answers.

These are indicated on your answer card by a row of ovals like this.

Put a sample on the blackboard like this: t) © 0
Say:

Look at what I have put on thc hoard. There arc four choices, A.

D, C, and D. If you think the correct answer to a question is the

one marked C, you should blacken the oval with a solid pencil mark

like this.

Fill in the oval C on the h-arcs.

If you change your mind and want to chance an answer, erase the first

mark completely and then mark your ether choice. It is important

that you only leave one oval blackened for any question. Erase all

ether marks. If you ley* P.t the side of your answer card labelled R

you will see that there is 1. section Pt the top with holes punched in

it. Do not touch this at all. %dorm:nth that is a box with 2 rows

of ovals marked P1 =Id P2, where we shall do some practice items and

underneath those there arc rows of ovals numbered from 1 - 39. This

is where you will put your answers to the questions in the test. Let

me repeat that you eust not put lily marks anywhere else on the card.

The only marks she: . where you have blackened in the ovals you

have chosen. Arc t ANy questions about what you have been told?

Answer any questions. Be sere that all students know know to mark their
answers. Then read alcud ,the following directions while the students look at
the cover page of the test bloklet.
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This is a test ,f your ability to understand writtel. French. For each

question there are four nuggested answers labelled A, B, C, and D.

You are to choose the correct onswer and then on your answer card

make a solid pencil o.srk in the oval containing the correct answer

letter. Look at the following example question and choose the answer

you think is correct:

Pl. Lundi cat

(A) unc lune
(B) un animal
(C) un nodhre
(D) un jour

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

The correct answer is D. qedy look mt the section marked R on your

answer card. You will see that for number P1 the oval marked D has

been blackened. This is how you arc to mark your answers. Now look

at the following example question and blacken in the oval after number

P2 which corresponds to the answer you choose.

P2. Les petits enfants boivent bciucoup de

(A) sucre
(B) lnit
(C) jvuet
(D) lain

Pause for the students to mark their answer. Then say:

The correct answer is B. so you should hive marked the answer apace

B for number P2 on thu answer card.

Make sure that all students know how to mark their answers correctly.
Then say:

In going through the t.st, do not opend too much tine on any one

question. If a question soems to be to difficult, make the most

careful guess you can, rather than waste time over it. Your score will

be based on the number of questions you answer correctly. It will he

to your advantrgc to answer every question even though you may not be

sure that your ansr is correct. If you rake a mistake or wish to

change an answer, erase your first answer and then blacken in the real

for the answer which you intend. There me 39 questions in the test,

and you wila. have 30 minutes to work on it.

Are there any questions?
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Answer any questions by repeating nr rephrasing the instructions already
aiven. Then an

During the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hand and someone will help you. When I give the

signal you may begin work on the test, and you should continue working

on it until you arc told to stop. If you finish before the time is

up, you may look beck over your work. Are there any other questions?

Whit for questions, then say!

11-If turn the page and Legin work.

Begin timing the test, when 25 minutes have elapsed, say:

There are 5 minutes left in the test.

When exactly 30 minutes have elapsed, say:

STOP, LAY DOW1 YOUR PENCIL RIGHT NOW, THIS IS THE END OF THE 'PEST.

Clrae your test Replace your answer card in the small

envelope and put the small envelope and the test booklet into the

large envelope. Leave the envelope on your desk.

A 5 or 10 uinutcs break should be given before administerint; the next
section .)f the test.

Listening Comprehension Test

When the students have Leen sentei again; ask then to take 3ooklet 43 and
answer earl 16 out of thAr envelopes. They should turn to the side of the
answer card labellel L. !'hen say:

Now lenk at the General Directions on the cover page of your test

beeklet while the directions are read tc you by the test tape.

Start the test tape. The lnrouncee will give general directions and then
a practice example. When he hts read the practice example ( Tumor° Zero.
Voici le petit gv.rcon ), stop the tape immediately. Then say:

Mark the answer you think is correct. You should blacken either

oval B, C, or n in the box immediately under the L on your answer

card.

Pause to allow the students t. mark their answers. Then turn on the tape-
recerder again. The announcer will say, rictur C best fits the statement,
so C is to correct answer. The test is abut to begin. Staff, the tape
immediately. Make sure the .Audents understand what they L's.ve to do, and
answer any questions rephrasing the instructions already riven. Then
say:
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Get ready, the test is nbout to begin. Turn the page and look at

the pictures for numbcr 1.

Restart the Vlore. The to3t tape will run for approximately 25 minutes and
will supply all the necessary instruetiens nni response timing. When the
announcer says, 'This is the end of the Listening test, close your book and
lay down your pencil," stop the tape recorder. Ask the students to replace
the test booklet in the large envelope 1.nd the answer card in the small
envelope. Then they should put the small envelope into the large one.
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a Foreian Langu14e

- Writing Test (25 minutes)
Questions ^bNt Loarning French and French Student
Questionnaire (20 minutes)

After thc students have been seated, ask them to remove Booklet 44 from
their largo student envelopes. Chock that all students have the correct
booklet. Then say:

nIt open the test 1,.)oklet until you 4re VIA to do so. Now

f'711ow along as I roa41 aloud the instructions printed on the front

of the booklet.

This is a test of your ability to write in French. There are two

parts in this test. At the bcginninft of each part, directions for

that part are printed in your test booklet. As you work through the

test, be sure to read all the directions carefully.

Write all of your answers in the spaces provided in the test booklet.

Write clearly and leailqy so that there is no doubt as to what answer

you mean in each ci.sc. If you make A mistake or wish to change an

answer, be sure to erase your first answer completely.

De not spend too such time on any one exercise. If an exercise

seems too dificult, dn the best :v.lu can with it, rather than waste

time over it. You will have 15 minutes to work on the test.

Arc there any questions?

Answer any questions by rephrasing thc instructions already given. Then
say:

During the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hraa rod someone will help you. When I give (he

signal you may bce,in wrking on the test, and you should continue to

wt.rk 'n it until "ou :re tolt1 to stop.

Are there ^ny other questieas?

Wait for questions, thin :vv.

Nov turn thc page, reAl the directions carefully, and begin work.

Begin timing the test. When exactly 15 minutes haveelapsed, say:

STOP. LAY DOWN YOUR PrNrIL RIGHT muW. THIS IS THE END OF THE TEST:

Then say;
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The next part of this test will sec how well you can write a

compnsiti 2 in French. 01.en your test booklet to page and rend

the directions silently while I rend them aloud:

In this part of the test 7::11 will write n short composition comparing

the merits of living in the country and in a big city. In the first

part of the essay rat will describe the advantages of country life and

in the scomd part you will describe the aavantages of city life.

Your essay shouli be base:t on the themes given below. Use each of

the themes in the ardor given, and try not to leave any out. You will

have 10 minutes to write your essay.

239

Then say:

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by rephrasing the instructions already given. Then say:

During the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hand an: someone will help you. When I give the

signal you may begin working on the test, and you should continue to

work on it until you are told to stop. If you finish before the time

is up, you nay look back over your work. Are there any other questions?

Wait for questions, then say:

Now begin to work.

Begin timing the test. Waen exactly 10 minutes have elapsed, say:

STOP. LAY DOWN YOUR PENCIL RIGHT NOW. THIS IS THr. END OF THE TEST.

Close your test booklet and replace it in the envelope.

After a shirt break, say

Take out booklet 45 fv.T. your .alvelope. Also, take the answer card

20 from the 3mn11 envelope of answer cares.

Check to see that the stulewshwe taken out the right booklet an4 answer
card. Now say:

Bor.klet 45 contains n number of questions about you and your study

French. It is not a test. You arc to answer the questions in

this section as accurately as you can. You will record your answers

t.1 the questions ;n this section ..):1 answer card 21) in section A. As

before, you will indicate your answers by blackening in the oval that

corresponds to the answer you choose.
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Make sure that all students know where to record their answers on the
answer card. Ask the students if they have any questions. Then say:

Turn over the page and begin.

After all the students have conpleted section 1, say:

That is the end cf section 1. We arc now ready to start section 2.

The questions in this section leal with some of your interests and

utside activities. It is not a test. In answering the questions,

choose the answer that suits you best and mark your choice in

Section V on the other side of your answer card. Are there any

questions?

Make sure that the students understand what they are to do. Then say:

Begin working.

When all students have completed section 2, tell them to replace the
answer card in the small envelope. The test booklet rind the small
envelope should then be put into the large envelope which can be left on
the desk to be collected.

Session 3 - Word Knowledge Test, Genera]. Questionnaire and
General Attitude and Descriptive Scales

sE PAGE 40
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The Speaking Test is exactly the same for Population II and IV. Sec
instructions fmr administration for Populition I I beginning on page 21.
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When the students are in the room and seated, pass out the student envelopes
and ask the students to check that they have the envelope with their name
on it. Then say:

This school has been chosen to take part in an international project

to study how young people learn English. Different countries from all

over the world are taking part in this study. You will probably find

some parts of the tests easy; some you are likely to find hard. Do

your best on all the question'. Listen carefully to the instructions

as they arc given and follow them exactly. Do the best you can.

Open the envelope in.front of you. Take out booklet W. Do not open

the booklet until you are told to do so.

Bee that all students have the correct booklets on their desks. Then say:

For this test we shall use a special answer card that is separate from

the test itself. With this answer card, all the tests can be scored

quickly and accurately by a special machine. From your envelope take

out the smaller envelope and check that your name is written on it.

This second envelope contains your answer cards. Be careful not to

tear or bend them. Take out the card marked 19. Put the small

envelope back inside the larger envelope and place it on the top of

your desk. The answer card is a little tricky to mark the first time

you use it, so listen to the instructions and follow them carefully.

For most of the questions you will be asked, there are five possible

answers. These aro indicated on your answer card by a row of ovals

like this.

Put a sample on the blackboard like this:
Then say:

Look at what I have put on the board. There are five choices, A, B,
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C, D, and E. If you think the correct answer to a question is the one

marked C, you should blacken the oval with a solid pencil mark like

this.

Fill in the oval C on the board.

If you change your mind and want to change an answer, erase the first

mark completely and then mark your other choice. It is important that

you only leave one oval blackened for any question. Erase all other

marks. If you look at your answer card, you will see that there is a

section at the top with holes punched in it. Do not touch this at all.

Underneath that is a section marked R where there are two practice

items marked P1 and Pk and underneath those are rows of ovals

numbered 1 - 47. This is where you will put your answers to the

questions on the test. Let me repeat that you must not put any narks

anywhere else on the card. The only marks should be where you have

blackened in the ovals you have chosen. Are there any questions

about what you have been told?

Answer any questions. Be sure that all students know her to mark their
answers. Then say:

First we are going to do a test to sec how well you can road English.

Look at the front of Booklet h6 and follow along silently as I read

the directions aloud.

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test contains 60 items, which arc divided into sections.

Before each section, special directions are given. Examples are also

given to show you how to answer the items. Read the directions and

the examples carefully before you begin each section.

3. If you do not understand the directions, raise your hand and the

example will be explained to you.

4. Work fast, but carefully. Bc sure to answer in the appropriate

set of answer spaces. Do not spend too much time on one question. If

you sec that you cnnnot answer the question after you have thought a

while, go on to the next item. First answer all the questions you can

in all the sections. If there are any questions you have not been able

to answer right away, return to then after you have gone through the

whole test. You may guess, but you should try your best to answer

correctly. You will have an hour to complete the test and you will be

told the time after 30 minutes and again five minutes before the end of

the test period.

243
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5. Most questions have only one right answer. For some questions,

however, you are asked to choose the most natural of the correct

answers. The sections where this is the case will be indicated to you.

6. Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions given so
far. Than stey:

We will now do two practice items. Your *wavers for these practice

items will be marked in the rows of ctals numbered P1 and P2 on your

answer card. Now open your test booklet to page 1 and follow along

as I read the directions for Section I aloud:

In each item of this test you will find three words which are

divided into syllables. In some items the three words have the mkt

stress on the same syllable. In other items the main stress may be

on different syllables in the three words. Reed the words carefully

ankdocide whether the stress comes on the same syllable in the three

words or on different, syllables. If the stress is on the same syllable

in the first and second words, blacken space A; if the stress is on

the same syllable in the first and third words, blacken space B; if

the stress is on the same syllable in the second and third words,

blacken space C; if the stress comes on the same syllable in all three

words, blacken space D; and if the stress comes on iifferent

syllable in each word, blacken space E. Answer by blackening in the

appropriate space on the answer card. Here are two examples. Read

P.1 and decide which answer you think is correct.

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

If you read these word's carefully, you will find that the stress comes

on the same syllable, namely the second, in each case, so space D for

. 'cation P.1 on the answer card has been blackened in for you. Are

ttiere any questions?

Answer questions on the instructions only. Then say:

Now we will do a second example. Turn over the page, read Example

P.2 and mark your answer on the answer card after P2.

Pause to allow the students to mark their answers. Then say:
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You will find that the first two words have the stress on the same

syllable, the first. The third word, potato, has the stress on the

second syllable. Therefore you should have blackened in space A on

your answer card.

Make sure that all student have understood how to mark their answers and
have done so correctly. Then say:

This test is divided into five sections. Before each section there

are directions and practice examples like those you havz just done.

When you have finished one section, go immediately on to the next

section. Read through the directions for each section carefully and

mark the answers to the practice items. These snswers will be marked

in your test booklet. Then when you have finished the practice items

before each section, go immediately on to the rest of the items in

the section, but mark the answers for the regular test questions m.
your answer card. Arc there any qunstions?

Answer any questions. Then say

There arc 60 items in this test. When you have marked the answers for

items 1 - 47 on the front of your answer card, turn the card over and

go on with questions 48 - 60 on the back.

If you break your pencil or it becomes dull, raise your hand and

you will be given e new one. If you finish before the time is up,

look back over your work unLil you are told to stop. You will have

60 minutes to complete this test. Now turn the page and begin

Section I. 410

40
Make a note of the time. When 30 minutes have passed say:

30 minutes have gone. You have 30 minutes left to complete the test.

After 55 minutes say:

You have 5 minutes left in the test.

After 60 minutes say:

Stop. Pencils down. Close your test booklet. Replace your answer

card in the small envelope and place it Ind the test booklet into

the large envelope. Leave the envelope on your 4esk.
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Tape Recorder for Listening Test

For the Listening test, a good quality tnpe-recorder with an adequate loud-
speaker (either separate of built-in) will be required. This machine must
be able to play 7 inch reels at 3-3/4 inches per second (9-1/2 centimeters
per second). If possible, a technician who is able to splice recording tape
should be on hand with the proper equipment: although tape breakage is
unlikely, it can seriously disrupt test administration if remedial
facilities are not available. The tape-recorder should be plugged in and
warmed up several minutes before it will be needed, and the test tape should
already be threaded, so thct the test can be begun simply by operating the
"start" control. Good practlue suggests thnt the test administrator
privately listen to the entire test before the administration, to make sure
it is complete and in good order; if this preliminary hearing takes place
in the room where the test is to be administered, a suitable volume setting
can also be determined at the same time by moving about the room to make
sure that the sound is sufficiently loud to be heard clearly in the back of
the room but net so loud as to be uncomfortable for those in the front rows.

The Listenin& Comprehension Test is divided into 4 parts

Section I (Discrimination of Sounds)

This section contains 12 test items. The student is required to listen to
three words and then decide which one of the three words corresponds to a
simple drawing. The 32 test items are preceded by two examples.

on througu Intonation)

This setion contains 8 test items. Each item consists of s question asked
in the student's own language followed by three sentences in English. The
words in the three sentences are identical but arc given different
intonation. The student is to determine the answer to the question from the
intonation in the three questions. The test items are preceded by two
examples.

Section III ( Listening Comprehension)

This section contains 8 test items. The student is required to listen to
a sentence or short paragraph in English and then decide which one of the
three sentences written in English refers correctly to the sentence or
short paragraph he heard. The test items are preceded by two examples.

firt_ nsion - Come atirs on)

This section includes 8 test items. In each item, two people are having a
conversation. The student is requires? to listen to the conversation and
decide which one of the three sentences written in English refers correctly
to the conversation. The test items are preeeded by two examples.
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Note to National Centers: All double-underlined passages in the following
section are to remain in the English language.
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Procedure

After the students have been seated, puss out the student envelopes. All
students should make sure they have received the envelope with their nameon it. Ask the students to take out Booklet 47 from their large envelope
and answer card 19 from the small envelope. Ask them not to open the
booklet until they are toll to do so. Check that all students have the
correct test booklet and answer card on the desk before them. Then read
aloud the following directions while the students look at the cover pageof the test booklet:

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test contains 36 items, which are divided into sections.

Before each section, special directions are given. Examples are
also given to show you how to answer the items. Read the directions

and the examples carefully before you begin each section.

3. If you do not unlerstand the directions, raise your hand and the
example will be explained to you.

4. Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.

You will answer the questions in this test by blackening in the
appropriate oval, on your answer card. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions. Then say:

Now we will read the directions for the first section of the test.
Open your booklet to page 1 and follow along silently as I read the
directions aloud.

Thu look at Section I.

In each of these items you will see r. picture and while you arc looking

at the picture you will be asked to listen to three words being spoken
to you. Listen carefully and them decide which of the three words you
have heart: corresponds to the picture you are looking at. If it is
the first word, blacken in space A on your answer card; if it is the
second word, blacken in space B, and if it is the third word, blacken
in space C. There arc two examples.
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Turn to pace 2 ana look at the picture marked Example Pl. Turn your

answer card to the section labelled L and mark your answer in the

row of ovals marked Pl. Now lisUm carefully to these three words.

Start the tape. A voice will say: 'Ex:vole P1 460k 144.11tle.lock. Stop the tape immediately. *intn say:

Now mark the correct answer on your answer card.

Pause for the students to mark their answer. Then say:

The third word vas lock, which corresponds to the Pteturc, so you

should have blackened in space C on your answer card.

Make sure that all students know how to mark their answers correctly. Then
say:

Now we will try the next example. Look at the picture marked

Example P2 and listen `aothe words. Then mark your answer after P2.

Restart the tape. A voice will say: "Example P2
store". Stop the tape immedictely.
lamer, then say:

star stir
lamem11111111..

of 4 Pre A , C

The first word was qtar, which corresponds to the picture. so you

should have blackened in space A on your answer card. Are there any

questions?

Answer any questions the students ratiq have about the instructions, but do
not answer questions but the pictures. Then say:

You may not ask any questions once I hevc started the test tape.

Remember to mark all your answers on the answer card. There arc

12 items in this section. Turn over the page, look at picture

number 1 and lister very carefully as I start the tape.

Turn on the tape-recorder. A voice will begin, "one cut goat
swat:. Each of the 12 items will be follememL -muse cirdatin

lu seconds to allow the students time to respon0. The script of the teat
tape will be found at the en' of this aocument.

When the students have answered question 12 (`twelve yet met
,..... *jet:), stop the tape immediately. Allow'stens
retirTEriire the next secti,n of the test.

When the studen.; arc ready for the next section, restart the tape. A
voice will say: "Section_II:_Recosnition of Meaninr through Intonatipe.
Stop the tape immediately; Rave the students tithrtii-Page-4P.1-7'-1-71(1,follca-

along as you read the irections %lows.
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Each item consists of a question asked in your own language followed

by three sentences in English. The words in the three English

sentences are all the same. You should determine the answer to the

question by listening to the way the voice rises and falls in the

three sentences.

Listen to these two examples. In the first you are asked to decide

"Which of these sentences express incredulity ?' If the first and the

second sentences express incredulity, blacken in space A in your

booklet. If the first and the third sentences express incredulity,

blacken in nace B. If the second and the third sentences express

incredulity, blacken in space C. If all three seutences express

incredulity, blacken in space D. If none of the three sentences

expresses incredulity, blacken E.

Nov listen. Which of these sentences express incredulity?

Mark your answer in the row of ovals underneath the three sentences

in your test booklet.

Start the tape. A voice will say: aggilslio° and then there will be a
ten second pause. Leaving the tape running,, ask the students:

Which of these sentences expresses incredulity?

A voice will then continue: "Teachers correct theirltalmucumal." The
sentence will be said three tIMUN7-CON-tille with some7firrorences in
intonation. After the third time, stop the tape immediately and give the
students time to respond. Make sure that the students mark their answers
in the booklet and not on th answer card. Then say:

From the way in which the voice rises in the first and third

sentences, we know that these two sentences express incredulity.

Therefore you shoulrl have blackened in space B in your booklet. Are

there any questions?

Answer any questions. Hnkc sure that all students know how to answer the test
items. Then soy:

Now ve will do the second cxnmple. Again, mark your answer in the

test booklet.

Start the tape. A voice will say: ''Examtsle B" and there will he a ten
second pause. Leaving the tape runniS707-1ENN-The students:

Which of these sentences are questions?
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A voice will then sny: Italians ar4114113." The sentence will be repeated
three times, each time with some lifferences in intonation. After the third
time, stop the tape iLmelintely give the students time to respond. Make
sure that they mark their answers in the booklet. Then say:

From the way in which the voice rises in the first anl second

sentences, you know that these two are questions. Therefore you

should blacken in space I. in your booklet. Arc there any questions?

Answer questions on the instructions only. Then say:

You will answer the rest of the questions in this section on your

answer card. The first item is number 13, so find number 13 on your

answer card and turn the page of the booklet to look rt number 13 in

the test. I am now going to start the tape. Listen very carefully.

Start the tape. A voice will say "Thirteen Father's taki a na
rather's taking a nat Fether's t ing a nu. ere are ems in
this section or the test. Ertch item is followed by 3 pause of about ten
seconds to nllow the students tine to respond.

When the students have answered item 20 (*Went .'fir ou used to ice
or snot/ Are ou used to ice or snow to ice or snow. )

e ape 3mmeela
the next section of the test.

c s u en s a ew rot= s ?es e ore

When the students nre ready for tLe next section, restftrt the tape. A voice
will iy: 'Section III - Liateninoppp-hension'. Stop the tape immediately.
Have the stulents turn to nage and follow oar as you read the directions
aloud.

In this test you will hear for each item a sentence or a short

paragraph followed by a short tone. In your test booklet you will see

tht there are three sentences for each spoken item. Select the one

which refers correctly to the spoken item and blacken in space A, B,

or C in your booklet, ccording to whether the correct sentence is

the first, second or thir0.. Here are two examples. Listen to the

sentence:

Start the tape. A voice will say: :!..xample A The visitor has to as.'
Stop the tape immediately an'' say:

Now read the three sentences in the booklet Mrrk the answer in the

booklet in the row of ovals un,:ernenth the three sentences.

Pause to let the stuaents mnrk their answers. Mnke sure that all students
are putting their answers in the booklet. When say:
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You will find that the correct answer is the first sentence, He must go,

which moans the same as He has to tin. So you should have blackened in

space A. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions makinc sure that the students know how to answer the
questions. Then say:

Nov we will do the second example. Listen to this sentence and then

mark the answer you think is correct in your test booklet.

Start the tape. A voice will am,: "Example B If I had expected to hear
a i have beenwo dislp_Dointed. Stol) the tare breccia-51Y
aird stye the Itudents die to relpond. Man sure that all are marking their
answers in the test booklet. Then say:

You will find that the second of the three sentences is correct,

Lecause in the sentence you heard, the speaker suggested that he had

not expecLed a good sinner and he hae not heard one) so he was not

disappointed. Therefore you should have blackened in space B.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions on the instructions only. Then say:

You will answer the rest of the questions in this section on Your

answer card. The first item number is 21, so find number 21 on your

answer card am turn the page of the booklet to look at the three

sentences for number 21. I am going to start the tape. Listen very

carefully.

Start the tape. A voice will say: 'Went one If we had known we
could have ridden, we would hamslons74Tnere -are ItdMs In las section
or the test. Each a pause of 15 seconds to allow the
students time to respond.

When the students have mnsworee item 28 CTWenty-eisht Mau has known
Helen since she first came to thi = cit to co -to school. -The became
ac unan e. w en t c rind as c cm n .18 0 lee 0 cane
orms. C C 2A er s u.ent. s of t e ape nLne.1r. C y.
ow e stt ends a few voments rest before the last section of the test.

When the students arc ready for the next section of the test, start the
tape. A voice will say: 'Section IV - Listening Conarehension." Stop the
tape imme.dately. Have the stuaents turn to page anxTelIow along
silently as you rm.: the directions aloud.

In each of the items of the following test, two young people, Ann and

Bill, are having a conversation. r.fter each item there will he a short

tone and a pause. Three sentences arpcar in your stWent booklet.

Select the one statement which is correct in view of the information
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given in the conversation. Blacken in space 1, B, or C according to

whether the correct sentence is the first, second or third. Here are

twc exmples. Listen to the first conversation and answer in your

booklet.

Start the tape. The follming pnssage will be heard: TaNakkul_,..1
don't like mathematies it's so difficult I don't Free at ill i

of e ape imme late ana. give e s u. en S me respond.MIS sq.
Th-eirtay:

In the conversation we heard Ann say that she didn't like mathematics

and Bill caid that he thought differently. Therefore, only the first

statement is correct. So you ahoull have blackened, in space A in

your booklet. Now here is the second example. Listen carefully and

mark your answer in the test booklet.

Start the tape. The following passage will be heard. ' Example B I have
*ust bo ht a new hat 'gill. Do ou liko it? wha

su s you.' op a ape ammo VO 0
itulents tine to respom. 'lien say:

The conversation makes it clear that ..nn has bought a hat and Bill

likes it. Therefore you should have blackened in space C. Are there

any questions?

Answer questions on the instructions only. Then say:

You will answer the rest of the.questions in this section aufsE
answer card. The first item number is 29, so find number 29 on your

answer card and turn the page or the booklet to look at the three

sentences for number 29. 1 au geine to start the tape. Listen very

carefully.

Start the tape.
Pleas_ e Annuenn

112-ThirreaT607-"ErFE-117
students time to

The followinr Tassare will be heard: 7Venty-nine
you lent': _rte t few dollars?"..... etc. There are 8 items

in ew..Lowea ny ft 15 second pause to allow the
respond.

:Jirl.irtY0-si:0 =MC la
Hadn't you better,

ronhWinu;Z:rsnirre.i=.16, norm
u'entil that they hwe finishe: the listening test. tisk them to replace

the answer card in the small envelope and to place it and the test booklet
into the larger envelope. Allow the students a short break.

Writing

When the students have 1)een seated :gain, ask them to mmove Booklet 48
from the large enielope. They will not neec; an answer earl for this
section of the test. Ask Vic students to follow along silently as you
read the directions on the trout of the test booklet.
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1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test is divided into four sections. The first three sections

contain a total of 31 items; the fourth section instructs you to write

a composition in Fnglinh.

3. Instructions for answering the test items are given before each of

the first three sections of the test. Practice examples follow each set

of instructions. Always read the instructions and study the practice

examples carefully before you begin to answer the test items.

4. Answer the test items as quickly as you can, but work carefully.

Words not spelled correctly will be marked as wrong answers. Do not

spend too much time on any one item. You may guess the answer, but you

should do your best to answer correctly. If you find that you cannot

answer an item after you have thought a while, co on to the next item.

When you have finished one section of the test, go straight on to the

next section.

5. You should spend no more than 15 minutes on the first 3 sections of

the test. After 15 minutes you will be told to begin the fourth section,

composition. if you complete the first three sections in less than 15

minutes, you may go straight on to the fourth section without waiting to

be told. You will have 25 minutes in which to write your composition.

You will be reminded of the time 5 minutes before the end of the testing

period. If you finish ahead of time, you may read through your earlier

work and attempt to answer any items previously unanswered.

6. If you do not understand any of the instructions, raise your hand

and ask for further explanations.

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already

given. Then say:

If you break your pencil or have any other problems, raise your hand

and someone will help you If you finish before the time is up, look

back over your work until you are told to stor. Remember to read the

instructions before each part of the test very carefully. Nov turn the

page, read the instructions for Section I and begin working.

Make a note of the time. After 15 minutes say:

If you have not yet begun working on Section IV, the composition, turn

to page read the ?erections carefully and stesrt writing the

composition.

After J5 minutes say:

There arc 5 minutes left in the test.

After ho minutes say:

Stop working now. Put your pencil down, close your test booklet and

.....--replace it in the envelope.
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English as a Foreign Language

knit:11a- Questions about Lcr.rninil English and English Student
QuestiInnaire (20 rAnutes)

After the students have ',Neal seated, pass out the student envelopes. Check
that each student has the envelope with his name on it. Then say:

Take out Booklet 49 from your envelope. Also, take the answer card

20 from the small envelope of answer cards.

Check to see that the students have taken out the appropriate booklet and
answer card. Then sly:

Booklet 49 contains a number of questions about you and your study of

English. It is not a test. You arc to answer the questions in this

section as accurately as you can. You will record your answers to

the questions in this section on answer card 20 in section A. As

before, you will in:lento your answers by tlackening in the oval that

corresponds to the answer you choose.

Make sure: that 1.11 stulents kn(w where to moor ". their answers on the
answer cnrl. Ask the stuients if they have nny questions. Then say:

Turn over the page and begin.

After all the students have comileted svvLion 1, say:

That is the en4 of section 1. We arc now ready to start section 2:

The questions in this section deal with some of your interests and

outside activities. It is not a test. In answering, the questions,

choose the answer that suits you best and mark your choice in section

V on the answer cart!, Arc there any questions?

Make sure that the students understand what they are to do. Then say:

Begin working.

When all the students have completed section 2, tell them to replace the
answer cart; in the small envelope. The test bov*lot and the small envelope
should then he put into the large envelope which can be left on the desk to
he collected.

Session 4 - Word KromieJe'L Test, General questi(mnaire an.:
General Attitu,:e and Descriptive Scales.

SEE PAGE
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SpellinKycyt (50 oinutcs) - individually administered

The al;;;litih SytalOn: Tnt must In administered on an individual basis.
It »aq,..:r3n as-: e 2 144n-recorders: one to play the test tape,

otacr to .c.c.c.ord tho 0.ndent's IIsponse*. The test should be given
..r. 6 qt et *mws:reound ne.se2 will neither interfere with
the xect4-..zien:; S3 1t7nytt th. student. The three sections of the test
rre dr.sor:mbod

flontrol.).. . he
Snit 00Vt1:011 OrAt ..6.1A1 /0 toNt :.tom.. The student is required to listen
to vortlon ;nd when respond, each response relating to
strv:e irrA=c. TAo 10 1.temc are preceded by 2 untimed examples.

l'o"or IT (Or." .1t..64)1^,\

In thin aootion, tha wtudent xr required to read a passage of English
pros°, rUch he :IA ;A:4 study for 3 minutes before starting to
v.ati tacul.

=1. .

Ecctica Y°1"Menr)-, .470.-:

nit; roct:cm lz clNide4 into 7. pavtp. In Fluency A the student is re..
r.u!.:::0 to eserlb: an- oe two set:: of pictures in a few sentences in

N.41 In iv.oncro7 B 'the student fa given a picture and is asked
4 ;i 1"qT.111% :.at&on that le up to it, what is happening now and

x'atx:.

Tegrr-57,,torryrorlt

1-lus tontine 4 co. !,* . ;

I. t3, (410 miorophone attachment.
2. '4,1 ;t1:.:1!ch gpmai.:T T.tst Tap6.

5. at:41n:.4 .%tor iuutrlotivaa (set out below).
4. TA2 ;Dgalr.l.rt: Tsqt tclklov.
5. plan't. 44:w (fo:: rlcor4ing the students' responses).
6. ::44,^- tJer'.Kfic:.tion number and list of student identifi-

.1:1;t:: ;0 m: ore in Enclish.

. *0 Inv *404 ...Ow .. 11111PON
Lo.:e to 3-.t.::.atl OrnLrmA All uble-underlined passages in the
foncu5-zr; r..To risloin in the Engligh language.. 016100111IMMOS1
"ant4-" P.Por%nix:4-

tzr.2-rencedor.: ready for we before the first student
er&.vn r..)on °:1) ;4::f 4/1C tcLt. Teachers are advised to listen to the

cv Vio ';apc prVatilly, before the test period, to make sure
est am..ploe al Ku ;noi order.
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The tape-recorder with the microphone attachment should be threaded with
blank tape, switched on and ready to record. The student will need to
sit at a table or desk, so that he can have the Speaking Test booklet
placed in front of him at the appropriate moment. Make sure that he is
seated where he can speak clearly and directly into the microphone. (If
necessary, practice making a recording with a student who is, going
to take the actual test.) The second tape-recorder should be threaded
with the Speaking test master-tape, switched on and ready to play. Make
sure that the volume level is properly adjusted before the first student
to be tested enters the room. Both tape-recorders should be set to run
at 3-3/4 inches per second (9-1/2 centimeters per second).

22142na.L.LzaS__SStrtotuontral )

Start the master tape. After a pause, a voioe will say: walk,
Stop the tape imme-

diately. °hen adequate recording facilities have been arranged, switch
on the student response tape and record in Inglish the school number and
the number of the student being tested. Thus..."aluijAilacam
student zero1 zero, three." Also write the student's identification

number on the Student Identification Record Sheet which is provided at
the end of this booklet. Then call the first student in, make sure
he settles down comfortably, and say:

Now you are going to do some tests to see how well you can speak

Mnglish.

Hand the student a closed copy of the English Speaking Test booklet.
Read the following instructions aloud as the student reads them silently
on the cover of his booklets

1. DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

2. This test contains three sections. Before each section, special

directions are given. Read the directions carefully before you

begin each section.

3. If you do not understand the directions, raise your hand and

the example will be explained to you.

Now turn the page and follow as I read4the directions for Section I.

This section of the test contains ton items. You will hear an

instruction in the form of a statement or a question. Then you

will be given six seconds to respond. Try to respond as soon as

you hear the instruction. Listen carefully to each instruction,

because it will be given only once. If you do not understand an

instruction or cannot answer, say limialIimak" Inch response

must be related to the appropriate drawing.
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Even though in everyday speech "" or "a" is a correct reply to

a question, in this test you are required to respond in a complete

sentence with a subject and a verb.

You are given two practice examples. When you are told, turn the

page, look at the first practice example, listen to the instruction,

and respond.

Make sure that the student has understood the directions. Re- explain

anything he did not understand but do not offer any additional infor-
mation. Then say:

Now turn the page and look at the picture labelled Example A.

Start the master-tape. After a pause, a voice will says "

itnyob sem boil?" Stop the tape and pause 6 seconds .sr 8 ea
ieply DO tape record the student's replies to the practice

examples. If the student is unable to reply or appears to have mis-
understood the instructions, prompt him with a reply such as, "LULA
Rae Then says

Example 33 is also an example and does not count as part of the

test. Listen to the next instruction."

Start the master-tape again. After a pause, the voice will says
"Rasa A f s in ." Stop the tape and

econso esenop 7. e student is unable to
reply or replies incorrectly, prompt him with a response such as,

lemAJOLAJIALIBir Then say:

The next items you hear will be part of the test. All the items in

this section of the test are like the practice examples which you

have just done. Listen carefully to each instruction and then try

to respond. Don't worry if there is an item which you do not

understand. Just answer Iimajam." No-one is expected to

answer every item correotly. Just do your best. There will be 10

more items and each item will be about one of the pictures you have

in front of you.

when the student is ready to begin, say:

Look at picture number one and be ready to listen to item one when

I start the tape.
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Start both the master-tape and the student's response tape. The script
of the master-tape continues as follower "Is the lams on the tablet"

r fur to ni p e. mere are 1 actua items this sect on
Of the test. &soh itsis followed by a pause of 6 seconds.
When the student has answered item 10 VALinflugliglisAla

"), stop both tape-recorders. ou w
ee

no
e

tape. Allow the student a few moments' rest before the
next test. en says

Vow turn to Section II - Oral Reading and follow along as I read

the directions. This is a test to see how well you can read

English aloud. You will be given 3 minutes to read the passage

silently so that you are quite familiar with it. Than you will be

required to read the passage aloud.

During the test, please read the passage clearly and naturally.

Your score will depend on how correct your pronunciation of the

words is, and how natural the phrasing is. After 3 minutes, you

will be told to begin reading aloud.

Answer any questions the student may have, but do not give &Unocal
information. Then says

Now turn the page and begin reading silently.

Allow the student 3 minutes to look over the passage. Then turn on the
tape-recorder which has been recording the student's responses and have
the student read the passage loudly and clearly, directly into the micro-
phone.

When the student has read the last sentence of the passage
116110111,011::), turn off the tape-recorder. Mime the

nts' rest before the next section of the test. Then
says

Now turn to Section III - Fluency A and follow along as I read the

directions aloud.

In this section you are required to describe what is happening in

a set of pictures. You are given a choice of two sets of piotures.

You can choose which set of uictures you wish to describe. You

should choose the set of pictures you elan say moat about.

You may say anything you like about wht.t is happening in the

pictures you have chosen, as long as it is in English. You will

have two minutes to decide which set of pictures you wish to deism

crib* and to think about what you are going to say.
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When you are told, turn the page, decide which set of Actures you

wish to describe and think about what you are going to say. You

will be told when to begin speaking.

Now turn the page, look at the pictures, choose which set you will

describe and think about what you are going to say.

After two minutes have elapsed says

You have had two minutes now. Are there any questions before you

begin? Remember you cannot ask any questions after the test has

begun.

Answer any questions about tie procedure but not about the pictures.
When the student is ready, say:

When I start the tape, describe what is happening in the set of

pictures you have chosen.

Start the tape and indicate to the student that he is to begin speaking.
When the student has finished all he can say, turn off the tape
recorder and allow him a few moments' rest. Then say:

Now turn to Fluency B and follow along as I read the directions

aloud.

On the next page you will see a picture of a group of young

people having a party. Describe what you think led up to the party,

what is happening now, and what you think will happen after the

party is finished. Use your imagination.

You may say anything you like about the picture as long as it is

in Bnglish. Try to use at least three or four whole sentences.

Your score will depend on the amount you say, the accuracy of your

grammar and pronunciation, the owcrectness and variety of your

vocabulary, and the variety of tenses or structures used in your

sentences.

You will be given three minutes to look at the picture and decide

what you would like to say about the picture.

'Men you are told, you may turn the page. You will be told when

to begin speaking.

Now turn the page, bok at the picture and think about what you are

going to say.
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Population 11/2
60

You have had three minutes now. Are there any questions before

you begin? Remember that you cannot ask any questions after the

test has begun.

Answer any questions About procedure, but not about the picture. When
the student is ready, says

When I start the tape, start talking about the party. Tell what

led up to it, what is happening now and what will happen when the

party is finished.

Start the tape, and indioate to the student that he is to begin speaking.
When the student has finished all that he oan say, allow the student
tape to run for a few seconds before switching it off, so that it will
be ready to record the number of the next student taking the test. Tell
the student that he has finished the speaking tests. Collect the test
booklet from the student. Write on the sheet provided with the student
tape the number of the school and the number of the student you have
just recorded.

Rewind the master-tape so that it will be ready for the next student.

Follow the procedure outlined above for each student. Always make
sure that the student has understood the instructions before beginning
each new section of the speaking test. Never give any explanations about
the subject matter.
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Word Knowledge Tosto General Questionnaire, General Attitude and
Descriptive Scales

Session 5 - with Civic Education)
Session 3 - (with French) (30 minutes)
Session 4 - (with English)

National Contcrc must decide whore the page containing questions A, GR,
01, 02 and P of IEA/40 GEN (the questions to be poet coded) is to be
placed, either in front of the Word Knowledge test in Booklet 53 or
after it. Whichever is decided upon, the appropriate instructions
must be inserted to ensure that the students tear out the page and in-
sert it in the card envelope or student envelope for return to the
National Center.

Mal

Tho students should be seated in the same way as before. The test ad-
ministrator should ensure that each student has his own envelope on
his desk in front of him.

Toll the students to take out Booklet 53 and answer card 21. Then ask
the students to follow along as the directions for Section 1 are read
aloud;

In this test words are given to you in pairs. In each pair, the

two words have something in common. You must decide whether the

words mean nearly the same thing or nearly the opposite thing

with respect to what they have in common.

If you think the words have the same meaning, blacken in the oval

marked "+" on your answer card.

If you think the words have the opposite =ming, blacken in the

oval marked "0" on your answer card.

Hero is an example: high low

The two words "high" and "low" both refer to height. However,

they are nearly opposite in moaning. Therefore you should blacken

in the oval marked "0" on your answer card like this +. 0

For each of the following pairs, blacken in either "+" or "0".

You should qttempt every item for which you think you know the

answer, but do not guess if you have no idea of the answer.

If ynu change your mind, remember you must erase your first answer

completely and then mark your other choice. The answers for this

test will be marked in Section F on your answer card. Are there

any questions?
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Answer any questions. Make sure that all students know where to mark
their answers. Then say:

You will have ten minutes for this test. Work as quiokly as you

can and do not waste time on any words you do not know. Now turn

over the page and do the questions in Section 1.

Rote the time when the students begin the test. After 5 minutes say:

About half the time is gone.

After ten minutes says

Stop working and put your pencils down. Turn the page to Section

2

262

The questions in Section 2 are about you and what you do. Answer

them as accurately as you can. If you have any difficulty in

understanding what is wanted by a particular question, please ask

me. The answers to the questionson the aldi page of Section 2

are to be written directly in the test booklet. Please answer the

questions on the first page. of Section 2 now.

VISOOMOOMO0011~10m001~10010~iimlb WIMPOOMPOOMIONAIWOOMMOmeollONOMOIMMINGOMM01~0

If this page is to be put at the front of Booklet 53, these instructions
will have to be changed.
011qmOWOMWWalrftmsewwwMiwftpMooemwwapooemwmab ...... amirmerammemmimmftwilowsommommeammlomMOmmommiftwbommodaMOMNIM*

After the students have completed the questions on the first page, say:

Now that you have completed the questions on the first page of

this section, tear*this page out of the booklet and place it in

the small envelope with the answer cards.

Pause to let all students to do this. Make sure that only the first
pale is torn off and placed in the envelope. After the students have
had time to do this. say:

Now you will go on to answer the rest of the questions in Section

2. Answers to these questions will be marked on your answer card

in Section G. There are 48 questions in this section. When you

have finished questions 1 - 22, turn over the card and continue

with questions 23 - 48 on the other side.
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Remember, if there are any questions which you do not understand

in this section, raise your hand and I will help you. You may

begin.

After all the students have completed Section 2, say:

This is the end of Section 2. We are now ready to start Section 3.

Follow the directions on the first page of Section 3 as I read them

aloud.

These questions are being put to a large number of students in

different countries to find out what they think about themselves

and the schools they attend. This is NOT a test. There are no

right or wrong answers. We just want to know what you think.

Your teacher will not see your answers.

To answer, blacken in the oval on your answer card that corres-

ponds to the answer you choose for each question. If you wish

to change an answer, you may, but be sure to erase the mark for

the old answer completely.

Answers to questions in this section should be marked on Section H

of your answer card. Are there any questions?

Answer any questions. Make sure that all students know where to indi-
cate their answers. Then say:

Now turn the page and begin.

When all students have completed Section 3, tell them to replace the
answer card in the small envelope and to put the test booklet and the
small envelope in the large envelope.

ONMINIIININNIIID=14101/011011111111111111111111111114M01110111111111110111110.1110114111111 IIIIIMIO01.0014041WOOMMIIIMMINIMPWINNOWNIOGIMIIIIIMINIONIIMIHININ01111

National Centers may wish to issue an instruction about the collection
of materials here.
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POPULATION IVS

Session 1 - French Reading Comprehension (25 minutes)
Stencil Listening Comprehension (25 minutes)

Tame Recorder for Listening Test

For the Listening Test, a good quality tape recorder with an adequate
loudspeaker (either separate or built-in) will be required. This
machine must be able to play 7 inch reels at 7-1/2 inches per second
(19 centimeters per second). If possible, a technician who is able to
splice recording tape should be on hand with the proper equipment:
although tape breakage is unlikely, it can seriously disrupt test ad-
ministration if remedial facilities are not available. The tape re-
corder should be plugged in and warmed up several minutes before it will
be needed, and the test tape should already be threaded, so that the
test can be begun simply by operating the "start" control. Good prao-
tics suggests that the teat administrator privately listen to the entire
test before the administration, to make Buret is complete and in good
order; if this preliminary hearing takes place in the room where the
test is to be administered, a suitable volume setting can also be de-
termined at the same time by moving about the room to make sure that the
sound is sufficiently loud to be heard clearly in the back of the room
but not so loud as to be uncomfortable for those in the front rows.

Procedure

The test administrator will need the student envelopes for the students
he is supervising. The student envelopes (still closed) should be
handed out to the students, who are to check that they have received
the envelope with their name on it.

The instructions that follow should be read by the test administrator
clearly and with emphasis: no attempt should be made to commit them to
memory. The wording given should be followed exactly wherever possible.

When the students are in the room and seated, the following statement
should be made:

This school has been chosen to take part in an international pro-

jeot to study how young people learn French. Different countries

from all over the world are taking part in this study. You will

probably find some parts of the tests easy; some you are likely to

find hard. Do your best on all the questions. Listen carefully

to the instructions as they are given; follow them exactly and do

the best you can.

Open the envelope in front of you. Take out Booklet 54. Do not
open the booklet until you are told to do so.
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See that all students have taken out the right booklet, then says

For this teat we shall use a special answer card that is separate

from the test itself. With this answer card, all the tests can be

scored quickly and accurately by a special machine. Prom your

envelope take out the smaller envelope and check that yourrnme is

written on it. This second envelope contains your answer cards.

Be careful not to tear or bend them. Take out the answer card

marked 17. Put the small envelope back inside the larger envelope

'and place it on the top of your desk (table). The answer card is

a little tricky to mark the first time you use it, so listen to

the instructions and follow them carefully.

For the questions you will be asked, there are four possible

answers. These are indicated on your answer oard by a row of

ovals like this.

Put a sample on the blackboard like this:
Then say:

Look at what I have put on the board. There are four ohoioes, A,

B, C and D. If you think the correct answer to a question is the

one marked C, you should blacken the oval with a solid pencil mark

like this.

Pill in the oval C on the board.

If you change your mind and want to change an answer, erase the

first mark completely and then mark your other choice. It is impor-

tant that you only leave 1 oval blackened for any question. Erase

all other marks. If you look at the side of your answer card

labelled U you will see that there is a section at the top with

holes punched in it. Do not touch this at all. Underneath that

is a box with 2 rows of ovals marked P1 and P2 where we shall do

some practice items and unierneath those there are rows of ovals

numbered from 1-36. This is where you will put your answers to

the questions in the test. Let me repeat that you must not put

any marks anywhere else on the card. The only marks should be

where you have blackened in the ovals you have chosen. Are there

any questions about what you have been told?
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Answer any questions. Be sure that all students know how to mark their

answers. Then read aloud the following directions while the students
look at the cover page of the test booklet.

This is a teat of your ability to understand written French. For

each question there are four suggested answers labelled A, B, C,

and D. You are to choose the correct answer and then on your answer

card make a solid pencil mark in the oval containing the correct

answer letter. Look at the following example question and choose

the answer you think is correct:

P1. Lundi eat

2.) une lune
B un animal
C un nombre
D un jour

Pause for the students to answer. Then say:

The correct answer is D. Now look at the section marked R on your

answer card. You will see that for number P1 the oval marked D

has been blackened. This is how you are to mark your answers.

Now look at the following example question and blacken in the

oval after number P2 which corresponds to the answer you choose.

P2. Les petits enfants boivent beaucoup de

A suave
B lait
C jouet
D lain

Pause for the students to mark their answers. Then sup

The correct answer is B, so you should have marked the answer space

B for number P2 on the answer card.

Make sure that all students know how to mark their answers correctly.
Then say:

In going through the test, do not spend tea much time on any one

question. If a question seems to be too difficult, make the most

careful guess you can, rather than waste time over it. Your score

will be based on the number of questions you answer correctly. It

will be to your advantage to answer every question even though you

may not be sure that your answer is correct. If you make a mistake

or wish bo change an answer, erase your first answer and then blacken

in the oval for the answer which you intend. There are 36 questions

in the test, and you will have 25 minutes to work on it. Are there

auestions?
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Answer any questions by repeating or rephrasing the instructions already

given. Then say:

During the test, if you need a new pencil or if you have other

problems, raise your hand nnd someone will help you. When I give

the signal you may begin work on the test, and you should continue

working on it until you are told to stop. If you finish before

the time is up, you may look bank over your work. Are there any

other questions?

Wait for questions, then say:

Now turn the page and begin work.

Begin timing the test. When 20 minutes have elapsed says

There are 5 minutes left in the test.

When exactly 25 minutes have elapsed, say:

STOP, LAY DOWN YOUR PENCIL RIGHT NOW, THIS IS THE END OF THE TEST.

Close your test booklet. Replace your answer card in the small

envelope and put the small envelope and the lest booklet into the

large student envelope. Leave the envelope on your desk.

A 5 or 10 minute break should be given before administering the next
section of the test.

When the students have been seated again, ask them to take out Booklet
55 and answer card 17 from their envelopes. They should turn to the
side of the answer card labelled L. Then say:

Now look at the General Directions on the cover pare of your test

booklet while those directions are rend to you by the test tape.

Start the test tape. After the tape has presented the sample item and
the announcer has said, "So you should have marked A in the space pro-
vided for the example question," stop the tape. Then say:

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions by paraphrasing the instructions already given.
Then say:

Get ready, the test is about to begin.

Restart the tape. The teat tape will run for approximately 25 minutes
and will supply all the necessary instructions and response timing.
When the announcer says, "This is the end of the Listening test, close
your book and lay down your pencil," atop the tape recorder. Ask tho
students to replace the test booklet in :ho largo envelope and the
answer card in the small envelope.
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